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TO CONTINUE: QUOTING
PROTOCOL NO. 1Q
mdmth
how WY it k+ to
fool the GoY& the Jews St.&
Point blank that the PeoPle are
Perfectly Content with the outside
appear==
of their governments
and don’t have the faintest understanding
of
the
underlying
meaning of things or the actions
going on behind the s&es.
In
order to keep it that way it is impolmt that all questions ought not
to be t~wdxxi upon directly and
openly before t@e peOple. By not
naming a principle the Jews leave
themselves free for any action they
choose. A political scoundrel, who
is a rascal but clever, will be admired by the mob for his impudent
audacity.

Nations). They mean to bring all
the peoples under -their one despotic
Jewish dictator by first subjecting
the peoples of the world to such terrible suffering, confusion and torment that fieY will throw uP their
;hands in desperation. The Jews will
‘then offer them the solution to all
/their problems. By a coup d’etat
‘that they will then bring about, they
will set themselves on the throne of
the world.
Some of the tools for accomplishing this are to give everybody a
vote without distinction Of classes
or without quaMcations; by destraying among the Goyim the importance of the family and its educational value; by crating of the
mob a blind mighty force which
will never b in a position b move
in any dire&on without the guidante of the Jewish agents set at the
head as-leaders of the mob.

The Jewish hierarchy .ha dmm tie Jews are well aware of the
uP a master plan for erecting ,? new leadership principle and have utifundamental structure embracing all lid it from the beginning of their
the nations of the Earth (United history to bring them to the present

I

Inside #this issue.. .

ready made from one brain and
must not be split into fractional
“Friendly fire”...Page 9. I parts from the minds of many.
1 October Surprise...Page 10. 1 -mereas it is allowable for a sel&t
company of their hierarchy to have
How many died?...Page 24.
knowledge of the general scheme of
USSR Today...Page 35.
I action, they must not. discuss the
details b&use it would destroy its
artful design, the interdependence

I

of its component parts, and the se- exhausted and so desperate that
cret meaning of each clause.
they will see no other choice but
to take REFUGE IN THE
They take a very dim view of
JEWISH LEADERSHIP.
The
the usefulness of a constitution as a
peoule will submit and surrender
means of protecting the people from
to their unconditional Jewish
their cons
.
They state
sovereignty.
openly, ‘A CONSTITUTION, AS
YOU WELL KNOW, IS NOTHING
PROTOCOL NO. 11
ELSE BUT A SCHOOL OF DIS“The Goyim (Gentiles) are a
CORDS,
MISUNDERSTANL)INGS, QUARRELS, DISAGREE jlock of sheep and wege to elect
MENTS, FRUITLESS PARTYAG- Presidents and other officials
ITATION, f~mm WHIMS--IN A which have in their Dast some
WORD, A SCHOOL 0~ EVERY- dark undis-covered stain. These
THING THAT SERVES To DE Blgents WILL THElNDO ‘ITHEIR
B-DDfiG
OUT
STROY THE PERSONALITY OF FEAR OF REVELATION ON
.
sTATE ACTW1?* I’ Democracies j?HE PART OF =JEWS
and Republics with everybody having a vote down to the last scum are their wolves. And you know
and rabble provides the Jew with what happens when the wolvesget
the finest element with which to de- hold of the flock?”
stroy the State, and the people
In this Protocol they go into
within that state. In order that they
further detail about destroying the
can best manipulate such a State last vestiges of our type of governthey arrange to elect Presidents ment and replacing it with their
and other officials which have in Jewish world order which will come
their uast some dark undis-cov- in the form of a revolution of the
ered stain. These agents WILL State. As a precondition to this
THEN DO THEIR BIDDING new world order, many combiWITHOUT ANY FEAR OF nations of concepts which we now
REVELATION ON THE PART accept, such as freedom of the
press, right of association, freedom
OF THE JEWS.
of conscience, the voting principle,
and many others must disappear
Finally, by means of creating forever from the memory of man.
discord, by plundering the people The Jews want to make sure that
blind by taxation, by bungling, when they spring the final closing
by a breakdown of law and order, of the jaws on the Goyim, such
by dissension, hatred, struggle, victims must recognize once and for
envy and even by the use of all that they the Jews, are so strong,
torture, by starvation, by the
inoculation of diseases, by want, Please see PROTOCOLS next page
finally the people will be so
piracy
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filled with
SO super-abuirdantly
power, that in no case will they take
account of any protest, nor will they
pay any attention whatsoever to the
opinions or wishes of the Goyim,
and they want to impress upon us
that they are ready and able to crush
with irresistible power all expressions of such protest at any moment
and at every place. In fear and
trembling the Goyim will close his
eyes to everything and be content to
wait and see how it ‘will all end. In
the meantime, the Jews will keep
the Goyim Gentiles pacified by
promising to give bacR to them all
the liberties thev have taken awav
as soon as thev have auelled “the
enemies of Deace“% [H: Like, perhaps, the promising to “pay back
those gifts and loans and how
about only keeping the Executive
Orders and Emergency Regulations in place ONLY until the
emergency is over! Somehow neither ever gets done!]
Why are they doing this? In order to obtain in a roundabout way
that which their scattered tribe
wotild be unable to obtain by direct
methods. That is why they have
organized an army of Masonic
lodges--to throw a smoke screen
over their real aims which are not
even so much ‘as suspected by
“...these Gay cattle”.
“God has gmnted to us, His
Chosen People, the g@ of the dispersion, and in this, which appears
in all eyes to be our weakness, has
come fofih aZlour strength, which
has now brought us to the threshold of sovereign@ over ALL THE
WORLD.”
Literature and journalism are
regarded by the Jews as the two
most important educative forces and
therefore they want to make sure
that their government will become
the sole proprietor of the majority
of all journals. They regard freedom of the press, or freedom as
such, 8s the right to do ONLY
that which tht? law &IWS. %xe
they are going to either create or
abolish such laws as are desirable
to them, all freedom will be in
their hands.
~~-Propaganda and the press which
creates it are therefore regarded as

a key to control over the GOYh“We shall saddle and bridle it with
a tight cur&: we shd do the same
also with all productions of the
printing press: anybody in the
printing business
be required
to have a stamptax and depositsof
caution-money. If anvbodvattacks
the Jews. if such is then still
ble. we WZZL ZNZXJCT FINES
WZTZNWTMERCY.” They intend
to so straddle the press that no one
shall with impunity lift a finger on
the correctness and infallibility of
their government.
wiu

DOSS&

trap their real opponents to accept this simulated opposition as
their OWLI.(b) l&y can 1-d the
opposition opinion into the very
channels to which they then desire, and thereby neutralize them.
In this way they will carry on
their own sham fights which will
confound and confuse the Goyim.
At the same time the Goyim will
still be under the illusion that he is
enjoying freedom of the press.

Even at the time that the PI+
tocols were placed in writing the
They will also establish maga- Jews bragged that with the
zines and papers of their own that French press all organs of the
will make nhoney attacks upon press are bound together by proNO journalist
their Jewish establishment, but, of fessional secrecy.
course, they will be limited to such would venture to betray this secret,
trivial points that will cause them because not one of them was ever
no problem. They will belabor a admitted to practice literature unless
hundred sides of every point but his past had some disgraceful
never bringing up any real issues episode with which the Jews could
until they have the public so thereby blackmail and control that
confused that they won’t know member of the press. When the
where they stand or what a valid Jews have finally accomplished
opinion even is. In any case, not a their world goal and have the
single announcement will reach the despotic regime in full control, they
public without going through the intend to make sure that there will
colored spectacles ‘I... which we are be no revelations by the press of
The new
setting astride their noses” . They any public dishonesty.
bmg that even now and this WQS regime must be thought of to have
writtenover 70 years ago fl: now so perfectly satisfied everybody that
published nearly a century ago] even criminality will seem to have
there is no State secret that the disappeared.
Jews don’t have access to. Now,
PROTOCOL NO. 12
all these years later, we can
(Subject headings only)
imagine how much further they are
@3: Can you,
in control.
This chapter is rather long and
America? About a century after
these things were made public deals with the tremendously imporand KNOWN to you--what do tant role the Jewish-created Mayou do? Where do you stand? sonic Orders and Masonic Lodges
These adversaries of God tell it play in control of the press, govEXACTLY the way it IS and have ermnent and the Gentiles as a
all but finalized their ages-old whole.
plan-to the letter!]
Masonic interpretation of the
The future despotic Jewish word “freedom”. Further of the
State will have three classes of press in the Masonic kingdom.
journals that they will control. In Control of the press. Corresponthe front rank will stand organs of den= agencies. What is progress
an official character. These jour- as understood by Masonry? More
nals will always stand guard over about the press. Masonic solidarity
the Jewish interests and they admit in the press of today. The arousing
that, therefore, their influence will of “public” demands in the
be axnp~tively
stia.ll. In the set- provinces. Jniallibility of the SW
ond rank will be semi-official or- regime.
gms whose part it will be to attract
the tepid ad indifferent Goyim. In
the third rank they will set up their
The need for our daily bread
own papers, but to all ap
pearanca they will be in opposi- will be the most powerful club the
tion to their reghne. ‘II& will (a) Jews intend to wield over the head

of the Goyim to keep him in silence
as their humble servant. They will
use their Gent& agents of the press
to &cuss UKW issues aat ue inconvenient for their official journals
to mention. The Jewi& contro&d
regime will then simply take them
to the public as an accomplished
fact. Once done, no one will dare
to demand a change in the matter, and all the more so, since the
Jewish press will then represent
their new measures as a great improvement.
Immediately thereafter the press will distract the
current thought towards new and
frivolous questions.
As the Goyim people become
more and more enslaved, the
Jews intend to further distract
them with amusements, Pam-,
pas&m,
p eople’s
Ea&ne.
ala
m
tions such as competitions iu art
The
and snorts of all kinds.
Jewish controlled press alone will
guide the people to any and all
forms of opinion which the people
will. then regard as their own,
because they, the Jews, wfi have
all monopoly in offering them any
new directions for thought.
Liberals and Utopian dreamers will play their part in wrecking the remnants of the Goy govermnent until the Jews take over.
After that these liberals will be of
absolutely no value to them. In
fact, they may even be dangerous
and they have to be set aside. Although they will upset our whole
“other” civilization and turn society up-side-down, their orators will
expound at great length on how
they have nod brought us a
wonderful, benevolent regime,
though in reality they have
“who will ever
@aved
uz.
suspect then that all these peoples
were stage-managed by us according to a political plan which no
one has so much as guessed at in
the course of manv centuries?”
PROTQCOL NO. 14
when tie Jews have established
their despotic kingdom they intend
to make sure that no other religion
will exist than their religion, the socalled religion of Moses, in which
please see PROTOCOLS next page
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they will stand dut as the “chosen
people”. All other forms of belief
will be swept away. They will
then delude the Goyim that in
their religion there exists a myStiCa
rite on which all educational power
is based.
After they have enslaved all the
peoples of the world and imposed
their tyrannical regime upon them
they will then at every possible opportunity publish articles -ad m&e
comparisons between their benevolent rule and those of the past ages.
They will extol the blessings of
tranquillity, although that tranquillity was forcibly brought about by
centuries of Jewish agitation. The
eras of the Previous Goyim govemments will be denounced by the
Jews in the most forceful language.
All the useless changes of forms
of wvemment through which they
have “run’ the Goyti ” when they
were undermining their State’s
structures, will so have wearied the
peoples, that finally they will prefer
to suffer anything under the Jews
rather than run the risk of enduring
again all those agitations and misl
eries. When they are in full -power
they will further emphasize again
and again all the historical mistakes
that their previous Goy government
made for so many centuries by their
lack of understanding of everything
that constitutes the he good of
humanity. In contrast they will
expound to them how fortunate
the people now are in contrast to
the dead and decomposed old order of things, In countries known
as progressive and enlightened the
Jews admit that it was they themselves that created a senseless,
filthy and abominable literature.
Yet this will later be brought out as
a charge and discredit to the old order.
No one will ever be allowed to
bring under discussion their Jewish
faith from its true point of view.
No one but the Jews will be fully
instructed and fully learned of its
contents.
None of the %hosen”
will ever DARE TO BETRAY
ANY OF ITS SECRETS NOR
HOW IT WAS USED TO ENSLAVE THE REST OF HUMANITY.

.

PROTOCOL .~o. 15
(Subject headings only)

One-day coup d’etat (revoution)
Executions.
over all the world.
Future I& of Goyim-Masons.
Mysticism of authority, Multiplication of Masonic lodges. Central
governing board of Masonic Elders.
The “Azev-tactics” . Masonry as
leader and guide of all secret so&
eties. Significance of public apVictims.
plaus.
Collectivism.
Executions of Masons. Fall of the
prestige of laws and authority. Our
position as the Chosen People.
Brevity and clarity of the laws of
the kingdom of the future. Obedience to orders. Measures against
Severity of
abuse of authority.
penalties.
Age-limit for judges.
Liberalism of judges and authorities. The money of all the world.
Absolutism of Masonry. Right of
appeal* Patriarchal “outside appearance” of the power of the one
and only right. The King of Israel.
Patriarch of all be world.

ent children of authority, loving
him who rules, giving him support and hoping for peace and
quiet.
The study of Classics, the study
of Ancient History and the lessons
of past experience will be replaced
with theoretical studies of programs for the future. “We shall
erase from the memory of men all
facts of previous centuries which
are undesiqzble to us and leave
only those which depict all the ertars of the government of the
Goyim.” Special emphasis will be
placed on the study of practical life,
the obligations of the people to the
State, and to law and order. Each
different trade or faction will be
given a special and different
treatment.

In order that the despotic Jewish
King will be more firmly seated in
control, it will be necessary that all
his activities be relayed to the nations as a whole, in the schools, and
on the market places in such a manner that the people will have a clear
PROTOCOL NO. 16
understanding of all his acts and his
Realizing that the universities many and great benevolent accomare the key institutions forming and plishments.
molding the thought of the people,
There will be no Such a thing
the Jews plan to emasculate the universities by re-orienting them in a as freedom of instruction. Special
new direction, one that is useful to groups will be taught in the philosthe Jews. All officials and profes- ophy of new theories which have
sors will have detailed programs not been declared to the rest of the
prepared for them from which they world. These theories will be in the
will proceed to teach and not. be nature of a dogma of faith and used
allowed to diverge in-the slight&. as a transitional stage in initiating
They will be selected with care the people towards their faith, i.e.,
and be put into such a position the Jewish faith.
‘they will be wholly dependent
They observe that the experiupon the government.
ence of many centuries, has taught
No meaningful courses’ in the them that people live and are guided
study of state law or political ques- by ideas and that these ideas are abtions will be given except to a few sorbed by people only through eduAll different ages are
dozen carefully selected persons cation.
chosen for their special abilities and equally receptive to ideas. It is
coming from the ranks of their only a matter of using different
Jewish brethren. During the transi- methods to accomplish the accepThe end result
tional period while they are still tance of ideas.
strived
for
in
the
so-called
system
struggling for absolute despotism,
the Jews will introduce into the ed- of teaching will be to turn the
ucational programs all those divi- Goyim into unthinking, submissive
sive principles that have been used brutes, waiting for things to be preso brilliantly to break up the order sented before their eyes in order to
But form any idea at all.
of the Goyim governments.
once they are completely in power
PROTOCOL u
they plan tO remove every kind of
(Subject
headings only)
disturbing subject from the
course of education. Instead they
Special training of their
will make the young people obedi-

own attorneys. Future attorneys
paid by state. Information used by
attorneys limited to that provided by
state. King of the Jews will be the
Real PoDe of-rsq
ti=
triarch of the international’ church.
Destruction of existing church when
it has served its purpose. Function
of the contemporary press. Organization of police. Volunteer police.
Espionage on the pattern of Kabal espionage. Abusing and degrading Goyim authority.
PROTOCOL NO. 18
Realiiing that nothing damages the prestige of authority more
than it obviously being surrounded
by a mass of secret police forces
“for its own protection”, they plan
to protect their Jewish despotism by
more devious means. They will set
up conspiracies of their own among
the people led by brilliant speakers
who will gather around them all
those sympathetic to their protest of
opposition against the regime. In
this way they will be able to remove
weak and wavering members among
their own police force and also be
able to round up the potential
opposition that might develop by
natural means. This way they will
be able to nip in the bud and root
out any conspiracies before they
even get started.
It is a measure of weakness
for too many conspiracies to be
known among @e people and to
compel rulers to acknowledge their
weakness in advertising their secret
measures of defense. Similarly, if
several attempts upon the lives of
the rulers are known, this, too,
weakens their prestige and their
authority over those being ruled.
The Jews frankly admit that they
have instigated any number of assassinations and attempts at assassinations of kings and rulers in
the past. They thereby helped to
destroy the authority of the whole
Goyim government by undermining
the idea of absolute authority and
encouraging the idea that underneath lies a vast opposition.
When their supreme Jewish
King of the World is in power they
plan to reinforce his protection by
creating such an aura of power and
Please see PROTOCOLS next pat
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mystical Deity about him that the
poor stupid Goyim will think of
him as being next to a God. The
Goyim will then do everything
possible to protect him and to k
form
horities of any opposition that might lie anywhere
among his “subjects”.

established.
The average citizen
will have no more influence or
control in the affairs of politics than
will a herd of livestock or cattle.
PROTOCOL NO. 24

“The sum totalof our actions is
settledby the question of figures. ”
By thii the Jews mean money and
that money controls everything.
P$’
Protocol No. 20 is a long and
b
They complicated one having mostly to
will be arrested on the first suspi- do with money, taxation and intercion whether it’s well grounded or est.
not. No opportunity will be given
It lays out the blueprint for their
of escape of people even suspected
fiscal
policies when the King of the
of political crime and in these matters they intend to be completely World rules supreme. In the first
Why, anybody even Place the Jewish King will enjoy the
merciless.
thinking about political ideas is al- legal fiction that everything in his
ready guilty of a crime, for he State belongs to him. They state in
should have no understanding of it Parenthesis this “muy very weU be a
in the first place, and secondly, he fact".He Will then, therefore,
should not be occupying himself have the legal power t0 !ZOnfis@e
anv and everv kind of sums on
with such matters.
whatever metext he mav choose.
[H: Keep Your eYe OPn and
s
pocketbook at ready-they
are
‘~3
about
ready
to
Practice
this
No dabbling in political affairs J
that will have any meaning whatso- one on You-the-sbeePle*I
ever will be allowed among the
The Jews blatantly boast that
subjects or, shall we say, the vicThe
eCOnOmiC
crises have been produced
tims of the Jewish regime.
Jews point out that under a well or- by them for the destruction of the
ganized, powerful government, for Goyim by very simple means: The
any individual, or groups of indi- withdrawal of money from circuviduals, to make any attempt at lation. They admit that they have
what they call “Sedition-monger- burdened the finances of the State
ing”, is about as significant as a lap with huge loans on which they obtain huge sums of interest and
dog yapping at an elephant.
made them the bond slaves of
their
international bankers. They
So no individual will get the
idea of being a hero and leading the further boast that the concentration
people to opposition, all individu- of all industry in the hands of their
als who make &h attempts will Jewish capitalists and out Of the
be put to trial in the same cate- hands of the small masters has
gory as thieving, murder, or any drained away all the strength of
other kind of abominable and the PeoPlW along with the SmSfi
filthy crime. This will disgrace of the State.
these heroic people in the eyes of
The Jews point with pride to
the pubfic tid they will be branded
with the same contempt as they the fact that the gold standard
has been the ruin of the States
might hold for any low criminal.
which have adopted it, for it has
In any case, everything will be not been able to satisfy the dedone ,to coinpletely wipe out any ItUlnds for UlOuey, the mOre SO as
possibility of sedition or opposition. they tiled
the gold from c%
In. the past, to break down the eUMion* The reader should reGoyim regimes, they have in- member that this was written prioi
serted into history books the idea to 1900 and then recall that in 1933
of heroism and martyrdom of the Jews fti of all took all the
those’ who have opposed the gold away from the American
Goyim governme&. This will be public and made it a Ctke for an
completely changed and wiped out American citizen to own gold. By
when the& Jewish regime has been now, they have shipped practi-

tally all the gold we had at Fort
Knox out of the country. [H: AU
of it!] The little that the U.S. has
left is now over-committed, and
over-obligated. .We are now completely plundered and devoid of
any gold.
They pat themselves on the back
for their ingenuity and cunning
compared to the “.. .pureZy brute
brains of the Goyim“. They boast
that with their clever banking systern the Goyim has been borrowhg from them with payment of
interest without ever thinking
that, all the same, all .the money
that they have been paying interest on had to come from their
OWN State pockets in order to
pay them these huge amounts of
interest. As long as the loans were
internal the Goyim really only shuffled their money from the pockets
of the poor to those of the very
rich.
But this changed when it
came to borrowing from foreign
sources. What it then amounted to
was that the wealth of the country
flowed
into the cash boxes of the
Jews and the GoYh was muY
paying t ribu
iects Qr slavq.

sition where they are all hopelessly deluged
with an overwhelming sum of debt. Not only

do they have to borrow more
money every year but they have to
borrow money to even pay the
interest on the mountains of d&s
that they now have piled upon the
stupid Goy.

But when the Jews ascend the
throne of the world, all these financial shifts that do not serve
their inter&s

will be sweut aside

so as not to leave a trace. Monev
markets will be d&roved and
thev will not allow the DrestiPe of
their rJower to he shaken bv anv
fluctuations

of prices.

but thev,
bv law

the Jews. shall announce
values and Drices.

They shall replace the money
markets by grandiose government
credit institutions, the object of
which will be to fu the price of
industrial values in accordance
with whatever the government
deted=.
This will make all indushal un&rt&ngs
-me
corn-pletely dependent upon the Jews
AND THEY ARROGANTLY
ADD, I... YOU MAY IMAGINE
FOR YOURSELVES WHAT XMThis iS all part Of their master MEjVsE POWER WE SHALL
plan. “Witltouta definite phxn it is T.E~BY
SECURE FOR OURirnpo&bZe to rule.
Marching SELVES. n
&ng on an undetermined mad
and with undetermined resources
PROTOCOL NO. 22
brings to ruin by the way heroes
and demigods. ” And so, in accorThe ultimate goal for which the
dance with the plan, the Poor Jews are striving is further defined
Goyim hardly realizes what a and clarified in this Prowl.
state of financial disaster he is
now in, despite the astonishing
“In our hands is the greatest
industry and productivity of their power of our day-g&.
m when we
people.
consider that these words were
written almost a century ago and
PROTOCOL NO. 21
look at the picture today of how
they have plundered and looted the
Having grasped absolute con- reservoirs of gold of the different
trol of all the money systems Of peoples of the world, we are beginthe different states of the world ning to get a pretty fair idea of the
and having a monopoly on bank- success of their master plan.
ing and credit, the Jews now brag
that they get their money twice,
Arrogantly, they then point to
three times and more times Over the fact, having accumulated all this
by lending it to the Gay govern- wealth, isn’t this surely proof that
ment. They frankly admit that their rule is p&&hed
by
most of the time the Goy govern- “~c)D@fi? Though much violence
ments have no busin= and no will be necessary, nevertheless,
need for making these loans. $ey are de&mind
hat their
However, by means of bribery Of
the state officials, and the slackness
of the Gay rulers themselves, they Please see PROTOCOLS next Page
have now lured them into the po-
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fiendish and diabolical rule will be
established. Having once done so,
they will contrive to prove that
they are the benefactors who have
restored freedom, order and tranquillity to a confused and strife
torn world.
“Our authotQ wiUbe glorious
because it willbe all-poweeul, will
rule and guide, and not muddle
along qfIer leaders and orators
shrieking themselves hoarse with
senseless words which they call
great principles “. Their authority,
they vow, will be the crown of order and will have about it an aura of
Deity that will inspire a mystical
bowing of the knee before it and a
reverent fear before it of all the
“True force makes no
peoples.
terms withany right, not even with
that of God: none dare come near
to it so as to take so much as a
spanfern it away.n

Reducing all people to abject
slavery and bending fheni to their
supreme authority is the main
thread that runs through all the
Protocols. One more way is to inculcate lessons. of humility, that is
make people more humble and,
therefore, they will be more obedient. (Remember the Sermon on the
Mount?) By reducing the production of luxury articles and depriving
the people of alI forms of luxuries
they will force them to become
more humble and, therefore, more
obedient. Furthermore, they will
undermine and reduce large manufacturers to a people of small masters and small units. This is a return back to the Middle Ages.
Drunkenness ,will also be prohibited
by law and will be punishable as a
crime.
Whereas the -Jews have stirred
up dissension, revolution and the
fire of anarchy all over the world,
when the chosen one of God, that
is, their Jewish King, is on the
throne, then all these agitators
will have played their parts.
Having served their usefulness
they will then be liauidated.
“Then it willbe necessary to sweep
them away from his path, on
which

mLfsb

be

Ec,ft

no

knot,

no

splinter. n All this to bring about
&in, and to erect on those Gins, finally, the throne of the King of
the Jews. I: And this ain’t that
nice, lovable Emmanuel “Jesus”
*
the Christ, old buddies!]
PROTOCOL NO. 24
[H: This one is so hnnortant
that I have no way on this computer to stress it enough--I ask
that you read it with full attention.]
The coming King of the World
and King of the Jews must have his
ancestral lineage confirmed in the
dynastic roots of King David. He
will evidently be selected and sponsored by three of the highest Elders
of Zion. He will be’most carefully
selected, not by any right of heritage, but by sheer, outstanding
ability. Then follows a most intensive and rigorous training (of their
future King) by those Elders that
are on the inside, to familiarize him’
with all their secrets of the Jewish
Zionist program.
The King will
then be inducted into the most, secret mysteries of the political, ‘into
the schemes of government, and
into the whole program. All these
secrets, nevertheless, will be strictly
kept within a very limited inner circle.
The King will not necessarily be
followed- by direct heirs, but his
heirs will be screened for ability.
Only those who are unconditionally
capable of firm, even though it be
cruel, direct rule, will be allowed to
take over the reins of government
from the Learned Elders. In case
the King falls sick, or displays
weakness of will, or any other form
of incapacity, he must, by law,
hand over the reins of rule to new
and more capable hands.
Once he is on the throne only
the King and the three Elders who
stood sponsor for him will know
what the program for the future will
be.. “None will know what the
King wishes to attain by his disposition, and therefore none willdare
to stand acrOssan ‘unknownpath.”
The King of the Jews must be devoid of all feelings and passion and
must exercise the cold reasoning
power of his superior mind. “The
prop of humanity in the person of
supreme lo& sf all the worldof she

holy seed of David must sacrifice tive and desirable package-no, it
to his people all personal inclina- was spread and disseminated and
Eons.”
perpetrated solelv bv the force of
the Jewish worldwide orpanized
END OF QUOTING
CODSDhWV with thousands of
speakers in union halls. on radio,
I would suggest from the above that on television. hie&np the D()kow
a lot of the so-called “Jews” who distilled bv Marx down the
simply think they are “getting a free throats of millions and billions of
ride and cleaning up on the New unwittinp victims,
World Order” might better think
again--for I believe it states it quite I am not here to further elaborate
clearly
“...must sacrifice to his on Marxism for the writing grows
people ALL,personal inCtin&ionS”. far too lengthy at best. I think I
shall end this segment at this point
Before we leave let US look a and allow you ones to ponder and
minute at “MARXISM”.
BY no think upon your fate--IF YOU
means can Karl Marx be considered FAIL
TO
TAKE
ACTION
a great writer, nor even much of a AGAINST THIS TIDAL WAVE
“thinker”. His famous production OF EVIL COME TO DESTROY
DAS KAPITAL is so very dull and YOUR NATION
AND ALL
so boring that it is almost impossi- FREEDOM OF ALL PEOPLE,
ble for anyone to read. Despite the YOU
MET
THE
HAVE
fact that it has been highly touted ADVERSARY--AND YOU WILL
by the Jewish propaganda networks FIND THAT IN MANY INand tremendously promoted by in- STANCES--HE
TRULY
IS
temational Jewry, this h-k
ha TEW~.
so BE IT AND MAY
been very little read, and is still GOD FIND A PLACE, EVEN IF
veryseldomreadPJ!anybo@. In EVER
so SMALL, WITHIN
fact,
thebook was not,wfitten
by THAT you MIGHT BE GIVEN
Marx alone but. was compiled by 1~0
SEEING m
KNOWING
another person, ,F'=idedch
b
THATWHICHBIND~
You.
gels, his Jew@h collabotitor and
hS financial -angel, This reminds . Hatonn to#ar.
Thank you.
.’
me a bit of Oliver North who had’
shadows write- his UNDER FIRE in
which he betrays, further, his nay
tion.
ll-B/91 #l HATONN
FRIDAY
This book contains no intrinsic. new,
theories. Marx took his socialist I have veti little to “add” to the
theories from Condorcet, Saint Si- discussion regarding AIDS, as you
mon, Auguste Compte and others. ,will note--but you misdiagnose the
The theory of Thesis, Antithesis and “Catis’i” -of . “Magic’s” dis-t&se.
calls This man is not homosexual nor is
which
he
Synthesis,
“Dialectical
Materialism”,
was he promiscuous.
This does not
lifted directly from the works of mean that he has not erred in the
one, G.W. Friederich Hegel. It is practice of moral monogamy--it
a useless and unproductive theory simply means he “had no reason to
that is no more than a play on acquire HIV virus by those methwords and can best be described as ods”. This fine young man was desemantic casuistry.
liberately infected several years ago
and has been carefully evaluated
So how did Marx infiltrate and since, in order to study time periods
permeate and poison the minds of of symptom onset and to further set
most of today’s world? The reason the stage for that which WILL
they have attained worldwide dis- come. What was the response of
semination is because they have the populace? There was no indibeen fervently promoted ,bv the cation of changing moral behavior-Jewish.orooaganda
and only “more caution” in the practice
bv force of all the Dower and in- of loose sex. I have no particular
fluence of the total Jewish con: comment other than to point out
M
as was Christianitv.
I repeat--Marxism has not spread
Please see MAGIC next page
because it was a saleable product,
nor

WPS i’u wmpp(?c!

irR ca

amac-
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Zionist control over Dead Sea Scrolls
11/8/91 #l HATONN
These scrolls will never be released
to you in full format. They remain
under the control of the Elite and
the Zionists at any rate. I have already told you that the reason for

Ancient Nukes

the holding from the public is that
they give historic information which
will prove many things: Truth of
the Biblical lies and tampering,
history of the times in an accurate
manner, revelation regarding transference and immortality with integrated reincarnated personages. In
other words, information which
would destroy the entire Zionist
movement and cause immediate
movement into a nuclear devastation to gain the final power--IT
HAS HAPPENED ON YOUR
PLANET OVER AND OVER
AGAIN IN THE PAST AGES-YOU JUST DON’T SEEM TO
LEARN OR CARE! This is WHY
your enemy has been able to do
such a thorough job of deceiving
you-the-masses, THEY have the
information and THEY are again
trying to mass an army to use
against GOD!

11/8/91 ##l HATONN
Indeed, this is of great note and almost NONE of the people of Earth
have any notion of that which is in
point. There is surfaced information that indicates nuclear devices
were used- well over 8$00 years
ago. In India -there are, indeed,
temples with deep underground security shelters. I don’t want to get
entangled in that subject at this
time. For you who are curious, the
city destroyed by such a device is in
the state of Rajasthan: As the ruins
are uncovered, the area is still too As a matter of fact, and now I will
radioactive to allow habitation.
blow some of you totally “out”--it
has happened so many times that
As this un-covers you will find that each sequence is CORRECTED
the “aliens” and “ancient astro- earlier in the scenario to allow for
nauts” are to blame. No, the fact the adversary to WIN. The games
that the shelters were available and only get more and more sophistithe temples built with thick stone cated and that is WHY, in this mawalls for protection indicates that jor cyclic change--the plans on
the facts were that the information OUR part must be more sophistiwas weil expected ON EARTH and cated also, and total evacuation preFROM EARTHMAN. If the intent pared for--in case the adversary
or expectation was to be destroyed starts a chain reaction which will
by distant aliens--you would have this time blow the whole planet to
had a much more surprise, with no bits.
hope of survival, situation.
The
very presence of the “shelters” indi- How did the ancient ones, the
cates a lengthy pre-knowledge of “Humans” (Indians by your labels)
what was going to occur. I told KNOW WHEN? By their records
you that WE, ourselves, have been do they know--they have but to add
around for milIennia WARNING two and two. They have the oral
YOU BLIND CHILDREN! WHO input and the markings of civilizaWILL sEE,THIs TIME?
tions past--and they only have to
add
time probabilities for a seMAGIC, continued from
quence to cycle around to an exprevious page
In this “time”
pected
“frame”.
that the master planners are now
there
are
a
lot
of
Godly people
getting ready to set you up for inoCulations and total accounting for caught in a “planetship” (biosphere)
ALL persons. This is just a higher where the adversary has come into
form of killing and organizing in great rulership. You, therefore, are
experiencing in the midst of great
order to finalize the “plan”.
This seems to be the public interest- confrontation of God Creator who
holder this day and from whence WILL reclaim His children and crecomes the greatest number of in- ation (planet). Those beings who
-@ies.
It is only one more step in are in the service of the adversary
measuring your time to enslave- will choose their own journey but
the encounter will be indeed great.
ment.

God does not have any need to
“punish” nor td annihilate either
places or persons. This being of
Creator is beyond all limitation and
He needs no form of destruction of
the “physical” to make His point.
He does not counter nor correct the
changes of Nature (Mother) for they
are the Universal Law in motion
He will,
and manifestation.
further, allow the man species to do
or undo themselves.
p
Where comes the thought that there
would be a “lift-off” of God’s people? Why would a thing like a
“rapture” be thought of in the first
place? Think about it and then look
very carefully at that which the
The
“teachers” are telling you.
evangelists tell you that there will
be a “rapture” to the clouds, etc. It
is wholly without “reason” nor
“logic”. Further, it is totally without “reason” or “logic” that a murdered man 2,000 years ago would
take away your responsibility to
abide within the Godly laws! The
most wondrous gift given Man by
God was his “reason with logic”
and “choices in free-will”. If you
fail to use these gifts--it is of your
doing so stop blaming God for your
plight and also STOP accepting the
LIE of your absolution.
It becomes obvious that the FACT
of some kind of a “liftoff” has been
done before and the Truth is
known. This causes oral truths to
confirm happenings of ancient
experience--and WE DO NOT
LEAVE OUR BRETHREN TO
PERISH IN A HELL CREATED
BY PHYSICAL THIEVES.
He

who moves within the teachings of
Truth and Godly Laws are welcomed into the higher dimensional
experiences and those who continue
to desire the physical manifestation
will be left to experience whatever
comes. That appears to be near destruction in holocaust (consum-mation by fire). This is a description
given by the elders to fit that which
man brings upon himself as wars
and experiences get more and more
sophisticated. The ancient Zionists
knew and know how the story unfolds. They simply wrote your instruction book to suit the needs of
enslaving you--if you have the
knowledge of that which came before--in Truth--you have but to
change the scenario to suit the desired outcome.
This that is expected is what is called in some circles--HELL. “Good” or “bad” have
no meaning except as perceived by
individuals and societies. Godliness
and Evil DO EXIST. One is the direction by guidelines of behavior
which God lays forth to maintain
balance and harmony.
Evil is a
thing produced by physical man and
can only exist in the physical compression. Ponder it for I have taken
hundreds of pages to explain it and
I trust you will search out such a
message of importance.
At any rate, I do not wish to further
discuss the Dead Sea Scrolls at this
time, either. You have plenty of
things to note which are right under
your noses and you have missed
them.
Name some? Please, chelas, You
do try my patience.

Inquiries about money
11/8/91 #l HATONN
Ok, you continue to barrage me
with inquiries about your “money”.
When will “they” change the curWhat do I mean by a
rency?
“cashless” society? How long do
we have to set aside assets and how
can we “keep” them in value? IF
YOU WOULD KEEP UP WITH
THAT WHICH IS DONE BY
GOVERNMENT--YOU
YOUR
WOULD KNOW AND WOULD
HAVE NO NEED TO ASK ME! I
have, however, given you ways in

which I see some possibility of sustaining a bit longer--perhaps not in
“perfection” but with the knowledge
that all “other” things will fall. I
have no interest in your “money”
nor your “assets”--1 do have interest
in building enough industries to get
you through a time of devastation-in physical form and with some degree of safety and life-sustaining
format.
Please see MONEY next page

Page 7.
MONEY, continued from
previous page
But how do I ‘note change and
“timing”
sequence?
By your
_.
recordings and workings. Let us
look a minute at a MAJOR step’
forward in New World Order economic control. I, further, pick at
random a writing by someone in the
U.S. who recognized this move a
full year ago. Many recognized it
and efforted to tell you about it-&I
TOLD YOU ABOUT IT AT THE
TIME, ALSO, BUT IT WAS
MORE IMPORTANT TO DENOUNCE OUR WORK.
Dharma, I will quote from this
short writing but as I have so many
of such similarity, I shall leave it
UMallEd. The information is already obsolete at any rate for a year
has passed.
However, had you
taken this to heart at the moment instead of tying yellow ribbons on the
old oak trees--you would be ahead
of the game at this point. This
short article has just been sent to
this location as confirmation and I
will share it for the same purpose.
QUOTE:
FNTER PUBLIC LAW 101-647
In Late November (1990), while
everyone’s attention’ was riveted on
the crisis in the Per&an Gulf,
Congress passed (and President
Bush signed) Public Law 101-647.
It was another step along the road
toward the “New World Order” of
economic control.

States currency note that may be
read by electronic scanning.
(B) make an assessment of the cost
of implementing such electronic
scanning of such United States currency notes; and
(C) make recommendations about
the amount of time nee4led to implement such electronic scanning. ”
In case you missed the significance
of all this, let me clarify. What this
law does is to ring the death knell
of cash, of financial privacy, of financial freedom, and the sanctity of
personal property. Let me explain:
In any economic system cash is the
ultimate expression of personal
property. It provides a store of
your excess labor (cash in your
pocket represents your hard labor!);
it can be traded for other goods and
services; it gives the holder financial privacy and freedom. When
ANY government tampers with or
changes the money (as Roosevelt
did in 1933 when he outlawed gold
money), it is attacking the sanctity
of personal property, invading your
privacy and restricting your most
critical freedom. After all, political
freedom is irrelevant if you have no
economic freedom.
The immediate practical result of
P.L. 101-647 (if the recommendations of the Task Force are adopted
by Congress--and they will be)
would be the tracking of all cash
transactions. This means at the local K-Mart or Sears or Albertsons
any clerk could use a laser scanner
to scan your cash, thereby recording
how much you spent, where you
spent it, when you spent it, and
what you spent it for! Complete
loss of privacy in your financial
dealings! Welcome to THE NEW
WORLD ORDER!

Title I of P.L. 101-647 is entitled
“International Money Laundering”.
But would you be surprised to learn
that THIS LAW HAS NOTHING
TO DO WITH MONEY LAUNDERING?! Section 101 orders a
study to be made regarding the uses
made of Currency Transaction Re- END QUOTING
ports (itself worth a lengthy discussion, but I’ll have to resist the Moreover--the scanners are already
temptation for now).
in place in hundreds of thousands of
outlets and already programmed
Section 102 is much n. z interest- awaiting the order to “begin”.
ing. It is entitled “Elec,Ionic Scan- Some places already are. scanning
ning of Certain United States Cur- the bills as they are placed in the
rency Notes”. This law establishes cash receptacles. The fibers within
a special task force to:
the higher denominations are immediate identification and do their
(A)study methods of printing on “own scanning”.
United States currency notes.. .in
denominations of $10 or more a se- So what do you do to survive the
rial number on each such United New World Order? If the New

World Order comes upon you and
your Constitution is set aside as the
plans are laid--YOU WON’T SURVIVE THE NEW WORLD ORDER--YOU WILL BE CAUGHT
AND BURIED IN IT.

The New World Order is upon you
as a train at full throttle, and, as
this P.L. 101-647 illustrates, it is
not a friend of those who cherish
economic freedom, financial privacy, and the sanctity of personal
property* It, further, gets harder
and harder to begin a program such
as we outlay in PRIVACY IN THE
FISHBOWL, etc. It is, however,
that our accommodations are still
somewhat available and the methods
of finding privacy still workable.
Every passing day, however, the
opportunities are shut down in
many areas to prevent your slipping
away. There is still PLENTY that
you can do if you are willing to act
boldly and only if you are willing to
“change” the way you handle your
financial affairs, and ignore the official voices of complacency that
sing to you that “All is well, go
back to sleep; ignore the wolves, be
good little sheep!”
For that which you will HOLD as
cash, I suggest no mbre than $1,000
per adult in large bills--i.e., $50’s
and $100’~. You will have to give
REASONS for holding more and
the overage will be probably confiscated. If you have a corporation
you will be able to account for
MORE QUANTITY for the assumption will be that you “do business” but it will need accounting
also--but on a different standard of
Probably around
acceptability.
$3,ooO per corporation will be
unquestioned greatly.
Note that the forms. are already
printed and available for currency
exchange as is the currency itself.
The forms bear mandatory reporting
of amounts of exchange over
$3,000. The point at onset will be
to catch you with the cash and cause
you to pay additional heavy taxes
on the cash in hand or total forfeiture of the amounts unaccounted for
as being priorly taxed.

which you might be holding in
smaller bills into “government” tender--i.e., coins minted by the Government. This means mostly quarters, etc. And/or convert to silver
and gold.
(Note, however, that
gold “money” was made illegal in
1933 and safe-d.eposit boxes were
ordered opened for inspection and
Therefore, it gets
confiscation).
harder and harder to control.
I
suggest a couple of months living
expenses in silver “bullion” and or
gold “bullion” and up to three
months income in precious metal.
If you have large sums of money-the evidence is that it will be confiscated. If you have very many assets you will be required to report
all, taxed over certain amounts to
massive extent and all available assets above a certain limit will simply be confiscated.
Many counselors recommend placing money outside the U.S.--I do
not. It will become impossible to
shift money back and forth and the
transactions will be the first hit for
the individual investor. There will
be opportunities for the Elite to
transfer ‘their property at the proper
times but NOT YQU-THE-PEOPLE.
-The best and most secure way for
some level of protection is to actually put your assets TO WORK.
Invest “against” gold which is held
in an “Establishment” bank and allow borrowing against the hard asset. To protect it you have to utilize a reasonable investment vehicle, or you till have a. hard time
making this kind of transaction and,
furthermore--you will simply end
up With cash to again make ac;
counting. I have asked ones here to
make available participation arrangements but that is for you and
them to discuss. There must be
good and viable industry to have
“basis” for the exchange.
Much
can be supportive to the Constitutional Law Center and industries
such as the housing projects which
will also qualify for R&D funds,
facilities
underground
growing
which will also be supported by
R&D funding--YOU WILL HAVE
TO EAT TO SURVIVE AND YOU
WILL HAVE TO HAVE SHELPlease see MONEY next page

I suggest that you convert cash
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Corruption in America’s Heartland
11/S/91 #l HATONN
Now who might this be? Someone
you never heard of? Well, this is
just a “citizen” of your wonderful
state of Nebraska--the heartland of
your nation. I have been asked to
comment on this matter and yes, I

confirm the Truth of it--Alisha is “no rights” when incarcerated by
very definitely and deliberately be- the politicians and evil participants
ing murdered.
in heinously criminal activities.
This is something that should be
A group of citizens in Nebraska is covered in an “update” of SAmaking noises, for all the good it TAN’S DRUMMERS but time limseems to be doing, for citizens have its us to more urgent material for
the mass unveiling of the “big picMONEY, continued from
ture”
from which stems these
previous page
TOLD IT IS VALUELESS AND
TER. There will never again be the UNDOABLE--IT IS THE WAY
PERFECT solution because the en- THEY MAKE THEIR MONEY!
emy’s intent is to have EVERY- “serve” one another where you can
THING you own--hook, line, sinker legally do so. USE the laws of the
and fish. They even have it ar- land wherein you can--with the
ranged that you will e$.her be given loopholes set up for the Elite, to the
the “mark” chip, or you will die of best of your ability. It requires,
AIDS. The fact is--they plan both however, that you go to ones WHO
11/8/91 #l HATONN
in most instances.
KNOW WHAT THEY ARE DOING AND KNOW ‘THE LAWS I have spoken much on this subject
I still recommend--at th& same time AND RULES. IF YOU GO TO in these immediate days, i.e.,
as practicing the preceding tactic-- YOUR LOCAL LAWYER OR Matthew 10: 16--You must be “wise
incorporating in Nevada.
After ACCOUNTANT YOU WILL BE as serpents, yet innocent as doves”.
YOU make the “loan” (investment MOREOVER, if you go to a
transfer), all subsequent business is “BROKER FOR INVESTMENTS” You must understand that your enfunnelled into and through your you will be told ways to “invest” emies ARE the SERPENT-PEOcorporation which precludes YOU’ your assets--because THAT IS THE PLE. They called themselves by
ending up with cash, etc., back in WAY THOSE ONES MAKE this title as they established themYOUR NAME. I suggest corporate THEIR MONEY! WE ARE NOT selves for WORLD CONQUEST.
names of nondescript nature--NOT IN
TYPES
OF Their symbol remains “the serpent”
THOSE
PERSONAL LABELS. I, further, “BUSINESS” SO. THE MOTIVES and is used in public places as a
“sign” just as you would use the
suggest that if you “share” very ARE NOT ULTERIOR IN’NAlarge amounts, that you have sev- TURE.
YOU MUST MAKE Christian sign of the fish. “Wise”
eral corporations according to spe- SURE YOU DO NOT LOSE is not the appropriate definition,
as
CLEVER
and
cific circumstances. Small corpo- YOUR CONSTITUTION AND however,
rations, well tended, will survive THE WORD MUST GO FORTH SHREWD are more suitable for
the reign of terror to great extent if AND YES, IT DOES NEED your would-be rulers.
ego can be separated to the side- SUPPORTING--BUT NOT FOR
board.
If YOU must have AT- PERSONAL GAIN OF SOME You must understand that in EVTENTION--please do not involve GROUP OR INDIVIDUALS. By ERY instance--you are not allowed
yourselves with these workers--they using proper procedures it can be to see facts--even as with the $10
have neither the time nor inclination arranged that only your own corpo- billion guarantees to Israel. The
facts are that the $10 billion is more
to further your “ego trip”.
ration knows that you invested-not
nearly
$50 billion and 60% of the
the state, nation or anyone. The offunding
is to go directly into the
There are some types of. “trusts” ficers of the corporation DO NOT
which are also advantageous. I do NEED KNOW WHO OWNS ANY coffers for shoring up the Israeli
not, however, note that any surpass CORPORATION.
THIS IS A economy with only some 20% gothe value of well-run corporations. TOOL SET UP BY YOUR AD- ing for the housing. We have, or
We do, in fact, have available ser- VERSARY TO COVER HIS will, give you input on that subject
vices whereby Doris and E.J. will DEEDS--IT IS LEGAL AND from outside sources, shortly. I ask
list themselves as your “officers” WONDROUS IN ITS ABILITY TO that you pay very close attention to
which are required by the State of GIVE YOU PRIVACY.
BUT the numbers and the clever maNevada--voluntarily. They will list YOU MUST DO IT PROPERLY nipulations involved. It is the reathemselves on ALL the corporations AND LEGALLY IN ALL LET- son that Bush got himself totally
and the records are run through TERS OF THE LAW. WE ONLY crossways_ with the Israelis--he
Nevada as such. Then public doc- ACT WITHIN THE LAWS IN found out the intent of the use of
umentation is absent your individual ALL INSTANCES.
WE WILL the funds requested and he couldn’t
name as owner if that is your wish, NEVER JEOPARDIZE ANYONE find a way to allow for the
It insures privacy and they are BY INFRACTIONS OF THE LAW “accounting” of same to Congress.
willing to do this to assist in re- AS THEY ARE GIVEN FORTH You see, the Camel is already takturning to Constitutional Law. You BY THE “LAND” EVEN IF ing up all the space in the tent--even
ones are going to have to get off THOSE
CON- after having shoved the “master”
LAWS
BE
outside to freeze.
your selfish kicks .and begin to STITUTIONALLY UNLAWFUL.

Wise
as Serpents

smaller incidents. These citizens in
Nebraska are calling on the Governor, Benjamin Nelson, and Attorney General Donald Stenburgh to
intervene in the case of Alisha
Owen. This person was convicted
and jailed on charges of “perjury”.
The group of protestors claim she is
being deliberately poisoned.
Owen had been told to recant her
testimony, but refused, identifying
prominent individuals of the Nebraska establishment as participants
in an organized child abuse and satanic network.
The network involved Larry King (yep, same old
Larry) who “allegedly” provided
child prostitutes for attendees of a
Republican Party National Convention, and the failed Franklin
-Credit Union, and was the subject
of an investigation by a special state
Senate committee. How many of
you heard about this on “Larry
King Live”? Have you wondered
why there is such a “party line” and
screened phone calls into that CNN
program?
Well, where there is
“smoke”, dear ones, there is almost
always some amount of “fire”. I
make no comment on the case except to show you how little recourse
a citizen has in such instances.
Owen, while jailed, is showing all
the signs of poisoning; hair loss,
“blue-moon”
fingernails,
spontaneous bleeding--increasing
and
now unpreventable hemorrhaging
blood clots from her nose.
Ah, but there is more--indeed! It
all is swirling around Sen. Robert
Kerrey. You know, that nice Senator who went to Asia to check into
the POW/MIA situation? Well, lo
and behold, the citizens who are
witnessing this Nebraska disgrace
happening, without recourse, in
front of their faces, fear that with
Sen. Robert Kerrey’s announcement
of his candidacy for the Democratic
presidential nomination, there are
increased efforts afoot to bury the
Kerrey , formerly Nescandal.
braska’s governor, is backed by
Warren Buffett of SALOMON
BROTHERS, a very wealthy and
Please see NEBRASKA, next page

Killed by “friendly” fire Page
11/8/91 #l HATONN
As I CIOS~this segment, just let me
share one other chilling note with
It comes from the
you readers.
Thursday, November 7 (yesterday),
1991 Wall Street Journal.

At 12:56 a.m. on Feb. 17, Cpl. Jeffcry Middleton, 23, and Pvt. Robert
D. Talley, 18, are parked in their
armored vehicle in the Iraqi desert.
They have four minutes to live.
m: I want you to check on the
name “Talley’, please.]

Cpl. Middleton’s mother, Joyce. could be moments away from being
“This high-tech system outdid it- blown from the sky. Apache pilots
self,” adds her husband, Bill. are trained to consider retreating
“They sure can shoot good, but they from such danger.
can’t see if it’s a cow or a coyote,”
“Get Rid of Those”
The tapes show that Col. Hayles
hesitated to fire--he says he feared 12:56 A.M.: Col. Hayles, codeQUOTE:
CHILLING TAPES SHOW HOW At that moment, a ground comman- the vehicles might be friendly--but named Gunfighter Six, reports that
SOLDIERS DIED IN “FRIENDLY der radios to a helicopter above the was ordered to shoot. But he says one of this helicopter I crews has
Ordered to ‘Take ‘em desert. “Can you engage those two the tapes don’t change anything for spotted two vehicles about a halfFIRE”;
him. “I never want to fly again. I mile north of the Allied line. DeOut’, Colonel Finally Shoots--And vehicles?”
killed two good men on my last spite all of its high-tech gadgetry,
Kills-Two of His Own.
WIIelicopter: “Roger, I can shoot flight,” says the 42-year-old officer,- the Apache can’t distinguish beBRASKA.continuedkor- previouspagle those easy. ”
who had won rave reviews from su- tween friendly and enemy forces.
periors for molding the First In- Col. David Weisman, code-named
powerful figure allegedly tied to the
network. Yes, this is THE SAME sround commander: “Go ahead, fantry Division’s Apache helicopter Iron Deuce Six, commander of the
battalion into one of the Army’s armored vehicles positioned underSalomon Brothers involved in the rake them out. ”
most highly disciplined units. Pen- neath the Apaches, gives the order
“flipping” activities with the Savings & Loans, specifically in the Ihe resulting explosion reduces the tagon officials decline comment on from headquarters to “take them
out”. [H: Any of my crew sick yet?
case of Dharma, Santa Barbara Bradley fighting vehicle to molten the tapes.
Confirmation is painful but it can
rubble
three
feet
high,
shoots
Savings and Loan Association.
There are no longer any “little flames 100 feet into the sky--and is The alert came in at 12:15 a.m. on only be worthy of the ones who pay
fish”--YOU ARE THE LITTLE still reverberating, because all the Feb. 17. Amid a blinding sand- the ultimate price, to have honor for
FISH BEING SERVED UP FOR soldiers involved were American. storm, First Division’s headquarters those who are the targets--can you
THE DINING PRIVILEGES OF Cpl. Middleton and Pvt. Talley gets word that enemy armor might not see it clearly?]
were two of 35 American soldiers be threatening an American arTHE “BIG FISH”.
Weisman ,
killed by “friendly fire” during the mored column. In fact, pilots on 12:57
a.m.:
Cal.
How much help do you-the-people: Iraq War, and the helicopter gunner the mission say later that they doubt urgency building in his voice:
think will come from the ‘Govemolr 1and mission leader who pulled the there were any Iraqi vehicles to be- “Let’s go ahead and shoot those, get
and Attorney General of Ne trigger, Lt. Co1 Ralph Hayles, was gin with; they say the U.S. armored rid of those.”
the only American disciplined in the troops, confused in the sandstorm, 12:58 a.m.: Col. Hayles tries to fire
bra&a???
deaths. [H: Now do some of you simply mistook others in their own a burst from this 30 mm cannons.
Now I ask YOU--do you or do yet.I doubting Thomases begin to see a column for the enemy and called in “The gun jammed. Son of a bitch.”
not need a Constitutional Law Cen bit -more clearly that there was no the air support. The armored com- Col. Weisman: “Go ahead and take
‘em out.”
ter big enough to help? Well, it i, intent of allowing anyone to return manders won’t comment.
to
the
states
as
alive
and
free,
who
12:59
a.m.: “Boy, I’m going to tell
up to you-the-people. As is, eve1
would
tell
the
truth?
Ones
who
saw
Three
AH-64
Apache
attack
heliyou, it’s hard to pull this trigger,”
the Court of Last Resort, which i:
also now established and becoming and understood the awful lies were copters, wasp-like war machines fit Col. Hayles says.
Officer
Larry
functioning entity, cannot ac simply killed and there are so many for science fiction, launch at 12:22 Chief Warrant
of
them
that
you
cannot
count
the
a.m.
The
six-foot-two
Col.
Hayles
LeBlanc, Col. Hayle’s co-pilot,
uickly enough to stop this type o
e credible murder and abuse of citi dead and you will NEVER be told is in the lead. The recorders are steadies the Apache and helps zero
stuffed inside the helicopters’ eight- in on the targets. “There you go”,
zens who speak out against the evi.l how many!]
ton mass near the silver-suited pilot he says, “Now, do the mother - - system. YOU ones are going tc3
,I
have to raise up in mass, suppo~2 Col. Hayles, a 20-year veteran who and co-pilot. Mounted outside are
these ,ones in their pursuit of re:- was the subject of a front-page arti- 16 Hellfire missiles, each capable of I’ll be firing in about 10 seconds,”
aining Constitutional Law and at‘- cle in this newspaper on Sept. 10, burning through any armor. The 30 says Co1 Hayles..
tending the innocent victims of th e was stripped of command and .re- mm cannon can fire 600 rounds per Chief LeBlanc: “Okay, do ‘em.”
ipers. We can establish all manne:r /tired. The Army says that’s not be- minute.
But Col. Hayles hesitates for anof avenues for assistance--BU r cause of the deaths, but because an
other half-minute.
YOU MUST TAKE THE ACTIOI Q officer of his rank should have been The helicopters hover over a line of Chief LeBlanc urges him on again.
AND SUPPORT THOSE WILL ; managing, not shooting.
more than a dozen U.S. armored “We’re ready, Do ‘em.”
ING TO “SERVE” FOR THE:
vehicles stretching east and west,
“RISK IT ALL” FOR YOU ANI > Now videotapes from the internal facing north. The more distant ve‘LET’S0
‘EM:
THIS NATION IN ITS DEATl 3 recorders of the attacking heli- hicles appear as shimmering,
THROES. IT IS UP TO YOUr, copters--from infrared night vision ghostly white silhouettes on a black 1 A.M.: Cal. Hayles pulls a red
cameras--shed more light on the in- background.
AMERICA!
trigger. The infrared screen shows
cident.
They also show another
the Hellfue’s six-second flight. It
If you ones fail to open your ear side to the precise, high-tech battle 12:55 a.m.: The synthesized, high- rises in a 400-yard-high arc before
and eyes and see that which is upo characteristic of the Iraq War--a tale pitched voice of the Apaches’ com- diving through the top of a Bradley
you, I have nothing to offer. I re of flawed technology and human er- puters br& in to warn: “Radar
peat--it is up to you, America ror. “Things weren’t as glorious as searching. ” It means nearby radar
Please see HAYLES next page
What will you do?
they led people to believe,” says is scanning the helicopters. They
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HAYLES, continued from
to break station and go home.”
- previous page
Col. James Mowery, answering
fighting vehicle.
The Apache from an armored vehicle to the
viewer glows with the explosion. rear: “Continue to work for Iron
The vehicle now appears in pieces Deuce Six. Those things are going
spread out over about 50 yards.
to happen.”
1:06 a.m.: Col. Hayles to Cpt.
Col. Hayles:
“Gunfighter Six. Daniel Garvey in one of the other
Completely destroyed the first tar- Apaches: “What do you think, Dan?
get.”
Soldiers later reported the Do you think I screwed up?”
Bradley gushed molten chunks of Capt. Garvey: “No. I don’t think
armor for hours. Cpl. Middleton you screwed up. ”
and Pvt. TaIley died; the three other Col. Hayles: “I just killed a bunch
crewmen escaped.
of people. *
Chief LeBlanc: “Let’s go. ”
1:07 a.m.: The three Apaches fly
Col. Hayles: “I’m going to shoot along the U.S. armored column and
the second one. It’s fixing to go Col. Hayles notes that the burning
away. ”
vehicles are some distance from the
Chief LeBlanc “Let’s do ‘em. This rest--giving the appearance they
Bud’s for you.”
aren’t part of the friendly forces.
“There’s the screen line and there’s
1:01 a.m.: A Hellfire strikes the the two vehicles way out in front. ”
second target, an M- 113 armored 1:07 a.m.: Chief LeBlmc: “That’s
personnel carrier parked just a few correct. That’s affirmative. Let’s
yards from the destroyed Bradley, let them work through it. Seems
with three crewmen. They escape like they don’t know what the
with relatively minor injuries. But
another Apache crew warns that enemy soldiers are fleeing the two
burning vehicles.

.
(expletive) is going on. We’ll sort ordered to be separate from the
it out later.”
group. I know of no easy way to
Col. Hayles: “He said shoot ‘em make you ones see the dreadful horup.
Well, there they are, and ror of the “master plan” against
they’re shot up.“, Moments later, you. Oh, Father, what will wake
up these sleeping babies? How can
he adds, “I killed some people. *
we bear this evil? Hold close to
The General Accounting Office is me, dear chelas, for I do know the
investigating flaws in the Apache’s way but it shall not be easy. The
targeting devices. Meanwhile, the “son” had utilized a slightly differArmy and Marines have begun tag- ent identification for protection as
ging their vehicles with electronic he called on me--but yes, precious,
beacons to help ward off friendly it is the same. This is why you
fire in the future. “I won’t let this ceased to “hear”.
slide,” says Cpl. Middleton’s
mother. “I want something done The evil is so rampant--how will
about it.”
you find it all? You won’t. It is as
with the same Journal and another
article which headlines “FATAL
END OF QUOTING
FLAWS:
SOME ARTIFICIAL
I’m sorry, Dharma--but you had to HEART VALVES THAT FAIL
know. Allow us not to allow these ARE LINKED TO FALSIFIED
one to have died in vain.
RECORDS AT A PFIZER UNIT.”
Is it surprising to note that Pfizer is
Let us have a break that you might one of the most Elite of the Elite
regain your balance. YOUmust re- industries? I thought not.
alize that these two vehicles were

News on “October Surprise”

Col. Hayles: “Trust me when I say
any personnel around those targets
are dead. Oh, we got two personnel walking away.”
Col. Weisman, wondering if the
Apaches can shoot the survivors,
asks: “Have you got guns?” Col.
Hayles reiterates that his 30 mm
cannon is jammed. But one of the
other Apaches fires its cannons several times. The shots miss.
‘FRIENDLY VEHICLX HIT:
1:02 a.m.: Col. Weisman receives
reports from his ground forces:
“Friendly vehicles may have been
hit,” he says.
Col. Hay&: “Roger. I was afraid
ofthat, Iwasreallyafraid.”
Col. Weisman: “Cease fire.”
Col. Hayles: “Cease fire. I hope it’s
not friendly vehicles I blew up, because they’re all dead. ”
1:03 a.m.: The Apache crews
hover, watching in horror as the
vehicles bum in the distance. Col.
Hayles: “They’re just blowing up
like mad out there.” Ground offi“We’re
cers radio for medics.
moving Band-Aids in”, says a
ground officer.
1:04 a.m.: Col. Hayles: “I bet I
killed friendly people. ”
1:05 .a.m.: Col. Hayles: “Request
.
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SATURDAY

Because of that--they dare not
squash him for he will fight back--I
Another “inside” version is coming CAN HARDLY WAIT TILL
forth of the Bush trip to Paris in THEY REALLY MAKE HIM
1980. This one from a person who MAD!
worked with Carter. I have written
at length about this and yet I find I want to give you a “hidden” rethat most of you are fragmented by lease which the gangsters did not
all the “versions” coming forth. It want published but we like to do
suffices to know that it “happened”. things that annoy the adversary.
It is more important to know that This is as important a bit of confirBush flew in one of those dandy lit- mation as to what was October Surtle “Blackbirds” to Moscow at the prise and whether or not it was
start of the Gulf War. You will “real”. The other nice thing about
note that all sorts of “stuff’ will confirmation is that the mark of the
now be coming out against Bush, Mossad/CIA is all over the murder
etc., as the Israelis are out to pull I shall speak of--I think I need no
him down and destroy him. You further comment at this time for I
will find a lot of these farcical au- am really eager to get on with the
thors on the “Larry King Live” REAL story of that subject for such
show, so keep your eyes open. He elaborate plans have been laid and
“had” to have Ross Perot on the enacted to obliterate facts regarding
show in confrontation of North’s the incident.
statements, and further, Ross is a
very wealthy and powerful figure. -BED
AS MURDER

Gates-CIA
11/9/91 #l HATONN

Yes, Gates will “head” the CIA. It
is a farce at best, a show at least.
Note how much easier it is to get an
evil man into power than it is to get
a good man past the evil spoilers!
In that is lesson enough.

p-k”
scandal--that the
Bush campaign allegedly
to delay the release of
hostages from Iran until
1980 election.

Reaganconspired
American
after the

Several. factors have prompted
local police to revise their initial
pronouncement that this death was a
suicide--not the least was our writing that it was a “hit” job and told
them who did it. A New York City
reporter received an anonymous call
on Aug. 11, the day after Casolaro’s body was found at the Martinsburg Sheraton. The caller said
that an investigator probing October
Surprise had been found dead just
outside Washington, and that the
death would be ruled a suicide,
although he had actually been murdered. The call was received one
day before Casolaro’s family had
been .informed of his death and a
day before the Martinsburg police
had any idea of Casolaro’s ties to
the scandal probes. The reporter
Police in Martinsburg, West had not recognized the significance
Virginia are now probing the death of the timing of the call until sevof Danny Casolaro as a possible eral days later, but had nevertheless
murder. Casolaro, an investigative reported the call to the FBI in New
reporter, had told associates that he
was on the verge of nailing down Please see SURPRISE next page
key details of the “October Sur-

Alistair Cooke on the U.S.
11/9/91 #l HATONN
You will also be relieved to have
further confirmation so that you
don’t have to throw out old Hatonn:
Surely from the historians and
“watchers” whom you have grown
to trust and recognize from their
constant TV performances, you can
accept some input.

ingly unhealable wounds in American society. The city crime rates
are regularly beyond those of all but
the worst previous years, and random street crime at night matches
the jottings of 18th~century diaries.
Drugs are a pestilence afflicting all
classes and every age. We have
just wakened to the discovery that,
for a long time, maybe for several
decades, public education in America has been setting such easy and
dithering standards that, at the least,
a large minority, perhaps a majority, of high school graduates are in
comparison with their European and
Asian fellows, semi-literate.

U.S. faces ‘dark upheaval’, expert says: The United States naw
faces a ‘dark upheaval if it continues to follow the Roman road to
decline”, Alistair Cooke wrote in
the Oct. 5 Financial Times of London. Cooke, who has been writing
“An even more recent discovery
about the U.S. for over 60 years, is
is
that
“flourishing” real estate in
“U.S.
Britain‘s most senior
the big cities has meant mainly ofwatcher”.
fice skyscrapers and luxury highAccording to Cooke, the danger rise apartment buildings.
Within
of “decay from withinafar overrides mocking and walking distance of
all other threats to the U.S., in- these are the open lots or scrubby
cluding perceived threatsfrom the bits of park where the homeless
outside.
huddle and the drug pushers bargain. Meanwhile, two generations
He wrote: “I do not remember a of middle class families who might
time, not even during the ghastly have spent their lives in low-cost
‘60’s, when Americans have com- housing estates find that to afford
plained more, in a tone close to de- “affordable” housing requires two
Spair, about the visible and seem- hefty salaries. ”
SURPRISE, continued from
previous page
York immediately.

Cooke point& to three possibilities as “likely outcomes” of the situation: “1. The second American
Civil War, triggered by. separate
Also, the police have been un- ethnic and regional uprisings: 2.
able to determine where the razor
blades that slashed Casolaro’s arms
and wrists were purchased or even
where they are. It has been con11/9/91 ##lHATONDJ
firmed that they were not purchased
in either Martinsburg nor in the I guess it is appropriate to speak of
northern Virginia area where Caso- that while we are on the subject.
km lived.
As I write I ask that you keep in
mind that almost all the labels used
Police have also been unable tc are not accurate. . Christ is a state of
determine who Casolaro was meet- bmL
“israel”
simply means
ing with in West Virginia or wha! “chosen”, Jew actually will be rehappened to the case of files thar ferring to Zionists, etc. But if you
Casolaro was known to have been keep our true definitions as given in
zarrying with him at the time of hir “No. 1” dictionary meanings in
jeath.
mind then this will make a lot more
sense to you as you read. I weary
And so the story goes--and goes, of having to take the space to exznd goes. Is it not remarkable tha! plain each term each time I use it.
they convict an innocent person of
“perjury” or indiscretion on piles of When we speak of “British Israel”
evidence located through incredibly you will find that most people beFantastic means--and yet, they can’1 lieve it. Very few have ever heard
Find evidence which sticks to their the term. Almost every church in
lrery fingers and is unavoidable?
America teaches some aspect or

The arrival of a populist dictator . . . . *. 3. An emergency return to
the benevolent form of national socialism created by Franklin Roosevelt in the first New Deal. . . .
Thesethreeseemtometobethe
real possibilities if the social dangers, deprivations and frustrations I
have m+.ioned cannot be placated
by the present political system and
become too much for most Americanstobear.”
EVERYTHING IS HOOKED
TO EVERYTHING ELSE
It is interesting to note that Mr.
Cooke misses the most important
clue of all--that of the One World
Government under Elite-BanksterTalmudic-Israel. He would be one
of the few who would certainly recognize the impact of British Israel
in this scenario of world evolution
and underground control.
Funny
thing--these things are never mentioned by the “touter” scholars and
perhaps that is why they are
allowed to be so “well-known”. I
find it interesting to note that in all
the “Establishment Book Stores” as
well as the “Far-Out Book Stores”
that ones such as Mr. Cooke are
honored and their works and misinformation are everywhere. I note
that it is “hush-hush” that the
PHOENIX JOURNALS are not
even ALLOWED IN PLACES
LIKE THE BODHI TREE, where
everything from occult to black
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magic, satanic how-to and tarot
cards dominate the scene. I believe
that is the best reference and confirmation of the TRUTH in our
writings and the obvious Truth of
our presence that can be given.
There MUST BE SOME REASON
for the banning, burning or burying
of any documents for, if nothing
else, it is a decision to not allow the
word to go forth. It most certainly
tells all who pay attention that there
is SOMETHING that is NOT
WISHED TO BE WITNESSED!
These JOURNU
are not even allowed to be spoken of with customers other than to tell them that
the store doesn’t carry them. However, it is more help to us than carrying them-because we have yet to
have even one person be told this
fact, and that the owner of the store
trashed and burned the books to
give quite a lot of insight to the
“inquiring mind” seeking the docuThis particular store, as
ments.
well as the group with Ramtha, will
not even tell inquiring people
where they can obtain the books!
Do you not fmd this fascinating?
What do you suppose they don’t
want you intelligent people to see?
GOD TELLS YOU TO READ IT
ALL, AND THEN NOTE THAT
TRUTH WILL STAND ALONEINTO INFINlTY. WHAT AREi
CONTROLLERS
OF
THE
YOUR MINDS HIDING FROM
YOU?

What is British Israel?
some part of British Israelism. All
of the TV evangelism preaches
British Israelism but never utter the
word. Fundamentalist Christianity
groundswell
is
a
grassroots
“ministry” for British Israelism, but
fundamentalist preachers never say
“British Israel”.

It may function legally or illegally
within the law or above THE
LAW.
IT HAS NO ETHNIC,
SOCIAL,
LEGAL OR NATIONAL
Rl$!WONSIBILITIES
OR RESTRICTIONS. It has no
membership list.

Brirish Ismelism is a subversive
Pharisaic doctrine which has infilpated Ch&timtitv withthe relitin
.
pf nzcuzland national salvation. It
is also the “kingdom message”.
The kingdom message is the FharlSaic doctrine that there is coming
yet a future 1000 year reign of
Christ (specifically the one called
“Jesus”) on an earthly throne in
earthlv Jerusalem to rule the world.
British Israelism is an organism: in’
Please
see ISRAEL next page
visible, international and informal.

What is British Israel? What is this
mystery religion that has infiltrated
religious America? British Israel is
not an organization. British Israel
is not visible in whole or’ in part.
British Israel has no expressed or
stated purpose as to its true existence. British Israel is not limited
by national and international law.

Page 12.
ISFlAEL, continued from
previous page
Well, the- few people who are
barely aware of the racial aspects of
British Israelism recognize the Herbert W. Armstrong Worldwide
Church of God as the main British
Israel cult in America. Others see
variation of British Israelism in the
Identity Cults. (Remember: I use
the term “cult” as I would “group”
or “church”, which is, after all, the
first definition of the word itself.
You of the world have been deluded
and deceived by thdse who change
the meanings of words to suit their
own particular needs for disinformation or even partial truths. In
this instance the people call themselves “Anglo Israel”. No, I jest
not--go look it up!)
I do realize you have a problem in
looking up things that you are not
supposed to see. How many of you
noticed on yesterday’s news that
Texas is in an uproar over history
text-books for the schools. The errors, ‘deliberate or subtle, number
into the hundreds in the new texts to
be utilized by the school systems.
These are not little typographical errors--they are blatant lies and misinformation. This happens constantly
in every updating and retranslation
of everything from the Bible--to,
quite frankly, the reprinting or
opinionated
projection
of the
JOURNALS. You have created a
citizenship which is almost illiterate
and anything told to them will be
believed.

his “racist” views when those ones
doing the yelling are the very ones
who hold the same, only more intense, bigoted views. Anyone from
Yale’s Skull and Bones is worse, by
far, than any member of the KKK.
You can go look this one up also!
As a matter of fact--Bush quietly is
in full support of David Duke. It is
almost like there is a massive
church with a doctrine based on the
Kol Nidre throughout the world,
isn’t it? You would be better off to
turn everything stated by the media,
press and politicians in complete reverse and you would have it just
about right.
True to human nature and true to
nominal Christians they are only
looking at the form of British Israelism and not the “spirit”.
They perceive an organization but
discern not the organism of
British Israel which has silently
infiltrated their own religious beliefs and, through a long process
of patient gradualism, turned
their once Christian faith into
Pharisaism. Any good preacher
can tell you that the -Pharisees
were the evil people of their own
pronouncement.

The fact is that the British Israelism is an organism, a pseudo
Christian
Doctrine
(meaning
“false”), which is the basic propaganda of world revolution.
The
International Elite raise up nations
and destroy them with British Israel
propaganda. Nazi Germany was no
less a victim of British Israel propaganda, ‘though no more than a handTHE TERM “ISRAEL”
ful of Germans ever heard the term
The term “Israel” in British Israel “British Israel”.
and Anglo Israel is an attempt to
make a Biblical claim that the white Simply stated, British Israelism is a
race and the nations of Britain and master race theory. For example,
the United States are chosen, mod- Israel today is based on a master
em Israel. They claim that the na- race (chosen race) theory exactly as
why can’t
tion of, Israel is just one of the was Nazi Germany.
twelve tribes. Now our friends in people see this? It is because they
the local Baptist Church, the look at names, forms, organizations
Methodist Church and all the and they do not understand the
protestant churches and most of power of an organism. They cannot
professing Christian define the discern its spirit mainly because
British Israel group in this form. they believe it themselves, They
Can anybody
To them it is obviously not Chris- are doubleminded.
tian and does not in any way apply tell you what is the difference in a
to them nor affect their Christian religion of racial and national salbeliefs. To them it is just another vation that applies to Nazi Germany
and one that applies to Israel today?
“doctrine”.
There is none. Israeli Nazism and
You wiil note a big splash as ones German Nazism are interchangeable
like Bush denounce David Duke for if you understand the organism and

discern the spirit of British Israelism. If the whole Israel cult
could be justified Biblically today,
so could Nazi Germany, for they
are identical. Things that are equal
to the same thing are equal to each
other. Israel’s existence today is
based on race and nation.
Nazi
Germany was based on race and
nation.

comes from the British Israel world
propaganda ministry to prepare all
professing Christians for a world
political messianic kingdom. GO
BACK AND READ
THAT
AGAIN!!
By understanding British Israelism
as an organism, as a doctrine or
philosophy that is not limited to an
organization or cult, one can see
how British Israelism influences every ma.4 woman and child in
America. One can believe in racial
and national salvation and the kingdom message without ever having
heard of British Israelism. Organization is outward form only. Organism is the substance and power
of a doctrine to get into any church
of whatever name or persuasion.

What, then, must you conclude?
The *hole of professing Christianity today has been deceived with
British Israelism into a religion of
racial and national salvation. They
condemn German Nazism but embrace Israeli Nazism or Jewish
Nazism. A very pivotal example of
British Israel
doublemindedness.
Pharisaism was created by “Satan”
based on a racial (physical) and national RELIGION which is totally Have you not heard much propaintended to deceive Christians into ganda about star wars defense and
another gospel of some kind.
the Russian threat? Have you ever
been warned by government auThe fundamentalists and multiplied thorities about the British Israel
millions of nominal Christians conspiracy to subvert the United
would respond that they believe in States into a New World Order by
salvation by grace for themselves, using the Christian church and
but salvation by “race” for the so- Christian evangelism and the Elite
called “Jews”. They might as well Banks? On the contrary, govembelieve it for themselves. There is ment supports this British Israel
but one salvation for ALL people of “religious” propaganda, “tax-free”.
all ages and that is by grace--OF This is nothing more than a “state”
GOD CREATOR. This relegates “nation” being a “religion” and set“National” Israel to the dump heap- ting up itself wherever it wishes--as
a tax-free entity as that “religion”.
-or--world pharisaism.
Remember those billions of dollars?
And what else is British Israelism Dear ones, a rose by any other
Will you
besides racial and national salva- name is but a rose!
tion? It is the ki?gdom message. awaken?
The kingdom message is the Jewish
Doctrine of millenialism, or the be- Finally, British Israelism is the
lief there is yet a future 1000 year means by which “authority” causes
earthly reign of a Christ. Profess- the people to be doubleminded.
.ing Christians today believe this Doublemindcdness is the belief of
earthly reign will come soon. The two opposing thoughts at the same
kingdom message is political propa- time, i.e., that Judaeo-Christian is
ganda clothed in the Christian reli- actually a meaningful term instead
gion to bring about so called of directly in opposition one to the
“divine” world government. It is other. This is an altered state of
the kingdom message propaganda consciousness created by authority
which has infiltrated professing to control and use the people withChristians and made of them one out their knowledge, a modem sys-voice for world pharisaism. This is tern of slavery. One cannot believe
British Israelism because this con- in racial and national salvation and
spiracy originated with the British the “kingdom message” of British
Empire.
Israel AND ALSO believe the
gospel of Christ at the same time,
You may have never heard of even the tampered-with version of
British Israelism, but you have same. Millions are efforting to do
heard the kingdom message from so.
every radio and television in
Please see ISRAEL next page
America and almost every church in
The kingdom message
America.

ISRAEL, continued from
previous page

no wise be patriotic. He is then a
One Worlder regardless of anything
Perhaps this can give meaning and he might say or do to save his
understanding to the command to country, his- freedom and/or his
“Seek ye first the kingdom of property God”? Only by a true understanding of God’s kingdom can you es- The art of Judaizing has many
cape your authoritarian induced twists and most important many reverse twists. Marly come into Judoublemindness.
daism through Masonry, MorMANY READ, BUT FEW UN- monism, Jehovah Witnesses, the
DERSTAND--YOUR
ENEMY vast majority of Protestantism,
Catholicism and so on ad-infinitum.
COUNTS ON IT! !!
Note all the above identify themselves as generic “Christians”.
JUDAISM
What is the common denominator
Unfortunately “Judaism” is another of all these so-called “Christians”
misrepresented term. It does not (they certainly do not like nor remean what it once did nor are Spect each other as groups, or as
“Judaists” even recognized, as in / they sometimes actually call them“Judean”. So, we had better look at selves by that impossible label:
1~ 1s THEIR
the many faces of “Judaism”. Do Judeo-Christians)?
EWISH
not be confusing Judaism and Tal- L
mudism-&though both are linked EARTHLY KINGDOM.
inseparably by intent to mislead you
The reverse twist of Judaizing is
good masses of world citizenry.
getting an “anti-Jew” movement
tit us just say if that which the IS- Started with “Jew-bait” (I use the
raelis, Tdmudists, Zionists, British term because it is valid even though
It
Israelis, Christians, etc., etc., etc., it repulses my very being).
call Ju&&m IS, then World Gov- seems that honest people who esJU- cape every other trap fall for the soemment is a CERTAINTY.
da.ism “means” a political Messiah labeled “Jew-bait”. The Jew-baiters
the mh
from are actually promoting the scheme
ruling
over
of One Worldism by fostering the
Jerusalem.
propaganda that there are “Jews”
What might take a- thousand more physically in the world today.
years to establish a world-wide There are NO ‘JEWS” PHYSIJewish Zionist Kingdom under the CALLY IN THE WORLD TOname of Judaism. can be established DAY--BUT THE JEW-BAITERS
as the “false kihgdom of God on CONTRIBUTE TO THE HOAX
Earth”, as defined by the Talmud- THAT THERE ARE, therefore
ists, much sooner in the name of aiding the Judaixrs
and One
Worlders
who
must
have
“Jews” to
‘Christianity”.
All of you socalled, self-styled “Christians” will stage their Jewish kingdom of God
do it for the “master plan”. This is on earth. All *led
Jews aY
exactly what is being done by plac- are PHARISEES who Practice the
ing a so-called “Jewish” interpreta- Jew’s Talmud religion, the mifiention upon Old Testament prophe- nium*
ties.
The very word “israel” vs
“Israel” gives you all the clue you The pattern of the “Jew-baiter” is to
need to prove this statement to self. attack the “Jew” on one hand and
promote Judaism on the other
my Judaism? J&&m is being through p~e~bdihl,
Masonry,
used by the One Worlders because and so forth. The One Worlders do
it is the perfect vegcle for spiritual n.ot want the Jew’s religion to be
and political control. If men can be nghtly identified as Pharisaism.
brought &O Judaism bough what- neY must at all cost makfz the
ever m-s,
they bme
perfect Jew[s religion synonymous with
shva.
m~ as concept of con- ChStiiUlity. The faster this can be
spiracy is understood then you can done the faster we will officially
understand “Spiritual Communism”. have One World Government from
spiritual Communism simply mm Jerusalem. SO to utivel the tanthat if a man believes in his hm gled mystery of “Jew-bait” you
thatchristwillreturntoestablisha
Please see ISRAEL next page
World Govezmnent, then he can in
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Col. Gritz and Spotlight
llJ9J91 #l HATONN
I seem to be taking a lot of flack
and shrapnel from the attacks and
counter-attacks raging among the
members of the Populist Party and
SPOTZZGHT and thus and so. I
have no intent whatsoever to sanction any “political party” and especially not the “Populist Party” and I
do not either sanction SPOTLIGHT,
so please do not interpret what Hatonn says according to your selective input. If a “Party” is based
on _anything
- _.. other
_ than “one nation
under God” and Squarely upon the
Constitution--then I am against it-PERIOD. If they C~~ZUI
up their
act, then reconsideration may well
be in order. At this time, massive
damage is being laid forth in the
tainting of Col. G&z--WHOM I
QQ BLESS AND SANCTKUJ AS
GIFTED FOR THE JOB OF
LEADING YOUR NATION--UNDER GOD AND BACK WITHIN
THE CONSTITUTION.
IT IS
TIME YOU AS A NATION OF
SOVEREIGN CITIZENS (INDIVIDUAL) LOOK UNTO THE
MAN IN POINT AND THRUST
FROM YOU ALL THE POLITICAL GARBAGE.
THE GARBAGE IS SOMEHOW REQUIRED
TO ALLOW A ‘CANDIDATE”
TO REACH THE ABILITY TO
COME BEFORE THE “FIXED”

ELECTIONS ‘BALLOTS. I FURTHER COULD OFFER YOU NO
BETTER INPUT AT THIS TIME
THAN TO CAUSE A COALITION
OF ONES SUCH AS PEROT AND
GRIT2 TO FORM TEAMWORK
IN THIS ENDEAVOR TO TURN
YOUR NATION ABOUT. BOTH
(EACH) HAVE SOME ERRORS
IN PERCEPTIONS EjUT THEY
ARE DEVOUTLY COMMITTED
TO THE NATION AND RECOVERY OF THE CONSTITUTION-UNDER
GOD--AND
THEREFORE THE REST WILL FOLLOW.
I ask that you readers contact
these persons individually and express your wishes and remember-YOU MUST MAKE A PLATFORM FROM WHICH THESE
ONES CAN BE PLACED ON
THE PUBLIC BALLOTS. IT IS
NOT UP TO THEM--IT IS UP
TO YOU-THE-PEOPLE. I shall
better explain this on the morrow
but I am swamped with inquiries.
Did you think it would be EASY,
America?
Oh, indeed not and
therefore, it is up to YOU what
direction your blessed nation shall
tiik!
Hatonn to clear, please. God rests
His hand gently upon His blessed
children. Salu.

1st Amendment rights
TODAY’S WATCH
Hatonn present to commune and
hopefully bring clarity and information acceptable to you p&ious
friends. I find much love and giving among you tid tremendous desire building to reclaim your
sovereign kingdom. I only wish to
bring motivation--not
pull you
down from the bombardment ,of
dastardly deeds by ones of evil
intent.
Our ability to get
information to you-the-people is so
limited relative to the massive
backlog of information that we are
recognizing that the amounts seem
to bury ones.
We must keep
moving, brothers, and gear the
outlay to the “fastest” of the
receivers so that ALL may have the
input as they attain a level of desire
for same.

11/10/91 #l HATONN
SUNDAY
In passing through this veil into understanding you will find much
which will stun your senses. We
give you some for “shock” value to
awaken you--0fher things simply
bring pain and overwhelm ‘newly
opening eyes and ears.
For instance, how many of you read the
“radio” comrpenta@es? You have
talk shows constantly--but how
many of you look at the critiques
and/or even know your stations? I
thought not. The point of the adversary is to so confuse the issues
and overload the senses into more
confusion so that you don’t pay any
attention whatsoever to the babPlease see 1st AMEND. next page
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Honor to one who stands up to ADL

11/10/91 #l HATONN
I have such a man to honor this
day. His name is Christian and he
has been “dismissed” from his wellaccepted, well-reviewed program-in fact, has been fired from the station as a whole. Why? Because he
said that he would re-interview
George
Green
regarding
the
PHOENIX material (right or wrong
in content) because the people have
a right to hear and ,respond to ALL
information--the more controversial--the better.
The
Jewish
Anti-Defamation
League of B’nai B’rith has contacted every radio station and every
TV station and has threatened to
“close down” the stations if the
PHOENIX material is allowed to
air---A&!

THIS IS THE
see for yourself.
WAY A NATION
IS DESTROYED AND WHY YOU
PRECIOUS CITIZENS _HAvE
aIN
ZNFORMATZON! If
no information can reach the
masses, how are the masses to learn
that which is REALLY happening?
For us this is good news because a
“banned” thing is of great curiosity
and causes people to inquire somewhat--most will never know of the
banning nor will they care. But it is
your nation and what happens--happens to YOU and to YOURS. Do
you not see that this violates every
one of YOUR First Amendment
rights? This does not just effect
one, C. Christian, formerly of
KTAR. THIS VIOLATES YOUR
RIGHT TO KNOW, SPEAK,
PRACTICE YOUR CHOICE OF
RELIGION AND DENIES TOTALLY, FREEDOM OF THE
PRESS AND MEDIA.

my crew any day and together we the Mwad (the Israeli secret serwill find the pathway back to free- vice) enforces these cute little
dom.
%ugg&ionsn for doing business-and they are the most evil, vile,
You who are outraged by this mis- soul-less terrorists on the face of
carriage of “power” and “threat” in your earth. They are infiltrated
free America--write to RADIO into every fiber of your nation
NEWS, The ArizonaRepublic, P.O. and are the most extreme faction
Box 1950, Phoenix, AZ 85001. If on your globe. THEINTENTIS
you are sick to death of the ADL FOR THE KHAZARIAN COMscreaming “anti-Semitic” (when the MUNISTS TO RULE YOUR
Jews are not even Semites), then WORLD!
SPEAK UP! This group of “ban”
everything effort to project that PLEASE-READ
THE JOURALL who disagree with, say, $50 NALS AND THE LIBERATOR. I
billion in non-repaid money to Is- BRING VERY LITTLE “NEW”
rael, are anti-humanitarian and anti- INFORMATION UNTO YOU.
Semites. Are you not incensed?. THESE POLITICAL THINGS
They cause all ones who have dis- ARE ALL PRESENT IN DOCagreements with what they are out UMENTATION-ON
YOUR
to achieve, which is total control of PLACE.
THAT WHICH IS
the entire planet, to be seen as ex- NEW, AND WE BRING, IS
tremist and somehow “dangerous”. ONLY SO THAT YOU CAN
YOURSELVES, “REMEMBER” THE TRUTH
LOOK
AT
AMERICA/WORLD!
WHERE AND RECLAIM YOUR HERARE YOU? IF YOU SPEAK UP ITAGE.
YOU MUST CEASE
AS A PATRIOT FOR YOUR THE MYSTICAL FANTASY AND
OWN NATION,
YOU ARE FACE YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES
THWARTED AND CALLED BY OR THE FREEDOM OF MAN
BILIOUS NAMES AND FALSE WILL PERISH FROM THE FACE
BROUGHT OF THE EARTH--AND IT WILL
ACCUSATIONS
AGAINST YOU--IF YOU ARE A GO IN SUCH MASSIVE NUPATRIOT--THEN YOU MUST BE CLEAR
HOLOCAUST
THAT
A PATRIOT TO ISRAEL--IF YOU THE PLANET WILL LIKELY BE
LIVE IN THE U.S.A.! YOU HAD LEFT WITHOUT LIFEFORMS,
BETTER THINK ON THESE AT BEST!
THINGS FOR IT IS YOU THEY
ARE OUT TO GET. Those of This is why the information is
your brothers who speak out against stopped from reaching through to
these heinous practices and denial you--BECAUSE
YOUR
ADRights
are VERSARY KNOWS YOU CAN
of
Constitutional
destroyed, most often by murder.
FIND PROOF RIGHT IN THE
PAGES OF PRINT
WHICH
Will Julie Newberg of the Radio SLIPPED BY THEM!! IT IS UP
News (above) print your letters? TO YOU! !t is the mark of the evil
No--not on your bet! But, they will adversary to deny you access to the
be obliged to read your objections-- Truth for they know when you have
and/or CALL that station and every Truth you will also find frcedom-other one you can think of AND THEY WILL BE FINISHED!
OBIECT! If you write to Christian,
ask that the mail be forwarded or it
will not be. And, I would ask that
you give the man support. I realize
that many of you have written these
stations for I have received copies
of the correspondence--thank you-for it will be through you who act,
that your nation can be brought
about.

IF George or other spokesmen are
put on the air then it is allowed
ONLY if the callers and questions
are screened. I printed a copy of
the letter of demand and other liter- There are some daring speakers
ature in the paper so that you could who go ahead and violate the orders
and remain on the air but the lineup
gets less and less for valid interview
1st AMEND., continued from
programs.
When the information is
previous page
aired--you
have
no idea how many
bling.
calls are made for more informaYou are not alone in this
I note that if Johnny Carson resigns, tion.
Truth
seeking
and desire to reclaim
however, there is attention and
some lesser thought given to what your nation--but the effort is blawill happen to McMahon, etc. tantly to prevent you from HAVUPON
INFORMATION
How many radio stations are there ING
in the USA? How many TV net- WHICH TO FUNCTION.
works and/or “channels”?
DO
YOU REALIZE THAT LICENSES The obvious is to have our own raARE NOT GIVEN TO ANY WHO dio, TV, Motion Picture network,
ARE
NOT
IN
COMPLETE which is fully planned; however, it
AGREEMENT
AND
GUIDE- must be realized that you have to
LINES OF THE ELITE MEDIA have “permits”, etc.--FROM THE
SAME ELITE GROUP WHO
CONTROLLERS?
CONTROL ALL AIRWAVES!
ARE’YOU AWARE THAT CA- Can WE override? Oh indeed--but
REERS ARE TRASHED IF A how many of you would be able to
MAN STANDS UP FOR HIS receive? Ponder it and check your
OWN
FIRST
AMENDMENT shackles!! The massive effort at
RIGHTS AND UTILIZES HIS present is to prevent George from
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS TO even purchasing an already permitstation--the
“independent”
BRING
INFORMATION
TO ted
leverage, of course, is that the
YOU-THE-PEOPLE?
transmitting “permit” will be withISRAEL, continued from
drawn.
previous page
must- simply expose the “Jew’s” I honor Mr. Christian who efforted
“religion” (their millennium) as that to bring facts and possibilities unto How many of you realized your
which it is and which can be rccogI
you and has paid dearly for the ef- nation had come to this??
nixed by any “Christian Biblical”
fort. I would welcome him within thought not. Without exception,
scholar, as PHARISAISM.
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More on the Dead Sea Scrolls
1 l/t0191 #1 HATONN
Ah yes, those scrolls! It has been
almost 45 years past that those
scrolls were found by a Bedouin
shepherd. And yet it is only NOW
that great attention and myriads of
writings are coming forth with every kind of “tale” imaginable.
Why? Because the scrolls were in
strict and confidential holding by
the so-called “Jews”. They allowed
no information except that which
“they” produced to become public.
Then recently, under demand, some
of those scrolls went t\, the Huntington Library in the U.S. (under
the agreement of secrecy--that the
public would not have access, etc.).
The material was so incredible,
historically, that the documents
were shown to scholars who could
see the value and the truth of the
historical documentation.
The
“disinformation” spreaders are now
trying to head off the TRUTH from
YOU-THE-PEOPLE.
reaching
Along with that deception, is coming the onslaught of hateful UFO
beings and extra-terrestrials--EXACTLY AS I HAVE BEEN
WARNING YOU!

identification, gives you the entire
history which has been totally
changed and distorted for your eyes
and ears. Since this information
WILL AT SOME TIME COME
FORTH IF YOU DEMAND IT--I
focus on cunent activities which
might turn your world about in time
to save your ecosystems and your
sovereignty as nations and peoples.
You cannot wait to be filled in on
the lies of the generations lest you
wait until too late to take control of
your circumstance presently within
the lies. YOU ARE A PEOPLE
OF MASSIVE DECEPTION AND
WHAT YOU WILL DO WITH
THIS IN-FORMATION IN ACYOUR
DETERMINES
TION
PURPOSE AND GROWTH IN
MANIWONDROUS
THIS
EXPERIENCE--WILL
FtiTED
YOU PERISH PHYSICALLY OF
THE EVIL INTENT--OR WILL
YOU MOVE INTO AND WITHIN
THE PLACES OF HOLY CRETHE CHOICE IS
ATOR?
YOURS.

There is such a pile of information
gathered here that I shall pick some
articles which I feel to be descripJust as some day in the far recesses tive. There will be repetition but
of the future experiences of another please bear with us for it is urgent
human civilization--these
IOUR- to realize that you will have much
NALS will be found and TRUTH repeated and repeated until you
will again be given unto the world come to believe the lies--again.
manifest so that another lost civilization can regain and find its way. This topic will need be broken into
God always gives His creations that sections and if you find it boring,
which they need when the sequence please reconsider setting it aside for
is proper. It is what man DOES it is so very critical that you underWITH THESE THINGS which stand the importance of these docWHAT uments and how the thrust has been
marks the civilization.
WILL YOUR LEGACY BE?????
from onset,. to hide and distort the
translations, etc: The JewishsholOne of my most precious scholars ars have been working around the
has given me a couple of views as clock to “rewrite” the contents and
they are being presented to you-the- as you can see it has taken half a
public. I am indebted, N.B., for century and they didn’t finish in
your assistance. I cannot speak of time. Now, you do stand the possithat which you have no notion and bility of having them destroyed
make sense of the circumstance. I prior to proper translation.
The
am going to ask that we reprint documents were moved in part to
public documents as they are being the West Coast of the U.S. in order
written--which point up my above to have sure destruction in the
statements regarding disinformation earth-upheavals (\;vith proper exand half-truths.
cuse). There are no limits beyond
which these Elite will not go to deI tell you prior to beginning this ceive you--NONE.
task, that it is a hard one because
the simple facts are that the Dead At this point I will simply ask that
Sea Scrolls, as you recognize their the documents be kept on file for I

wish to not reveal source at this
The documents will be
time.
copied from current press information which is going through the Associated Press, etc., to all parts of
the globe according to the reaction
desired. I do not wish to prejudice
nor bias you in any way for it is the
“subject” in point which is of
importance.
Thursday,
QUOTE:

September

5,

1991:

The Associated Press, NEW
YORK--Using a desktop Macintosh-“Rabbi Computer”--two scholars
have compiled a bootleg version of
previously unpublished text from
the Dead Sea Scrolls.
[H: Note
from the start that you will receive
information from a computer translation version--which they conveniently call “Rabbi”.]

of everyday life about the time of
Jesus.
Published sections of the scrolls
already have provided insights into
the development of Judaism and
Christianity. But the international
committee of scholars that controls
the scrolls has never published all
the material, and in recent years
some scholars have complained that
the committee was unfairly restricting access. Israeli authori ties,
meanwhile, have insisted all the
scrolls be in print by 1996. [H:
Yes indeed, to coincide with their
take-over of the globe backed up
by the “religious” garbage they
will thrust upon you-the-people of
the world. Through the power of
“religion” can they bring .man to
his prison.]

But Wacholder, who is 67 and
almost blind, said he couldn’t
The first of five volumes in A afford to wait. So he discussed the
PreliminaryEdition of the Unpub- problem with Martin Abegg, a
graduate
student
and
lished Dead Sea Scrolls was re- biblical
leased Wednesday, but the’publisher computer hacker.
and the Hebrew transcription conWacholder had never seen the
tained few historicai or theological
scrolls themselves or photocopies.
surprises.
But a member of the scrolls scholars
“As far as the content, it’s not a committee had given him a docubombshell,” said Hershel- Shanks of ment entitled A Preliminary Conthe Biblical Archaeology Society. cordance to the Hebrew and Ara“The significance is that for the first maic Fragments, a five-volume
time an unpublished text (of the guide to the scrolls. [H: Is this ndt
scrolls) is available to scholar!. It’s itbout as handy as you can get?]
We’ve broken the
a start.
A &ncordan‘ce is a scholar’s
monopoly. ”
tool that is organized like a dictioBut instead of defining
“As far as we know, no ancient nary*
words,
it
gives the contexts in
text has-ever been reconstructed by
computer, ” m: remember the which they appear in a given docuprinciple of a computer: data jn-- ment or body of writing. The condata out. Garbage in-garbage cordance’ for the scrolls, compiled
out!] said Dr. Ben-Zion Wa- about 25 years ago, lists every us-,
age of every word that appears in
cholder, professor 0:
the previously unpublished texts,
Studieq at Hebrew U o
in Cincinnati... “Rabbi Computer, including words adjacent to it and
the name of the scroll where it apof Dr. Computer, did the work.”
peared.
The Dead Sea Scrolls, one of
the century’s great archaeological . Abegg programmed his comfinds, were discovered in the late puter to recognize overlaps between
1940’s and early 1950’s in caves the concordance’s “word strings”,
near the Dead Sea. They were and to assemble those groups of
handwritten on parchment in He- words into larger and larger word
brew and Aramaic, possibly by a groupings.
small sect of Jewish monks, and
Please see SCROLLS next page
range from Biblical texts to details
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SCROLLS, continued from
previous page
The material contained in volume one includes calendars, almanacs and the rules and customs
of .the priestly class that. produced
the scrolls.

between 1947 and 1956, contain the
earliest known version of the Old
Testament, biblical writings and information about early Christianity
and modern Judaism.

logical and religious world when it
first came to light more than 40
years ago faded from attention during the long process of scholarly research. But suddenly this fall the
scrolls were back in the news. One
of the research institutes studying
the carefully controlled scrolls
ripped aside the curtain of secrecy
that has surrounded them for years
and released its copies to anyone
ipterested..

HIDE ALL THEY CAN.]

“They contain copies of the Old
Testament 1,090 years older than
any we have had before their discovery,” Borg said. For thousands
of years, the Old Testament was
passed down, first orally, then
painstakingly copied and recopied
in the centuries before printing.
Prior to the discovery of the scrolls,
“the oldest known copy of the Old
Testament was handwritten in about
Marcus Borg, for one, was 900 A.D. The Dead Sea Scrolls
glad.
date back to about 100 B.C., making them twice as old, and are beBorg is a professor of religious lieved to have been collected by a
studies tiho teaches at both Oregon Jewish religious community known
State University and the University as the Essenes, living around the
of Oregon.
An internationally time of Christ.
known scholar on Jesus, he is nai
tional chairman of the Historical Jem: Oops! I hope all of you
sus Section of the Society of Bibli- will go back and read AND
cal Literature, the oldest and largest THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMassociation of biblical scholars in MANUEL. To have come from
the United States. -m: The only the group calling themselves the
obviously “wrong” thing with this Essenes (at the time) was NOT a
historical research is that it, too, good
for
recommendation
is based on tampered informa- TRUTH! Be that as, it may--the
tion--to deceive the world--the original scrolls had nothing to do
information
MUST
BE with the Essenes of that day or
SQUELCHED OR TAMPERED.] this.]

About 80 percent of the scrolls
have been published, according to
The scholar who gave Wa- the authority.
cholder
the concordance
said
Wednesday that the release of the
The authqrity’s decision was
computer-generated
transcfipt, made reluctantly after the Huntingwhich sells fqr $25 a volume, was ton Library in San Marino, Calif.,
“a sad thing”,
be&n allowing stiholars to view its
microfilm copies of the scroll frag“Wacholder’s taking someOne ments.
else’s work and publishing it himThe Hun&gton’s &ion came
self,” [H: A vea good Kol Nidre
p&tice-totally
&e&able. in the shortly after two scholars an.I(hazarian Em@e.]
said John nounced that. they were publishing a
Strugnell of Harvard University, bootleg version of the previously
who was dismissed from the schol- unpublished text of 24 scrolls,
ars’ comtiittee last ye.& sfter c&i- which they said they pieced together
cizing Jii,.
“what else would using a computer.
you call it but stiing?”
Emanuel Tov, the editor itl chief
of
the
scrolls project, said Sunday
END OF QUOTING
that the authority would give all
Please note that as we move along-- scholars access to the thousands of
ghe “Associated Press” is owned, fragments of writing in ancient Hemrated and totallv contiolled bv brew.
the.
“We have now realized that, for
the
benefit
of scholarship, this is the
As a scholar, he said, he is
NEXT QUOTATION: Monday,
right thing to do,” he said.
pleased that the scrolls finally are
October 28, 1991
being made available to the world,
But
he
said
scholars
would
have
rather than the small, academic auMAY
VIEW
SCHOLARS
DEAD SEA SCROLLS: Associated to agree not to publish full texts .if dience to which they have been conPress, JERUSALEM--The Israel they wanted to review the unpub- fined.
Antiquities Authority gave up its lished scrolls.
Last week he talked to the
attempt to iestrict access to the
Hershel
Shanks,
the
editor
of
Democrat-Herald
about the Dead
Dead Sea Scrolls on Sunday,
the
Washington-based
Biblical
ArSea
Scrolls,
their
history and imagreeing to allow biblical scholars
from around the world, (after chaeology Review, called the new portance to scholarship and the avscreening), to view unpublished policy too little, too late. Shanks, erage religious believer. m: Please
fragments. m: These “fragments” who has long fought for broader ac- read with discernment. The obcontain no information of value cess to the scrolls, wants the mate- vious is to bring forth pre-arwhatsoever-they are already cen- rial available for publication by all ranged documentation to FIT
scholars. END OF QUOTING.
THE NEED AND READING INsored documents.]
PUT QF THE MASSES. YOU
But the authority announced that NEXT QUOTATION: Thursday, ARE ABOUT TO BE “HAD”
AGAIN, DEAR ONES!
IF
scholars would have to promise not Oct. 17, 1991
@ Dublish full texts of scroll fragTHESE DOCUMENTS WERE
THE DEAD SEA SCROLQ
ments on their own. a restriction
AUTHENTIC
AND
THE
that drew criticism from a leading
TRANSLATIONS ACCURATEBiblical treasures back in news: THESE WOULD BE PROMIcritic of the authoritv’s handling of
They contain the oldest copies of NENTLY DISPLAYED IN ORIG
the scrolls,
the Bible ever seen. Their very INAL AND EXACT PHOTOScholars have complained for name conjures images of antiquity, GRAPHIC DUPLICATION IN
years that the scrolls were being a musty yet mystical thrill of an- EVERY PUBLIC HALL IN THE
hoarded by a small group of schol- cient times rediscovered.
INHABITED WORLD!
ALL
ars, and that the pace of publication
TRANSLATIONS WOULD BE
The Dead Sea Scrolls.
was ho slow.
DIFEERENT ACCORDING TO
LANGUAGE-AND IDENTICAL
That treasure of crumbling IN MEANING.
The 2,OOO-year-old scrolls, disGOD HIDES
covered in caves near the Dead Sea parchments that shook the archaeo- NOTHING! MAN DECEIVERS

“They provide us with first-hand
knowledge of a Jewish religious
group around the time of Jesus,” he
explained.
This isn’t just important as an
antique curiosity. It tells us some
important things about the Old
Testament and about the time of
Christ, Borg said.
When the scrolls were first discovered, “There was this thought
that they would illumine the origin
of Christianity in a fresh way,”
Borg said. However, those hopes
have not borne fruit. “Instead, they
have given us a very detailed view
of life in a first century Jewish
community.” [R: This would give
you more input than anything else
you get your hands on-first hand
information of how it REALLY
was and a new perspective on this
“Christ” who became the “blood
sacrifice” to absolve you of your
responsibility of good behavior
under the laws of God and The
Creation.
IT “AIN’T” LIKE
THEY TELL YOU IT WAS!
Please see SCROLLS next page
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SCROLLS, continued from
previous page
And they surely do NOT want
you to find out that fact.]
The scrolls and the later texts of
the Old Testament are very similar,
showing the remarkable fidelity
with which they were copied and
recopied. But “remarkable fidelity*’
does not necessarily mean 100 percent exactness, Borg pointed out,
“Not the kind of 100 percent accuracy that people looking to print the
inerrancy of Scripture would like.”
SO WHO HID THEM AND
WHY? AND WHY THE
m

DANDY “STUFF”. Watch out
world-here comes the blast of
blasts as laid forth by MAN for
MAN so that one faction can take
rule over that of another and
WHY you won’t ever be given,
except through pure accident and
demand of God, to see and have
the original documents in point.]
an apocalyptic text on the coming
war between evil, in the form of the
ruling Roman Empire and good,
personified by the Jews in general,
the Essenes in particular. H3: This
would be overwhelming Barf material except that the “Roman
Empire” IS a major portion of
the Khazarian so-called “Jew”
empire-this day, 1991. Even the
Pope is a placement by the Jewish
infiltrators as from the beginning-set up to pull down the civih&ion-TODAY!
You had best
be wary and attend these things
for these are the parts of the
blueprints set forth to gain Global
Control of the physical aspect of
manifestation!]

The Dead Sea Scrolls contain
copies of every Old Testament book
except Esther. Esther, Borg noted,
is the only book in the Bible which
does not mention God. [H: How
quaint!] That may be just an interBut, Borg
esting coincidence.
noted, the Essenes were a conservative sect of Judaism focusing on
“These scrolls give us a window
God’s holiness. To them the Book
of Esther may simply not have been into the beliefs and practices of a
a holy book worth preserving, Borg First Century Jewish community,”
Borg said.
suggested. [H: HOGWASH!]
The scrolls also contained commentaries on some Old Testament
books, and documents of the comm: Any good
munity itself.
lawyer worth his weight in rock
would know this is BAD testiIf you do not
mony to facts.
know who stashed the documents
and you can’t interpret them and
there are no originals from which
to work-how can you SAY “what
they say”? These ones are only in
something
about
speculation
which is hypothetical and has no
basis in fact. NONE. My own
senses hardly allow me to continue with such speculation but
this is exactly what is fed to youthe-people as if the authority
knows of that which he speaks
when, in fact, there is no foundation for the predictions at all.
But-to continue - - -1

SSENES: ACCORDING
,TO BORG
“The Essenes were a sectarian
movement with Judaism. The followers of Jesus, as a group of historians today call the Jesus Movement
HI: Again, refer back, please, to
AND THEY CALLED HIS
NAME IMMANUEL regarding
Hii encounter with the group of
EsseneS.], also were a sectarian
movement within Judaism m: very
true],” Borg said. Comparing and
contrasting the two is an interesting
exercise, he said.

The primary quality of God,
extolled by the Essenes was holi1ness, almost to the exclusion of any
1other quality, Borg said.
The
movement was very inward oriented, carrying a sense of “We’re
good and everyone else is bad. ” It
The latter included “The Manual was marked by hatred of the outof Discipline”,
“The Temple side, hatred of enemies. The EsScroll”, describing what worship in, senes were content to keep themthe restored temple would be like selves apart from the rest of the
and “The War of the Children of world, holding in contempt anyLight Against the Children of Dark- thing that was not them, and waitness”, HI:Hot dog, now we are ing for God to liberate them from
going to get to some really Rome.

The Jesus Movement extolled
compassion as the primary quality
of God. It was an inclusive movement, including the untouchables,
the diseased and impious.
Some
scholars have suggested that Jesus’
admonition to love thy neighbor
was a deliberate contrast to the Essenes.
Borg mentioned in passing that
the Aramaic word for compassion is
rooted in the word for womb. “To
be compassionate is to be womblike, sustaining, nurturing. That’s a
very different
connotation
for
God,” he said.

come into the public domain is that
lhev contain some sho&ine revelation or damaging evidence, Borg
said he doubts that will turn out to
be the case. [H: Upon what does
he base this assumption? Well, I
apologize for my interruptions
but this is the manner in which
YOU must begin to analyze and
discern.]
“There have been certain controversial claims associated with the
Dead Sea Scrolls, but very few serious scholars believe them,” Borg
said.

“I myself don’t expect anv sur[H: NOWI petition YOU: If in p&es. and I’m a ~uv who likes
the face of this factual speculation SumriseS,: he said. “It’d be great
and/or downright deceitful pm g there was somethim wonderfully
sentation of that which WASand controve&
in them. There is
was translated--how can you as
today’s Christians and/or anything else, pronounce without tion
hesitation and in denouncement #here is sow&&p
sens&o&
of any who disagree with the con- them. I don It know anv se&u5
cept--HOLD FORTH THAT IT &&r
whose wo&
esnect who
IS IMPOSSIBLE TO FIND ER- believes that. ” [H: &h this attiRORS IN THE BIBLE OR THE tude of self-ego importance, I
OTHER HOLY BOORS???? I have to admit that I just lost all
WEARY OF YOUR SMUG respect (his words) for his own
In other
RIGHTEOUSNESS IN TOTAL scholarly judgment.
IGNORANCE. YOU ARE PEG- words, he will never find any
PLE OF THE LIE AND THE LIE writings which do not totally
IS CREATED BY THE VERY agree with his predisposed idea of
ONES YOU PROTECT AND how it is and, further, they will
WHO WILL DESTROY, AC- be rejected and certainly never
CORDING TO A MASTER made available to you-the-people
PLAN, ALL THAT IS OF THIS because the next assumption is
CREATION-INCLUDING YOU! that you are “...too stupid to diiI especially confront YOU who tern for selves and need his
tout “man’s opinions” as proof ‘expert authority’ of what is and
unto the children who ARE find- is not correct or right in order to
ing Truth and their path unto function.” Do I take exception
Light-shame is upon you for and would I stand toe to toe with
your blatant ignorance and re- this self-indulgent man of great
fusal to LOOK! Instead you insist importance? Indeed, and love evand demand that “In hide Truth ery wondrous moment of it. A
beneath the bushel so that you human “authority” can only efdon’t have to face your own foUy-- fort to “prove” his importance
NO, NEVER SHALL 1” HIDE and knowledge from that which is
GOD’S TRUTH TO SUIT ANy already in physical expression-in
MAN! I AM OF GOD AND THE other words, what is already
Bb77%R PART OF WISDOM IS known, be it lies or Truth. This
TO ACCEPT THAT FACT UNTIL attitude indicates self-importance
YOU CAN BE IN THE FINDING far exceeding a “mere mortal”
OF THE PROOF YOU SEEM TO who is obviously not as great as
he. God created man in His imNEED AND DEMANDrJ
age and that means that each inMORE AND WORSE
dividual is perfection and power
-ION
beyond that which is physical or
Indeed, I tremenconscious.
Some scholars, mostly on the
fringe, have sneculated that the reaPlease see SCROLLS next page
m the scrolls have taken so long to
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dously enjdy these encounters
with these self-styled “authoriSomehow, however, they
ties”.
NEVER wish to encounter me in
any manner whatsoever and effort to keep the rest of you from
doing so, likewise.]

,

[H: Ah, could, he possibly have
taught a few “errors” in that 20
“One issue that is up in the air years, like where his own opinion
again is whether we’re correct to might have clouded an issue acthink the scrolls were produced by cording to some prior teaching-the Essenes,” he ,noted. “Some of or does this mortal man claim tothe untranslated material may sug- tal perfection?], and conducts
gest the Qumran scrolls were more classes for both Protestant and
[H: This alone
like an ancient Jewish library rather Catholic clergy.
than the documents of a specific goes along with what I wrote yesFor instance, some of the scrolls
“They (the selected scholars) Jewish sect. If so, scholars would terday about “British Israel”
mention an unnamed “teacher of developed a proprietary attitude, as have to revise some of their views.
which is total intent to present
righteousness” who was executed by if the scrolls were theirs,” Borg
Pharisaism and not teachings of
said. “There’s a tendency to want
the political authorities.
“The question the scholarly GOD!]
to gain some measure of immortal- world is asking is, will they confirm
“A very few scholars claim the ity by being associated with some- or d&confirm whether the scrolls
His wife, Marianne Well Borg,
figure of Jesus was invented by the thing. It isn’t so much that people were, as is almost universally be- is a recent graduate of Church Diearly Christian church, modeled were trying to keep secrets as they lieved, written by the Essenes.” vinity School of the Pacific and is a
after the teacher of righteousness”, were trying to protect their own m: I ask YOU--YOU THE member of the Episcopalian clergy.
Borg said. Another theory suggests immortality with being associated READER. RIGHT NOW: Have.
that either John the Baptist or even with the scrolls.”
YOU seen these scrolls? Have [H: May God, in His wondrous,
Jesus spent time at Qumran, and the
you touched them? Do you speak Grace, give you eyes to see and
This has been frustrating to Hebrew? Do you even know Mr. ears to hear-for the lie bears
thoughts of John the Baptist and Jeother
scholars.
Are the scrolls, them- down upon you as the tidal wave
sus were affected by this commuBorg?
>
selves, valid and/or actually EX- in the cleansing as the cycles fall
nity. “Verv few serious scholars
WHAT ABOUT BORG?
put much credence at all in these
IST? HOW DO YOU KNOW into chaos and destruction and
????****!!!! Right this moment, the blind are never given to see or
theories,” Borg said.
As a student in the late 1960’s, with this question--from whom hear of that .which is their de
Borg beiieves the 40-year lapse and early 1970’s, Borg was working and wherefrom do you acquire struction and, worse, the messenbetween discovery and publication on his doctoral thesis based on the your information to form opin- gers are destroyed and civilizatemple of Jerusalem.
has a much more mundane cause.
ion? HOW DO YOU KNOW? tions are left to the demise of the
OTHER HEINOUS
THINGS nations and the oral traditions of
“I
was
frustrated
at
that
point
“Delay ‘in publication has had
HAVE BEEN PRESENTED AND the elders who are all that
much more to do with scholarly because I knew there was such a SOLD TO YOU HOOK, LINE, “remember” how it was!
It AND SINKER--ALONG WITH
procrastination and scholarly ego- thing as the Temple Scroll.
hadn’t
been
published
yet,
but
it STINKING
tism,” he said. [H: Well, he said
ROTTED
FISH. Do we simply herein write of
it himself. By the way, for you would be soon. I had no way of HOW DO YOU KNOW? CON- “HOW IT WAS”?]
little chelas whose parents and knowing what it said, but I was TINUE TO CLOSE AND LOCK
preachers have sent you so much afraid it might undermine my the- YOUR MIND TO POSSIBILIinformation by which to “prove” sis. ” m: How interesting--un- TIES-ANY AND ALL POSSI,A BRIEF EXPLANATION
YOU WILL
our mission wrong and evil--this dermine his thesis; Truth be BILITIES-AND
EOR
YOU WHO HAVE NO
damned.
Well,
he
need
not
BRING
ABOUT
THE
PERISHman is most often quoted from
RECOGNITION OF THE
the great annals of information. worry for the first “Temple MENT OF YOUR PLANET AND
SUBJECT AT HAND
Is it just POSSIBLE that there is Scroll” to make publication will SPECIES. THE WAR IS BE
some remote POSSIBILITY that be one in which the party line of TWEEN THE GOD AND EVIL
we are exactly who. and what we the Khazarian Zionists present OF PHYSICAL EXPRESSION QUOTE:
say we are? We are the Hosts their exact plan for the way it will ANDYOUAREPAWNSINTHE
and GAME. WILL YOU TAKE UP
Discovery made 44 years ago:
sent by God, with God, to attend be according to Tahmulii
this planet .in trouble. I suggest will have no taint of Truth about YOUR SPIRITUAL POWER IN m: This is the party-line, at any
you who claii to know it all and it. YOU are being set up to enter GODNESS AND STOP THIS rate, and suffkes to give you a
WILL
YOU hint as to subject matter. I cringe
yet ddi n&even read the informa- into a massive genocide to pro- MADNESS-OR
tion wouId be wise to &ase ‘and duce “THEIR” temple on an- PERISH AS THE PHYSICAL at the inaccurate projections but
desist making the children who other’s property and you wili in- EXPRESSION OF EVIL? THE thii is what you are given upon
which to place your lessons and I
DO SEE WHAT IS HAPPENING sist on a return to the evil of that CHOICE IS YOURS.]
cannot help it. Just know that I
TO THIS PRECIOUS OLD Temple practice--Satanic ritualisBorg studied at Concordia Col- disagree with the outlay as given
WORLD feel isolated and r& tic killing and blood sacrifice.
jetted because they DO *‘SEE God does not create and then lege in Minnesota, Union ‘I’heologi- herein. So much of the “truth” is
TRUTH. “Age in yea19 do&rot slay, torture and bleed His pre- cal Seminary in New York, Oxford in fabrication of numbers, places
equate with “WISDOM”-ponder cious creatures. ‘This movement University and the University of and what is actually’ being proit! NO; the delays of pubIi&rtion upon you is total evil in intent Tubingen. He has held fellowships jected that I am embarrassed to
are due to rewriting, the original and YOU make it possible to from the Rockefeller Foundation ask you to read most of it.]
and the wonal Endowment for the
writing and total deceit. Many of come into fruiting.]
Humaniw
[H: All totally conthe so-called %crollsn will never
see the light of day- for they are’.
Borg has not done any work trolled Elite institutions!] He also Please see SGR?LLS,
.,:next;. p+ge ,
.
. ...
..-,
original writings to suit the needs with the actual manuscripts, but he has taught adult religious education
. ..
classes
in
his
church
for
20
years
of the “master planne&‘.]
uses earlier translations in his study
The scrolls were farmed out to
individual scholars for translation
and interpretation. Those scholars
have had sole access to the scrolls
until late last month, when the
Huntington Library in California
decided. it had had enough of the secrecy and let them loose to the
world.

of the Jewish world.

’

I
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Jerusala, and the scrolls came under the control of the lraeli Antiquities Authority.
Since then the
number of researchers has grown to
about 80, and the work has quickened, but stilI only about half of the
scrolls have be& rewrit---er, ah,
Inside, he found a broken clay translated,
vessel with the remains of an ancient scroll. It was 1947, and the
Late last month (Sept. 1991), a
jar he broke was the first of the California
research
institution
Dead Sea Scrolls to be discovered.
changed all that. The Huntington
Library, in San Marino, Calif., had
Subsequent explorations discov- one of only four complete photoered hundreds of scrolls hidden in graphic sets of the scrolls.
On
caves among the desolate terrain of Sept. 22, they opened their vaults.
the Dead Sea, generally southeast of Deliberately violating the secrecy
Jericho, and almost due east of agreement [H: Total balderdashhogwash. You don’t “just open”
Jerusalem.
vaults and break “agreements”
The scrolls have been dated by with Israel, little blind mice. The
their script to have come from the Huntington Library is a total en2nd Century B.C. to the 1st Cen- thy created and operated by the
Elite
One
World
tury A.D.
Government/New World Order EstabAfter having been buried in lishment !!! YOU are going to be
caves for some 2,000 years, it has shown (given) EXACTLY that
taken another 40 for them to finally which they want you to see (under
the illusion Sf broken promises
come out into the light.
1
and in spite of W-Y agreements
The scrolls are believed to have so that you lovely people can acbeen written or collected by a group cess this material) moreover,
called the Essenes, who ‘formed a building the anticipation to outquasi-monastic community at Qum- rageous proportions so that
ran in protest against the Mac- NONE OF YOU MXSS THE
cabees’ taking control of the high INFORMATION-WHICH WILL
priesthood
at the Temple of BE EXACTLY THAT WHICH
Jerusalem. An early leader is iden- THEY WANT YOU TO HAVE
tidied only as the teacher of righ- TO CONVINCE YOU THAT A
teousness, and his opponent as the ONE WORLD GOVERNMEN T
wicked priest, probably Simon WITH YOU AS SLAVES IS
Maccabaeus. p: Alice in Won- WHAT YOU WANT.]
derland?]
I(
en we free the Scrolls. we
The Essenes attempted to pre- ,&ee the scholars. n sad* director
serve the true worship of God while WilliamA. Moffa& “g we had sat
awaiting his return to smite their detlv. we wouldhave vi&ted our
enemies, whether Maccabee or Ro- own tlolicvof unrestrictedaccess. ”
man. They were strict adherents to
the law. IH: Whose Iaw?]
END OF QUOTING
previous page.
STORY: A Bedouin shepherd
tossed a rock into a cave and heard,
not the dry clank he expected, but a
shattering sound.

Because th,e scrolls were found
in what was then Jordan, the Jordanian government exercised initial
control, assigning the Rev. Roland
de Vaux of the French Ecole
Biblique in East Jerusalem to lead
the translation effort. The seven
men de Vaux picked were to have
exclusive rights to publish the documents. Other scholars were outraged, and their anger grew as the
work proceeded slowly.
h
west

1967, 1-1
took over be
m
Bank
area

sorry, chela, but it is so important
for the readers can now begin to
SEE the deceivers in full action in
their deadly games. Rest can come
when meSSageS are OUT ! Thank
you.***
11/10/91 #2 HATOm
WW FOR FUN WITH
THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS

* The rise and fall of a gene
tidal “antichrist” in the mid-20th
century, a likely reference to Adolf
Hitler. The development of atomic
weaponry is also mentioned. And
in another prediction the scrolls
warn of a horrifying plague in the
late 20th century, which seems to
be a reference to-AIDS.

* The exact location of Noah’s
QUOTE from periodical dated Nov. Ark.
Long thought to be buried
under tons of rock and on Turkey’s
19, 1991:
Mount Ararat, it actuallv came to
a’~=
BIBLICAL SCHOLAR rest in Egypt--iust miles from the

REVEALS

THE

SECRETS OF THE
SEA SCROLLS”:

SHOCKING

Gr=Wmmid.

. . . DEAD

* That the Messiah will be reborn in 1994. It is said that He will
Passages from the Dead Sea r& to a position of power and
Scrolls that am so aret
odv a prominence and spearhead a worldhandful of do am ha e m
wide conversion to true Christianity
them reveal that &O’s laided 0: before 2025.
Earth 2,500 years ago, Jesus will
be reborn in 1991 and the world
* The Greation of .a worldwide
willend lO,o() yeam from now“economv-of-nlentv” AND ELIMin 11,991! HI: I’d say that there INATION OF POVERTY IN 1992,
is definitely ffgc&n- news and
“bad” news regarding this proja* That Moses wasn’t Jewish,
tion but it is actually more valid Egyptian or even human. He came
than the other garbage being from another planet. [H: No-o-o?]
thrust upon YOU. MM, s usual,
&pen&
upon "what YOU do about
* That mankind will enjoy
the mess you’re’in and whether or 10,000 consecutive years of peace
not you choose to wake up and before the world ends in the year
change the tale.“]
11,991. HI: Not at the rate you
But let’s see what
are going!
That’s the word from biblical happens when TRUTH pervades
scholar and translator Felix Bonjean the lands!]
[H: I expect this is one of “those”
‘scholars for whom Dr. Borg has
At that time life as we know it
“no respect”.], who claims to be will cease to exist while the souls of
one of only six men who have ex- the “chosen few” will be reborn as
amined the passages that have been life-forms ‘on the Red Planet Mars.
kept under lock and key at the Vati- m: Don’t be so sure that Mars is
can since 1949.
[H: VATI- THE red planet as considered by
cm!?!?
AH, THE PLOT Earth men.1
THICKENS, DOES IT NOT???]
assumptions
H&Here
the
THE PASSAGES ALSO BE- cloud the reasoning process of the
given word.
You can only
VEAL:
m: Come, come--sleeplei--AND,
%ssume’l based on what you have
* That a fkt Of IlUSSiVe,Cir- &en led to **b&eve” and mu& of
by the way--“...the check from the
h totally b
Government is in the mail.” CU~ZUstarships landed on Earth that l~~~ption"
COME ON OUT OF&&LA-MD
2,500 years ago in 500 B.C. A de- error. But this is a neat story and
PETER
CUITONTAIL? scription of the extraterrestrials that mom nearly
on target than
Mr..
anything eke touted about those
Ye, Virginia, “there is a Santa got off the ships was badly daya
Clausen-and he is bringing you and unreadable, although a refer- scrob.]
ence to the fact that they had enorpoison candy!1
mous, bulb-shaped heads survived.
* The discovery of America
***Dharma, break this at this point
by an adventurer from the east-and begin another writing for the
* What God looks like. Christopher Columbus--in 1492.
efforts are to wipe this out of the Though the description is sketchy,
computer. I would, however, like the scrolls say He has fiery green
to finish this today even though it is eyes, flowing brown hair and stands please see scRoLLs* next page
Sunday and you have guests. I am., 9 feet tall.
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* Details of America’s 1969
moon shot, including the intiials of
the astronauts, N.A. for Neil Armstrong and B.A. for Edwin “Buzz”
Aldrin.

and for all.”
Both the VATICAN AND &&
RAELI ANTIOUITIES DEPARTMENT which oversees the study
and publication of the 2,000-yearold scrolls, have been strut&y
siZea on the issue. But Dr. Bonjean says that’s not surprising “since
they can’t say anything about the
secret scroll passages without admitting that they’ve been deceiving
the public for almost50 Years . ”

* The election of America’s
first female Dresident after President
George Bush serves out his second
term in 1996. Described as the
daughter of a slain former president, the woman in question would
The expert claims to have seen
appear to be Caroline Kennedy.
[H: And, just when we were be- the Vatican’s scroll passages in
1952. [H: By the way, this checks
ginning to get some “real stuff*‘.]
out, little chelas.]
* The truth about Atlantis.
He refused to name the other
The Lost continent was home to a
race of superhuman beings that God five men who have seen them [for
destroyed because they rejected their privacy and protection--they
Him and began to worship the may do what they wish regarding
the matter. To speak out is an alDevil.
most sure death sentence].
* That Satan will literally v&k
But a highly placed Vatican
the Earth for six years beginning in
2010. The Evil One will claim and source confiie& that Dr. Bondestroy the lives of millions before jean “can, in fact, talk about the
God banishes him forever.
m: passages with unquestioned auThis hardly seems feasible if item thority.
No’s 1 and 3 are correct-but so
“These particular scrolls
be it.]
and passages were brought to
the Vatican for safekeeping
* The devastation of one of
because jt was feared that the
the greatest countries on Ea.rth in
.
contents would cause Danzcand
1997. It is not clear where this
Godless society is located, but the
chaos thnruphout the orEd.
continued the source. 6: Ri
passage seems to be referring to eiminds me of the meeting we
ther China or America.
had with Baruch, Eisenhower,
etc., and they, too, kept it
“The truth was bound to come
from you people to prevent
out sooner or later and after much
religious riots and panic by
agonizing and even more prayer
you-the-people.]
I’ve taken it upon myself to tell
mankind what it has a right to
“Whether that fear was
know,” said Dr. Bonjean.
founded or unfounded will soon
become evident, of course, now
“The passages were hidden
that Dr. Bonjean has spoken
from the public because the ‘men
out.” Dr. Bonjean concluded:
who have controlled the scrolls
“I did what I had to do and I
since their ‘discovery by a Paleshave
no regrets.
God will detinian shhpherd boy in 1947,
cide if I was right or wrong and
spoke for many when he criticized
Dr. Bonjean for leaking privinobody can argue with that.”
[H: Want to bet?]
leged information that was never
meant to be seen or heard by ordinary men.”
END OF QUOTING
Other experts, like German archaeologist Ulrike Hoffman, actually praised Dr. Bonjean “for having the integrity and courage to reveal the truth about the scrolls once

“Surprise” hot potato
Reagan-Bush campaign team arranged for Iranian radicals to delay
Why do I think it important to look the release of American hostages
again at the incident called “October until AFTER THE 1980 ELECSurprise”? Because a strange thing TION. But Sen. Richard Lugar
has happened on the way to called the probe a “monstrosity”
Congress. This is a real hot potato! and promised a filibuster to preThis notation is also an October vent passage on the floor of the
Surprise because of political impli- Senate. On the other side of the
cations. The Senate Foreign Rela- aisle, Sen. Christopher Dodd voted
tions Committee narrowlv aDDrOVed against the resolution because it
a resolution calling for an investi- included an amendment TO
gation into the October Surprise INVESTIGATE CARTER ADMINscandal--they almost got it past you- ISTRATION OFFICIALS. Does
the-people and yet, all the reasons anyone other than me see “dirty
are wrong. Watch the rest of this pool” in action??? Again, watch
little notation.
This is the little for the flame when you see so much
scandal in which members of the smoke.
.
11/10/91 #2 HATONN

Baker’s Israel Deal.
SOUTH AFRICA, DESPITE ISRAEL’S
FOUR-YEAR-OLD
Do you remember a bit of argument PROMISE NOT TO DO SO. [H:
over arms and sanctions, invasions By the way; goodly citizens,
and “storms” over Iraq and Kuwait? SANCTIONS ARE REOUIRED
Well, isn’t it nice to know that the BY LAW.] However, in the name
good old U.S.A. is “always right on of “justice” the South African comtarget for fairness, honor and jus- pany which got the data, Armscor,
Secretary of State James will be banned from U.S. trade for
tice?”
Baker admits the Bush administra- two years. [I thought the business
tion decided NOT TO PLACE was done in Israel? Is there no
ANY ECONOMIC SANCTIONS longer any separation at all from IsAGAINST ISRAEL FOR ILLE- rael? Nope!] BARER REFUSED
GALLY EXPORTING BANNED TO SAY WHY ISRAEL GOT THE
MISSILE
TECHNOLOGY
TO SPECIAL TREATMENT!
11/10/91#2 HATONN

Holocaust taboo
11/10/91#2 HATONN

for running a paid ad which only
I am going to quote this next seg- “suggested that the . holocaust’ was
ment but I want you to know th$ a subject open for debate.” Forget
the first two statements are not fac- the First Amendment if the subject
tual.
is not “politically correct”.
“You can debate the existence
of God; you can debate any aspect
of sexual performance or nonperformance. You can talk about
anything
almost
under
the
protection of the First Amendment.
But YOU can’t even SUGGEST
THE
THE
SUBJECT
OF
“HOLOCAUST”IS DEBATABLF.
Historian Bradley Smith paid for a
full page ad in the University of
Michigan newspaper titled: The
Holocaust Controversy: The Case
for Open Debate. Zionists became
apoplectic.
The next day the
newspaper we forced to apologize

Well, hang in there because I am
that
the
“Prove”
going
to
“holocaust” did not happen as you
have been told. It was a Zionist/Nazi plot to take out the Jews
and enemies of the Zionist planners-that same group which is destroying your rights under your. Constitutional Bill of Rights.
You think this cannot be and that
there is “more to it”? No--you had
better pay attention because such
denial is already illegal in Frrmce,
Ple&e see RIGHTS next page

Populist Party confusion Pag
llllOi91 #2 HATONN
STOP, HALT, ALTO, FREEZE
AND CEASE AND DESIST WITH
YOUR
BASHING
HATONN
ABOUT JAMES GTUTZ AND HIS
CONNECTION
%ITH
THE
(HARDLY
“NOTORIOUS”
KNOWN) POPULIST PARTY. I
HAPPEN TO KNOW THAT COL.
GTUTZ IS IN VIEW OF THE
PROBLEM AND IS “SHUCKING
CORN” TN THE MATTER. Why
think ye that “I” have anything to
do with political parties???
If I
“could” 1 assure you, I wouldn’t!
I will, however, reprint herein what
the SPOZZIGHT has just published
about the matter and leave it to yc~.
This is WHY all the sudden controversy and somehow you seem to
think that “Hatonn” and “SpaceCommand” seem to have the reins
in hand--I personally wouldn’t get
within 10 feet of the horses, much
less pull the reins. This is exactly,
however, what happens with good
candida@ who are willing to
“serve”. They only have choices
which are bad at best. What have
YOU done to get a platform and
support under this willing servant?
I thought not--YOU would rather
complain and nag--and point fingers.
I am “dared”, yet, to print the
write-up. Oh, I have been “dared”
RIGHTS, continued from
previous page
Gennany, England and some other
European nations as well as in the
Soviet Union and npkbliclyn in
c.llnah.
Scholars in the United States, for
instance, who simply suggest that
the subject be more carefully investigated becau&e statistics and records
simply do not balance, are threatened with death and beatings--and
have received both. And, on July
4, 1984, a major Historical Institute
which was looking into the matters,
the Institute for Historical Review
(California) was burnt to the ground
for their pioneering work in honest
scholarship. Their purpose, worse
yet, was to prove that there was a
“holocaust” to coincide with the
Jewish claims. Do you not find this
interesting?

on much more interesting
but perhaps it will help
least know what is being
has nothing to do with
point--as usual.

substance
you to at
said--truth
it at this

POPULIST CANDIDATE
>NOT ON BALLOTS

money handler, Phil Chesler and
executive committee member Jeff
Wilderson who is Wassall’s handpicked ballot qualification “expert”.
According to BAN, not a single
petition signature has been obtained
in those key states.

QUOTE, SPOTLIGHT, Nov. 11,
In stark contrast, the Libertarian
1991.
Party’s presidential candidate, former Alaska state legislator Andre
According to the October 16 is- Marrou, is already on the ballot in
sue of BaEZotAccess News (BAN), 20 states for the 1992 presidential
Populist Party National Director election.
Don Wassall, a Ford City, Pennsylvania promoter, has yet to qualify
In seven other states, the Liberhis party’s presidential candidate, tarians have either finished collectLt. Col. James (“Bo”) Gritz, for ing the required number of petition
.
even a single state ballot.
signatures or are in the process of
so doing.
This despite the fact that more
than an entire year ago--the period
According to BAN, there are
of April through October, 1990-- only 10 states where the Libertarian
there were fully 17 states where Party has failed--as of this time--to
ballot access efforts could have seek ballot status.
been undertaken welT in advance for
the 1992 election..
@here are 12 states where state
restrictions prohibit collection of
Those states were: Alabama, petition signatures prior to a speciArizona, Delaware, Hawaii, Kan- fied date.)
sas, Maryland, Michigan, Montana,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico,
These figures are shocking, to
North Carolina, Oregon, South say the least, when one considers
Carolina, South Dakota, Utah and the amount of money that has
Vermont.
poured into Wassall’s coffers since
the beginning of 1990 alone.
In fact, according to BAN there
are only two states where there are
In 1990 Wassall controlled
visible ongoing efforts to qualify’ $219,21X94 in the party bank acthe Populist Party for the ballot: count. He spent $192,683.46 of
Georgia and Maryland.
that amount. Only a tiny percentage of those funds was expended for
Ironically, one of the leaders of the purpose of obtaining ballot acthe Georgia ballot access effort, Jim cess.
Yarbrough of Gainesville, has been
officially “expelled” from the PopWhat’s more, Wassall gave only
ulist Party by Wassall.
a piddling $10,023--less than 4.6
percent of the total--to Populist
And in Maryland, State Chair- Party catldidates, forcing 23 people
man T3oyd Godlove has emerged as running in seven states to divide the
one of Wassall’s leading critics.
sum among themselves.

(Wassail’s salary, hiked repeatedly,
skyrocketed to a total of $34,000
per year. m: Mr. Iococca, eat
your heart out!])
Wassall alsopicked up an additional $1,713.95
in “petty cash reimbursement”. [H:
Now chelas, bashing is one thing
but malicious bashing is so evident herein that I am embarrassed to continue printing this.
Do you realize that Congress
voted themselves a raise in the
middle of the night which averaged more than this amount any
way you scrape it out of the
garbage pail?]
Party Treasurer Phil Chesler received $3,821.77; and a woman in
his employ, Betty Lash, received
$3,549.49--for a combined total of
$7,371.26. m: Thii would seem
to average out to about a skyrocket amount of some 56 cents
per hour.] (Other, previous party
treasurers were committed Populists, volunteers .who served without compensation.)
Wassall also spent $622.58 for
magazine subscriptions, even including a $234 subscription to the
New York Times.
A total of $1,468.95 in payments was made toward a vehicle
purchased in the party’s name.
Since these filings with the
FEC, Wassall has mailed out a barrage of fund-raising letters using the
name of Gritz. However, there has
never been a nominating convention
for Gritz, and even Wassall’ s socalled national committee itself is
without standing, not having followed the bylaws of the party formulated before he took control.
However, Wassail has raised a
great deal of money through the use
of Gritz’s name and G&z’s mailing
list.

In 36 other states where petiIn 199 1, according to Wassall’ s
tioning could be under way to put July 15 filing with the Federal
$TTAH DEBACU
Gritz on the ballot, there is no ac- Election Commission (FEC), Was;
tivity of any consequence noted.
The sum of $937.15 in saTary
sall’s Ford City office bank account
had expended a whopping sum of and expenses was paid to WassalT’s
This includes A@na, Florida $97,169.94.
“aide”, young Harry Bertram, who
and Missouri, home states of topPlease see GFUTZ next page
level Wassall associates, party parOf that amount, $11,179.50 was
liamentarian Bill Chandler, party paid
Wassall
in
salary.
to
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Rather than focusing on getting “GIVES”) YOU YOUR SOVthe party on the ballot, Wassall has EREIGN RIGHTS AND BRINGS
INTO
been busy arranging a $20 million
GOVERNMENT
libel suit against The SPOZZIGHT CONTROL--YOUR
CONTROL!
w: The truth begins to hit the fan, THIS PROJECTION IS BASED
does it not?] for exposing his activ- SECOND TN IMPORTANCE-ity--and inactivity.
FOR YOU WILL COME BACK
TO “ONE NATION UNDER
There, according’ to a headline
‘*Two of Wassail’s complaints are GOD” OR YOU AREN’T GOING
story published in the April 5 edition of the Salt Lake City Tribune, that he was labeled a “political TO MAKE IT ANYWAY.
Bertram was nabbed forging signa- Nerd” and a “yo-yo.” He claims
he’ s neither. . . .
tures on ballot access petitions.
When you ones start serving God
within His laws and the rules laid
According to the Tribune, Was- This article is by Michael Collins down for a chosen nation under that
sail’s protege was “caught in what Piper.
God--then, and only then, will
election officials say is a poorly exreclamation be possible. God will
ecuted scam involving the alleged END QUOTING
provide the way and the leader--but
forgeries of hundreds of signatures
YOU will take the journey.
Is
of registered voters” in the state of
YOU DEMAND MY
James Gritz perfect? Gracious, you
g&&ggg
Utah.
jest! Of course he is not perfection-but didn’t anyone ever tell you that
At the time the Tribune reported Why? Is not your own discernment NOTHING SHORT OF GOD IS
the Salt Lake County attorney was worthy of thought conclusion?
PERFECTION? His intent is perconducting a criminal investigation
fection and THAT,
sirs and
and that an indictment was ex- But I WILL COMMENT (You madams, is what is important. You
A county attorney was trusting souls knew I would!).
have boggled your election systems
pected.
quoted as saying that, “There is
to the point that you can hardly get
clear evidence of a crime commit- This is the kind of slime-suckers anyone ON the ballot to be in the
ted.”
that will try at every turn to keep elections--it is THE way to control
the Establishment and Elite in you and who will be your Ring-Although Wassall was quoted in POWER! You have just witnessed didn’t you know?
the Tribune as having said Bertram the FACT that even though the
had “bamboozled” the party, Was- SPOTLIGHT gives some valid in- What about the Populist Party and
sall has since welcomed Bertram put--it is basically an Establishment thus and so? I see that it is probaback into the party, despite his al- run paper which only gives a bit of bly without any salvation--there are
leged criminal activity, and has truth and then, after sucking you in- too many skeletons over which
lavished praise on the accused -deceives you by intent. It is clear bones can be picked--even though
forger in the pages of his monthly that: No. 1: the SPOTLIGHT they be wasted bones. If you tout
organ, The PopulistObserver.
doesn’t want Bo Gritz to run for ANYTHING other than a return to
anything and will do ANYTHING Constitutional truth and law, you
Wassall has never reported to prevent it. Mr. Wassall has no will be debased, denounced, picked
Bertram’s malfeasance in the Ob- real part in the issue at all. No. 2: and kicked--AND FEW MEN CAN
senw.
Mr. Piper is a poison pen tool and TAKE IT! IF YOU CANNOT BE
the accusations so shallow as to kill DESTROYED BY THE PRESS
hOtidly,
Van LomaIt, then a a fish.
THEN THEY WILL COME WITH
member of the party’s executive
GUNS. Well, I wouldn’t count to
commit%
had warned Wassal Neither of these points are of any readily on the “guns” working with
%alnst hiring Bertram as the party’s lasting value to the issue. The point this particular Colonel. God favors
national coordinator.
is that unless there is revamping this particular “little soldier” and it
from top to bottom, the Populist is a bit hard to “bump off” that
wad1 haS since befYn sending Party is the sure way to lose an which is favored by God. Ponder
out letters, VihouslY attack& LJJ- election and keep Gritz useless to it.
The Col. already has some
-9
whom many ~~&dered WaS- your nation. Whether the accusa- rather interesting. uniforms in his
salI’s brainiest adviser on the -tions be true or false is of no point collection wherein you will find a
party’s national executive commit- herein--the “planks” of the pohtical bullet hole which enters and exits
tee.
“platform” of the “party in point” the cloth--but what of the man who
are actually little more Constitu- was wearing the uniform?? I think
Despite Loman’s words of cau- tional in orientation than are the al- I would think upon that little
tion, WassaIl apparently wanted to ready “in power” parties.
“magic” also. You of Earth don’t
prove to his many critics that he
seem to understand “God” and who
was actually engaged in ballot ac- I have been asked about platforms or what is God.
cess efforts (rather than running a and “planks”, etc., and I frankly
fund-raising operation) and brought denounce anything based I?:: ANY- DON’T BE FOOLED BY THE
Bertram aboard, only to become THING OTHER THAN ,t- S SUBJECT OF “HOLOCAUST”
enmeshed in the scandal.
CONSTITUTION OF THE U.S.A. AND SPOZZIGIiT, OR YOU
(NOT SHALL BE GREATLY FOOLED
WHICH
PRoTEcTs

previous page
engaged ti what to date was the
first, last and only known ballot access effort undertaken by WassaTl.
This was in the state of Utah.

TNDETZD! IF ONES CAN CONTROL THE PRESS, THE MEDIA,
THE
EDUCATIONAL
PROCESSES AND THE INFORMATTON--TTIEY CAN RULE THE
WORLD!
WHERE ARE YOU
NOW, WORLD?
I repeat again and again--read with
discernment. I did NOT say, stop
reading--most especially the SPOTLIGHT for their thrust is to give
you lots of “trust me” information.
Always measure that which is given
against the Laws of God and The
Creation tild see how Truth stacks
up. They do give you much very
valid and unprinted “elsewhere” information. It is up to you to discern with care.
Well, why do they tell such awful
things about the administration and
BecaUSe
the Government, etc.?
they want their own people to
eventually be in the slots of Government and it must APPEAR that
they are ON YOUR SIDE! This is
the VERY REASON we have no
interest in “overthrowing” any Government as you understand revolutions to be. It will do no good to
simply “overthrow” the power in
power because the REAL POWER
is NOT in those places.
We have gone on much too long today but it seems so impossible to
get all the information out and into
your hands. Please be patient as we
effort to get through these myriads
of inquiries and comments--we take
none as invalid questions and none
are ever mundane or inappropriate
if asked in intent for knowledge.
There are no silly questions--only
silly people--you must discern
which is being utilized when you
write and never assume you must
ask a question “for” another for it
may well be only your perception
and that becomes most ungracious.
I look forward each day to the responses and inquiries as you send
them along--most are “direct” to
me, hundreds are through Dharma
regarding our writings. We treasure each and every one--even those
which would appear negative and
Those are the very ones
bitter.
which allow us perception more
clearly than almost any other. I am
Please see GRITZ next page

Everyone. support Wronged, Colonel Page
’
.
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MONDAY
Please allow me a word with my
scribe. On the yesterday evening 1
kept her busy and away from the
watching of the TV until after 60
MINui%S was well under way and
she is pained by missing it for, as
she tuned in, it was dealing with the
“murder” of Pvt. Tally (we wrote
on this deliberate “friendly killing”
on the day before yesterday). All
here have been “boggled” by the
smallness of the world these days
and how more and more things will
be coming to surface as it becomes
harder and harder to cover the evil.
I request that ALL WHO WILL DO
SO, write to this beloved Lt. Col.
Ralph Hayles for he feels his life
has been destroyed by this horror.
This is another sign for you ones as

to the Truth which I have given you
for when asked, “Why have you
come forth, Col. Hayles, in all this
pain and remorse? Can you not put
this aside and go on with your life?
Must you continue this public display?” With tears flowing he said,
“No, I cannot allow the story to go
forth as it is being told and I cannot
go on with my life ‘as usual’ for I
have killed. ”
Now what do you suppose the government is investigating? Not the
killing of “friends” or the “settingup” of these ones to be killed intentionally--but the Government is investigating “WHY THE MACHINE
GUN JAMMED”.
You see, the
“big brother” wanted all the ones
who escaped--shot--for the ones
who got away will come forth to
speak out when they realize what

happened to them. A couple of
them were later taken out in the
barrack’s bombing but the ones who
were “silenced under threat” will
come forward as Hayles and otheiS_
speak out. America--YOU can n0
!onger keep your silence for your
very beings are being murder& as
the Elite Antichrist makes a final
assault to take your world.
I suggest you barrage CBS-“60
MINuZZ?S” with letters (not postcards which can be read--but sealed
envelopes with letters) marked TO:
HAYL~
LT. COL; RALPH
[FURWARD]. This young man
needs support of you-the-people
and to know that he is not alone.
Then, I ask that someone from my
crew get a transcriptof thatportion
of “60 MIMJTES” for my use.
mank you.

On this day as staunch men stand at
the memorials of fallen comrades
(while at the same time Baker plies
for TRADE
AND
Cambodia
BUSINESS RENEWAL FACILITIES), and weep as if their souls
are in torment--think about that
which has fallen upon your world.
How many fine men have fought
and died, murdered and destroyed
their lives to fight in the sick and
useless wars for the Elite Bankers?
If yotir own soul does not weep and
cry out for jUSti=, then we ate
hopeless and helpless to change this
world about. There are still prisoners of war and missing-in-action
soldiers still in prison--without hope
of return--in Laos, Cambodia and
Viet Nam. It is hard for me to understand HOW you sleep at night
while these bastard thieves run
loose. So be it.

0

Pharisees-Evil brood
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atonement, i.e., Kol Nidre (Vow of
I have a return of inquiries: “I All Vows). These are considered
missed something, who are the “formal”, sanctimonious, hypocritiPharisees as used by you in recent cal persons who were denounced in
Most all, except the the time of Emmanuel by Emwritings?”
unindoctrined children, know who manuel.
the Pharisees were in the Biblical
They were the “evil You must bring into consideration
“times”.
brood” then and they are the “evil that the Pharisees have started most
The Pharisees are of your wars to help kill off
brood” now.
members of an ancient Jewish cult “Christians” and other “believing”
(sect) that accepted the Mosaic and groups and gain other things for
then the Zionist Talmudic law as themselves. You see, there MUST
well as the oral traditions and rituals be confusion and wars in the illuassociated with it, and emphasizing sion--the general people do not restrict attention to the rituals of alize that Christianity is but a
branch of the Pharisean guidelines
GRITZ, continued from
as well. But let us consider more
previous page
most s&he&
however, by the recent times when memories can
ones who “hit and run”. If you still be recalled by “living” minds.
“hit” that is fine--but to run that you For instance World War I and
might avoid confronting the re- World War II, and your sequential
sponse--is quite foolish on your own smaller wars and non-declared wars
part, Wisdom can only be gained must be looked at. The “Pharisees”
by coming into KNOWLEDGE re- set UP the League Of Nations at the
g&ing
those things which are at time Of WW I but it failed. They
present misperceived or are COrreCt. had to bring about WW II, so they
you cannot know either until you could set up their United Nations,
how both sides of the issue in which is their world police state
which will help give them complete
point.
control and make slaves out of the
Thank you for your service and entire world. There had to be a
“headquarters” from which to deyour attentitin.
ceive the populace in a passive ,way,
under ‘the guise of world peace.
Hatonn to clear, please.

,@ow much peace have you wit- out more clearly that Political
nessed since their structuring?)
Zionism was hidden in the secret
base in Britain in the form of
It was in 1945 that the U.S.A. Freemasonry--which, of course you
signed the United Nations Charter-- all know, was established in Britain.
overriding the Constitution and It claims there is to be a “NEW
making you a servant, as a nation, AGE” and this is perhaps their way
to the United Nations and no longer of saying “KINGDOM OF GOD
the united states of America. At ON EARTH” since Pharisaism
that time you lost your sovereignty, promotes this by way of premillenand became just a part of this nial preachers and teachers. This,
United Nations over which you of course, makes Masonry also
have no control at all, as it is con- “Pharisaic”. This was undisputed
trolled by a small group of through the ages--until now that we
“Pharisees”, and is the law of force. bring attention to these hypocrisies
In 1913 the Pharisees established, in and cause the evil gnats to squirm.
your country, the Federal Reserve in their hidden dens. The secret
CORPORATION
(privately chambers and rituals, not to menowned--not Federal) which is not tion the “priests” thereof, &fink in
The Ii&@ tif .‘.
a branch of your government but as the light df ititition.
facts
$&k
for
themselvks
re@rding
stated above, is privately owned by
them, and in ‘which they make the historical truth of this writing
money. Since 1913 they have prof- for British Israel World Federation
ited on this up into the BILLIONS is Pharisaism and Pharisaism is Maof dollars. They completely control sonry and Masonry then becomes
big businesses, which includes the controller .of the world, then you &
labor organizations, and also all ra- ready have a world Pharisee order.
“A rOseByanj other .name is yet u
dio and television, and their pi
grams are thrust solely toward the rose!n . . .
influencing of the thinking and belief systems of all men and women-- I suggest: jrou who do xot, under4
stand these conn&tionsgd a book,
and especially the children.
-..
,
:-Please see PHARISEES. next page
:As .I was speaking-prior to this:of 7.
British -Israel I should have pointed
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- Did millions really die?
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off the edge of the cliff and into the
fire of hatred and assault because
Dharma, we can no longer “put off” we present Truth--but it shall be
that which must be confronted.. I given and God WILL protect you
understand your terror at walking for the soul is of God and cannot be
PHARAISEES, continued from
previous page
if you can locate it, called INTERFREEMAPRETATION
OF
SONRY, by Martin L. Wagner.
Moreover, do .not take exception
to this commentary if you are a
Mason of a “club” which does
11good18
in your community! How
could you know that the establishers of the “order” were evil in
intent and eventually planned to
rule the world? This is a part of
THE DECEPTION and how
could you possibly know these
things for you will NEVER be
told truth in any of the media and
the books regardii
the matter
are destroyed along with their authors. It is c&early seen that while
masonry pretends religious neutralism, it is promoting its own “devil
religion” which is to become the
- universal religion. Masonry being
set up by Pharisaism has gained
world power and controls all political parties and ideologies, but keeps
everyone unaware that they do this
and how they do it. Masonry is
NOT an innocent brotherhood as its
many dupes suppose for it works
every angle or phase of World Revolution for the Pharisees. You who
are members of that group and have
worked your way through the
“degrees” recall your “vows” and
recall your rituals. Did they not
have to do with death and secrecy?
If they did NOT, then your group
will be disciplined and discarded as
the proper innot following
structions-*now, . I suggest you
members be HONEST in your appraisal of some of those rituals! I
know, you I... thought it was sort of
’ in fun’ and didn’t REALLY mean
anything.” So be it.
Remember that the Pharisees and
the so-called “Jews” are two words
applying to one people, and they
kingdom
promote
an earthly
(premillennialism) and set up organizations which help spread their
religion of a kingdom of God on
The Bible teaches that
Earth.

Christ has already established His
kingdom
of
God which
is
“s@t&&“, never to be on Earth,
and that He now reigns in heaven
from His Throne. When He returns
it will be to “judge” the people, and
frankly, sort out the present world
which may well be in destruction,
taking His people unto safety into
the places He has prepared to
receive them.
The Pharisees’ idea, of course, is to
get you to believe that there are really JEWS there in your midst, so
you may give your thoughts to them
and not realize that the Pharisees
(also called Khazar Zionists) are
there doing their conspiring against
goodness and God’s doctrines.
They appeal to the conservative so
they bring in a few Truths, but they
will NEVER mention kingdom of
God or premillennialism and this is
the way you can check their stories
for Truth. The Jew Baiters promote
the Jews as real, and you hear that
Russia may take you over someday
and all that, but if you look closely
it will be the Communist thrust of
the Khazar Zionists behind the facacle--EVERY TIME.*
It was the British Pharisees that
took over Russia many years past,
and many people were killed at that
time.
The Pharisees intend to
blame everybody, anybody or the
Russians for many things, but especially for setting up Communism-which they themselves established.
(Of course this “communism” is
not--and it is pure Zionist Socialism
in its most heinous form of conspiracy and debauchery.) Under this
“idealistic” facade it assists them in
their plot to gain world rule--for if
people can be taught that all would
be fine under one ruler then the
lambs move easily to the slaughter.
YOU, of course, are the lambs in
point.t For if you are one of the
Pharisee “JEWS” reading this dotument, you will shred and burn it-again proving the Truth of the message!!!

slain and God has promised
TRUTH unto His creations in this
day of chaos. It is our mission to
pull that which has been given into
central volumes and then our mission is worthy. Fear has no place
in the LOVE bF GOD.
In the following writings we will
bring together irrefutable evidence
that the allegation that some 6 million Jews died during the Second
World War, as a direct result of an
official German policy of extermination, is utterly unfounded. This
conclusion, admittedly an unpopular
one to say the least, results from investigations by ones who originally
thought themselves to be proving
the fact that THERE WAS truth in
the original claim. This information is all already on your place and
suppressed just as it is being outlawed to even hold a variance of
opinion regarding the matter.
I believe that as we present the next
writings, you will be convinced that
beyond any doubt the allegation is
not merely an exaggeration but un
invention of post-war ptvpagandb
to gain spec@ic ends.
Of course, atrocity propaganda is
nothing new. It has accompanied
every conflict throughout the ages
and especially within the. so-called
20th century. Doubtlessly it will
continue.
During the First World War, the
Germans were actually accused of
“eating” Belgian babies, as well as
delighting to throw them in the air
and transfix them on bayonets. The
British also alleged that the German
forces were operating a “Corpse
Factory”, in which they boiled
down the bodies of their own dead
in order to obtain glycerine and
other commodities, a calculated insult to the honor of an Imperial
army.
After the war, however,
came the retractions; indeed, a publit statement was made by the Foreign Secretary in the House of
Commons apologizing for the insults to German honor, which were
admitted to be war-time propaganda.
No such statements have been made

after the Second World War. Even
with the Katan Forest massacres the
truth was not admitted about the
Soviets UNTIL the original story
was uncovered as a lie. In fact,
rather than diminish with the passage of years, the atrocity propaganda concerning the German occupation, and in particular their treatment of the Jews, has done nothing
but increase in virulence and elaborate its catalogue of horrors. Each
year more and new violent films are
produced and the shout of “never
forget”, etc., rings from the airwaves and through the controlled
media and press. Gruesome paperback books with lurid covers continue to roll from the presses,
adding continuously to a growing
mythology of the concentration
camps and especially to the story
that no less than Six Million Jews
were exterminated in them. The
ensuing pages will reveal this claim
to be the most colossal piece of fittion and the most successful of deceptions; but here an attempt may
be made to answer an important
question: What has rendered the
atrocity stories of the Second World
War so uniquely different from
those of the First? Why were the
latter retracted while the former are
reiterated louder than ever? IS it
possible that the story of the Six
Million Jews is serving a political
purpose, even that it is a form of
political BLACKMAIL?
JEWISH BENEFIT
So far as the Khazarian Zionists
“Jewish” people themselves are
concerned, the deception has been
an incalculable benefit--and therefore, it must be considered as quite
possibly “calculated” as you would
investigate in any objective invesEvery contigative procedure.
ceivable race and nationality had its
share of suffering in the Second
World War, but none has so successfully elaborated it and turned it
to such great advantage. The alleged extent of their persecution
quickly aroused sympathy for the
Jewish national homeland they had
sought for so long; after the War
Please see MILLIONS?, next page
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the British Government did little to
prevent Jewish &migration to Palestine which they had declared illegal,
and it was not long afterwards that
the Zionists wrested from the
Government the land of Palestine
and created their haven from persecution, the State of Israel. Indeed,
it is a remarkable fact that the Jewisti people emerged from the Second
World War as nothing less than a
Dr. Max
triumphant minority.
Nussbaum, the former chief rabbi
of the Jewish community in Berlin,
stated on April 11, 1953, “The position the Jewish people occupy today in the world--despitethe enormous losses--is ten times stronger
than whatit was twentyyears ago. ’
It should be added, if one is to be
honest, that this strength has been
much consolidated financially by
the supposed massacre of the Six
Million, undoubtedly the most
profitable atrocity allegation of all
time. To date, the staggering figure
of six thousand million pounds has
been paid out in compensation by
the Federal Government of West
Germany, mostly to the State of Israel (which did NOT even EXIST
during the Second World War), as
well as to individual
Jewish
claimants.
B
NATIONALISM
In terms of political blackmail,
however, the allegation that Six
Mllon Jews died during the Second World War has much more
far-reaching implications for the
people of Britain and Europe
than simply the advantages it has
gained for the Jewish nation.
And here one comes to the crux of
the question: Why the Big Lie?
What is its purpose? In the first
place, it has ,been used quite unscrupulously to discourage any
form of nationalism. Should the
people of Britain or any other
European country attempt to assert their patriotism and preserve
their national integrity in an age
when the very existence of nationstates is threatened, they are immediately branded as “neoNazis”.
Because, of course,
Nazism was nationalism, and you
all know what happened then-Six
Million Jews were exterminated!

SO long as the myth is perpetuated, peoples everywhere will
remain in bondage to it; the need
for international tolerance and
understanding will be hammered
home by the United Nations until
nationhood itself, the very guarantee of freedom, is abolished.
A classic example of the Use of the
“Six Million” as an anti-national
weapon appears in Manvell and
Frankl’s book, THE INCOMPARABLE CRIME (London, 1967),
which deals with “Genocide in the
Twentieth Century”. Anyone with
a pride in being British will be
somewhat surprised by the. vicious
attack made on the British Empire
in this book. The authors quote
Pandit Nehru, who wrote the following while in a British prison in
India: “Since Hitler emerged from
obscurity and be-came the Fuhrer of
Germany, we have heard a great
deal about racialism and the Nazi
theory of the ‘Herrenvolk’...But we
in India have known racialism in all
its forms ever since the commencement of British rule. The whole
ideology of this rule was that of the
’ Herrenvolk’
and the master
race...India as a nation and Indians
as individuals were subjected to insult, humiliation and contemptuous
The English were an
treatment.
imperial race, we were told, with
the God-given right to govern us
and keep us in subjection; if we
protested we were reminded of the
*tiger qualities of an imperial
race’.” The authors Manvell and
Frankl then go on to make the point
perfectly clear for us: “The white
races of Europe and America,”
they write, “have become used
during centuries in - regarding
themselves as a “herrenvolk.”
The twentieth century, the century of Auschwitz, has also
achieved the fti
state in the
recognition of multi-racial partnership” (ibid. .p. 14).
THE RACE PROBLEM
SUPPRESSED

ulace, rather as the threat of hellfire
and damnation was in the Middle
Ages. Many countries of the Anglo-Saxon world, notably Britain
and America, are today facing the
gravest danger in their history, the
danger posed by the alien races in
their midst. Unless something is
done in Britain to halt the immigration and assimilation of Africans
and Asians into their country, they
are faced in the near future, quite
apart from the bloodshed of racial
conflict, with the biological alteration and destruction of the British
people as they have existed since
the coming of the Saxons. In short,
they are threatened with the irrecoverable loss of their European
But
culture and racial heritage.
what happens if a man dares to
speak of the race problem, of its
biological and political implications? He is branded as that most
heinous of creatures, a “racial&”
and an “anti-Semite”. And what
is racialism, of course, but the
very hallmark of the Nazi! They
[so everyone is told, anyway]
murdered Six Million Jews because of racialism, so it must be a
When
very evil thing indeed.
Enoch Powell drew attention to
the dangers posed .by colored immigration into Britain in one of
his early speeches, a certain
prominent Socialist raised the
specter of Dachau and Auschwitz
to silence his presumption.
Thus any rational discussion of the
problems of Race and the effort to
preserve racial integrity is effectively discouraged. No one could
have anything but stunned disbelief
for the way in which the Jews have
sought to preserve their so-called
race through so many centuries, and
continue to do so today. This is because the very ones in point have no
idea that they are set-up for “the
game” and any “Jew” who disagrees
will be the
first
sacrificed
The average “so(murdered).
called” Jew of today has not the
vaguest idea that he is a product of
political Zionism and not a “race”
of man. Those who DO come to
realize this are now labelled with
other area names and hidden tradi-‘
tions to avoid discovery and
“marking”, The marking comes not
from the neighbors and populace
but from the Zionists themselves.

One could scarcely miss the object
of this diatribe, with its insidious
hint about “multi-racial partnership”. Thus the accusation of the
Six Million is not only used to undermine the principle of nationhood
and national pride, but it threatens
the survival of the Race itself. It is
wielded over the heads of the pop- In an effort to “survive” they have

frankly been assisted by this story
of Six Million, which, almost like a
religious myth, has stressed the
need for greater Jewish racial solidarity.
Unfortunately,
it has
worked in quite the opposite way
for all other peoples, rendering
them impotent in the struggle for
self-preservation.
The aim in the following pages is
quite simply to tell the Truth. The
distinguished American historian,
Harry Elmer Barnes, once wrote
that “An attempt to make a competent, objective and truthful investigation of the extermination question...is surely the most precarious
venture that an historian or demographer could undertake today. ” In
attempting this precarious task, it is
hoped to make some contribution,
not only to historical truth, but towards lifting the burden of a Lie
from your own shoulders, so that
you may freely confront the dangers
which threaten you all.
PRIOR TO THE WAl$
(POLICY OF THE GERMANS
TOWARDS THE JEWS)
Rightly or wrongly, the Germany of
Adolf Hitler considered the Jews to
be a disloyal and avaricious element
within the national community, as
well as a force of decadence in Germany’s cultural life. This was held
to be particularly unhealthy since,
during the Weimar period, the Jews
had risen to a position of remarkable strength and influence in the
nation, particularly in law, finance
and the mass media, even though
they constituted only 5 per cent of
the population. The fact that Karl
Marx was a Jew and that Jews such
as Rosa Luxembourg and -1
Liebeknecht were disproportionately
prominent in the leadership of revolutionary movements in Germany,
also tended to convince the Nazis of
the powerful internationalist and
Communist tendencies of the Jewish
people themselves.
It ls no part of the discussion here
to argue whether the German attitude to the Jews was right or
not, or to judge whether its legislative measures against them
were just or UI@&. Our concern
Please see MILLIONS?, next page
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is simply -with the fact that, believing of the Jews as they did,
the Nazis’ solution to the problem
was to deprive them of their influence within the nation by various legislative acts, and most irnportant of ail, to encourage their
emigration from the country altogether. By 1939, the great majority of German Jews had emigrated, all of them with a sizeable
proportion of their assets. Never
at any time had the Nazi leadership even contemplated a policy
of genocide towards them.

should suggest extreme caution to Madagascar, accompanied by Jew- cure the departure of Jews from
1he independent-minded observer ish representatives, to investigate the Reich had resulted in the emiwhen approaching similar stories the problems involved.
gration of 400,000 German Jews
of the war period.
from a total population of about
and
an additional
The first Nazi proposals for the 600,000,
The encouragement of Jewish emi- Madagascar solution were made in 480,000 emigrants from Austria
gration should not be confused with association with the Schacht Plan of and Czechoslovakia, which constithe purpose of the concentration 1938. On the advice of Goering, tuted almost their entire Jewish
This was accamps in pre-war Germany. These Hitler agreed to send the President populations.
were used for the detention of po- of the Reichsbank, Dr. Hjalmar complished through Offices of
litical opponents and subversives-- Schacht, to London for discussions Jewish Emigration in Berlin, Viprincipally
liberals,
Social with Jewish representatives Lord enna and Prague established by
Democrats and Communists of ‘all Bearsted and Mr. Rublee of New Adolf Eichmann, the head of the
kinds, of whom a proportion were York (cf. Reitlinger, The Final Jewish Investigation Office of the
Jews such as Hans Beimler.
Of Solution, London, 1953, p. 20). Gestapo. So eager were the Gercourse this was heinous, I make no The plan was that German Jewish mans to secure this emigration
note of any comment as to assets would be frozen as security- that Eichmann even established a
“rightness” of these actions but I am for an international loan to finance training center in Austria, where
setting the record straight as to the Jewish emigration to Palestine, and young Jews could learn farming
JEWS
“EXTERMINATION”
“difference” of reasons for the vari- Schacht reported on these negotia- in anticipation of being smuggled
ous incidents and circumstances.
tions to Hitler at Berchtesgaden on illegally to Palestine (Manvell &
It is very significant, however, that Unlike the millions enslaved in the . January 2, 1939. The plan, which Frank& S.S. AND GESTAPO, p.
certain Jews were quick to interpret Soviet Union, the German concen- failed due to British refusal to ac- 60). Had Hitler cherished any inthese policies of internal discrimi- tration camp population was always cept the financial terms, was first tention of exterminating the Jews,
nation as equivalent to extermina- quite small; Reitlinger admits that put forward on November 12, 1938 it is inconceivable that he would
tion itself.
A 1936 anti-German between 1934 and 1938 it seldom at a conference convened by Goer- have allowed more than 800,000
propaganda book by Leon Feucht- exceeded 20,000 throughout the ing, who revealed that Hitler was to leave Reich territory with the
wanger and others entitled Der whole of Germany, and the number already considering the emigration hulk of their wealth, much less
Gelbe Fleck: Die Ausrotung von of Jews was never more than 3,000. of Jews to a settlement in Ma&gas- considered plans for their mass
500,000 deutschen Juden [The [The S.S.: Alibi of a Nation, Lon- car (ibid. p. 21). Later, in Decem- emigration to Palestine or MadaYellow Spot: The Extermination don, 1956, p. 253.1
ber, Ribbentrop was told by M. gascar. What is more, we shall
of 500,000 German Jews, Paris,
Gorges Bonnet, the French Foreign see that the policy of emigration
11/11/91
19361, presents a typical example.
Secretary, that the French Govem- from Europe was still under
Despite its baselessness in fact, the
ment itself was planning the evacu- consideration well into the war
ZIONIST POLIC&$IQ
annihilation of the Jews is discussed
ation of 10,000 Jews to Madagas- ‘period, notably the Madagascar
pages-from
the
first
Plan, which Eichmann discussed
car.
straightforward emigration being The Nazi view of Jewish emigration
in 1940 with French Colonial Ofregarded as the physical “exterm- was not limited to a negative policy Prior to the Schacht Palestine pro- fice experts after the defeat of
ination” for German Jewry. The of simple expulsion, but was for- posals of 1938, which were essen- France had made the surrender of
Nazi concentration
camps for mulated along the lines of modem tially a protraction of discussions the colony a practical proposition.
political prisoners are also seen as Zionism. The founder of political that had begun as early as 1935,
potential instruments of genocide, Zionism in the 19th century, numerous attempts had been made GERMAN POLICY TOWARDS
and special reference is made to the Theodore Herzl, in his work m
THE JEWS AFTER THE
to secure Jewish emigration to other
100 Jews still detained in Dachau in JEWISH STATE (please read that European nations, and these efforts
OUTBREAK OF WAR
1936, of whom 60 had been there sentence again--Jewish (18th cen- culminated in the Evian Conference
since 1933. A further example was tury) Zionism (19th century), had of July 1938. However, by 1939 With the coming of the war, the sitthe sensational book by .the originally conceived of Mada- the scheme of Jewish emigration to uation regarding the Jews altered
German-Jewish Communist, Hans gascar as a national homeland for Madagascar had gained the most fa- drastically. It is not widely known
Beimler, called Four Weeks in the the Jews, and this possibility was vor in German circles. It is true that world Jewry declared itself to
hands of Hitler’s hell-Hounds: seriously studied by the Nazis. It that in London Helmuth Wohltat of be a belligerent party in the Second
The Nazi Murder Camp of had been a main plank of the Na- the German Foreign Office dis- World War, and there was therefore
Dachau, which was published in tional Socialist party platform be- cussed limited Jewish emigration to ample basis under international law
New York as early as 1933. De- fore 1933 and was published by the Rhodesia and British Guiana as late for the Germans to intern the Jewish
tained for his Marxist affiliations, party in pamphlet form. This stated as April 1939; but by January 24th, population as a hostile force. On
he claimed that Dachau was a death that the revival of Israel as a Jewish when Goering wrote to Interior September 5, 1939, Chaim Weizcamp, though by his own admission state was much less acceptable since Minister Frick ordering the creation mann, the principal Zionist leader,
he was released after only a month it would result in perpetual war and of a Central Emigration Office for had declared war against Germany
there. The present regime in East disruption in the Arab world, which Jews, and commissioned Heydrich on behalf of the world’s Jews, statThe of the Reich Security Head Office ing that “the Jews stand by Great
Germany issues a Hans Beimler has indeed been the case.
Award for services to Cor:mnnism. Germans were not original in to solve the Jewish problem “by Britain and will fight on the side of
proposing Jewish ‘emigration to means of emigration and evacua- the
Jewish
democracies.. .The
The fact that anti-Nazi genocide Madagascar; the Polish Government tion”, the Madagascar Plan was Agency is ready to enter into impropaganda was being dissemi- had already considered the scheme being studied in earnest.
mediate arrangements for utilizing
nated at this impossibly early in respect of their Jewish populadate, therefore, by people biased bon, ad in 1937
sent
the By 1939, the consistent efforts of Please see ~I,,IONS?,
next page
_ they __
.
on racial or political grounds, Michael Lepecki expedition to the German Government to se-
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Jewish manpower, technical ability,
resources etc., , . ” (Jew&h amnide, Sept. 8, 1939).

All Jews had thus been declared
agents willing to prosecute a war
against the German Reich, and as a
consequence, Himmler and Heydrich were eventually to begin the
policy of internment. It is worth
noting that the United States and
Canada bud already intened all
Japanese aliens and citizens of
Japanese descent in detention
c(ut~psbeJoke the Germans applied
the same secu@y measures against
the Jews of Ewvpe. Moreover,
there had been no such evidence or
declaration of disloyalty by these
Jam=
Americans as had been
given by Weizmann. The British,
too, during the Boer War, interned
all the women and children of the
population, and thousands had died
as a result, yet in no sense could the
British be charged with wanting to
exterminate the Boers.

tail the most senseless waste of
manpower, time and energy while
prosecuting a war of survival on
two fronts. Ce*i@’
after the
attack on Russ& the idea of
compulsory
labor
bad taken
precedence
over German plans
for Jewish emigration. The promco1 of a conversation between Hitler
and the Hungarian regent Hoahy on
April 17th, 1943, reveals that the
German leader personally recluested
Horthy to release 100,000 Hungerian Jews for work in the “pursuitplane program” of the Luftwaffe at
when
the
time
aerial
a
bombardment of Germany was
(Reitlinger,
&@
increasing
p.
1945,
ENDLOSUNG, Berlin,
478). This took place at a time
when, SUppOSdly, the GmmS
were already seeking t0 eXb%llinate
the Jews, but Hitler’s request
dearly demonstrates the priority
aim of expanding his labor force.

Jn harmony with this Program, concentration Camps became, in fact,
At every
industrial complexes.
camp where Jews and other nationahties were detained, there were
large industrial plants and factories
supplying material for the German
The detention of Jews. &r the occu- war-effort--the Buna rubber factory
pied territories of Europe served at Bergen-Bergen, for example,
two essential purposes from the Buna and LG. Farben Industrie
again!)
at
German viewpoint. The first was to (Uh-oh--“Farben”
prevent unrest and subversion; Auschwitz, and the electrical firm
Himmler had informed Mussolini of Siemens (OOPS!)at Ravensbruck
on October llth, 1942, that Ger- (dear ones, these are Jewish!). In
man policy towards the Jews had many cases, special concentration
ahed during wartime entirely for camp IllOneyXlOteS
WerekSUd EiS
reasons of military security.
He payment for labor, enabling Prisoncomplained that thousands of Jews ers to buy extra ratiOnS from camp
in the occupied regions were con- shops. The Germans were deterducting partisan warfare, sabotage mined to obtain the maximum ecoand espionage, a view confirmed by nomic return from the concentration
official Soviet information given to camp system, an object wholly at
Raymond Arthur Davis that no less variance with any plan to extermithan 35,ooO European Jews were nate millions of people in them. It
waging partisan war under Tito in was the function of the S .S. EconYugoslavia. As a result, Jews were omy and Administration Office,
to be trans~
to restricted areasheaded by Oswald Pohl, to see that
and detention camps, both in Ger- the concentration camps became
many, and especially after March major industrial producers.
1942 in the Government-General of
Poland.
As the war proceeded, the policy
developed of using Jewish det&tees for labor in the war-effort. The question of labor is
fundamental when considering
the alleged plan of genocide
against the Jews, for on grounds
of logic alone the latter would en-

It is a remarkable fact, however,
that well into the war period, the
Germans continued to implement
the policy of Jewish emigration.
The fall of France in 1940 enabled
the German Government to open serious negotiations with the French

for the transfer of European Jews to
Madagascar.
A memorandum of
August 1942 from Luther, Secretary-of-State in the German Foreign
Office, reveals that he had conducted these negotiations between
July and December 1940 when they
were terminated by the French. A
circular from Luther’s department
dated August i5th, 1940 shows that
the details of the German plan had
been worked out by Eichmann, for
it is signed by his assistant, Dannecker.
Eichmann had, in fact,
been commissioned in August to
draw up a detailed Madagascar Plan
and Dannecker was employed in research on Madagascar at the French
Colonial Office (Reitlinger, THE
FlNAL SOLUTION, p. 77). The
prOpoSdS of August 15th were that
an inter-European bank was to finime the emigration of four million
Jews throughout a phased program,
Luther’s 1942 memorandum shows
that Heydrich had obtained Himmkr's approval of this plan before
the end of August and had also submitted it to Goering. It certainly
met with Hitler’s approval, for as
early as June 17th his interpreter,
Schmidt, recalls Hitler observing to
Mussolini that “One could found a
State of Israel in Madagascar”
IN?IERHITLER’S
London, 1951, p. 178).

disposing of other tenitories for
the &al Solution. In consequence the Fuhrer has decided that
the Jews should be evacuated not
to Madagascar but to the fast.
Ma&gascar need no longer therefore be considered in connection
wittr
the
Rnal
Sohltio?tff
(Reitlinger, ibid. p. 79). me &+
tails of this evacuation had been
discussed a month earlier at the
Waunsee Conference in &rhn,
which we shall examine below.
Reitlinger and Poliakov both make
the entirely unfounded supposition
that because the Ma&gplan
had been shelve& the Germans
must necessarily have &n tinting
“extermina~on”.
Only a month
later. however
on March 7th,
1945, (&bbeli
wrote a memorandum in favor of the Madagascar
plan as a “final solution” of the
J&&question

(Manveu

& FmH,

DR WEBBLondon, 1960,
p. 165). In the meantime he approved

he

of

being

Jews

“concentrated in the East”. Later
Go&bels memoranda also stress
deportation to the Fast (i.e., the
Government-General of Poland) and
lay emphasis on be need for
compulsory

labor here;

on=

the

policy of evacuation to the East had
been inaugurated, the use of Jewish
labor became a fundamental part of
Although the French terminated the the operation. It is perfectly clear
Madagascar negotiations in J&em- from the foregoing that the term
ber, 1940, Poliakov, the director of “Final Solution” was applied both
the Center of Jewish Documentation to Madagascar and to the Eastern
in PAS,

admits t&t

tfieGermans

nevertheless pursued the scheme,
and that Eichmann was still busy
with it throughout 1941. Eventually, however, it was rendered
impra&al by the progress of the
war, in particular by the situation
after the invasion of Russia, and on
February l&h, 1942, the Foreign
Office was informed that the ph
had been temporarily shelved. ‘Ibis
ruling, sent to the Foreign Office
Luther’s
by
assistant,
Rademacher, is of mat iworf8nce, because it demonsmw
conclusively that the term “Final
Solution” meant only the emigration of Jews, and also that transportation to the eastern ghettos
and concentration camps such as
Auschwitz constituted nothing but
an alternative plan of evacuation.
The diitive
reads: “7&e war
with the Soviet Union has in the
meantime created the possibilityof

territories,md

eat

therefore it

meant only the deportation of the
Jews.

Even as late as May 1944, the
Germans were prepared to allow the
emigration
of one million European
Jews from Europe. An account of
this propod is given by Alexander
WeiSSberg, a prominegt .$&et
Jewish scientist deported during the
Stalin purges, in his book m
JOEL
GESCHICHTE
VON
BRAND (Cologne, 1956). Weissberg, who spent the war in Cracow
though he expected he Germans to
intern him in a concentration camp,
explains that on the personal authorization of Himmler, Eichmann had
sent the Budapest Jewish leader Joel
Brand to Ista&ui with m offer to
the Aili= to permit &e transfer‘of
one million J&row
Jews in the
‘lease see MILL1oNs?v next Page
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midst of the war.
(If the
“extermination” writers are to be
believed, there were scarcely one
million Jews left by May, 1944).
The Gestapo admitted that the
transportation
involved
would
greatly inconvenience the German
war-effort, but were prepared b
allow it in exchange for 10,000
trucks to be used exclusively on the
Russian front. Unfortunately, the
plan came to nothing; the British
concluded that Brand must be a
dangerous Nazi agent and immediately imprisoned him in Cairo,
while the Press denounced the offer
as a Nazi trick. Winston Churchill,
though orating to the effect that the
treatment of the Hungarian Jews
was probably “the biggest and most
horrible crime ever committed in
the whole history of the world,”
nevertheless told Chaim Weizmann
that acceptance of the Brand offer
was impossible since it would be a
betrayal of his Russian Allies. Although the plan was fruitless, it
well illustrates that no one allegedly
carrying out “thorough” extermination would permit the emigration
of a million Jews, and it
demonstrates, too, the prime importance placed by the Germans on
the war-effort.
POPULATION AND
EMIGRATION
Statistics relating to Jewish pop
not everywhere
ulations are
known in precise detail, approxis mations for various countries <iffering widely, and .it is also unknown exactly how many Jews
were deported and interned at
any one time between the years
1939-1945. In general, however,
what reliable statistics there are,
those
reIating
to
f%=w!
emigration, are sufficient to show
that not a fraction of six million
Jews sould have been exterminated c
In the first place, this claim cannot
remotely be upheld on examina tron
’
of the European Jewish population
figures.
According to CHAMBENcycLopEDIA
the total
number of Jews living in pre-wa
w
w mme 6,50&0()(). Quite
cl&y, this would ruean that almost
the entire number were extermim&r
nated.
But
the

Nachdchten, a neutral Swiss publication employing available Jewish
statistical data, establishes that between 1933 and 1945, 1,500,000
Jews emigrated to Britain, Sweden,
Spain, Portugal, Australia, China,
India, Palestine and the United
States. This is confirmed by the
Jewish journalist Bruno Blau, who
Cites the same figure in the New
York Jewish paper Alrfbau, August
13th~ 1948. Of these emigrants,
approximately 400,000 came from
Germany before September 1939.
This is acknowledged by the World
Jewish Congress in its publication
UNITY JN DISPERSION
@.
37% which states that: “The majoi% of the German Jews SWceeded in leaving Germany before
the war broke out. ” In addition to
the German Jews, 220,000 of the
total 280,000 Austrian Jews had
emigrated by September, 1939,
while from March 1939 onwards
the Institute for Jewish Emigration
in Prague had secured the em&ation of 260,000 Jews from former
In all, only
Czechoslovakia.
360,000 Jews remained in Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia
From
after September 1939.
Poland, an estimated 500,000 had
emigrated prior to the-outbreak of
war. These figures mean that the
number of Jewish emigrants from
other European countries (France,
the Netherlands, Italy, the countries
of eastern Europe, etc.) was approximately 120,000.
This exodus of Jews before and
during hostilities, therefore, reduces
the number of Jews in Europe to
about 5,OO&OOO. In addition to
these emigrants, you must also inelude the number of Jews who ‘fled
to the Soviet Union after 1939, and
who were later evacuated beyond
reach of the German invaders. It
will be shown below that the maj&y
of t&se, about 1,250,~~1
were migrants from Poland. But
apart from Poland, Reit.lhger admits that 300,000 other European
Jews slipped into Soviet territory
This
between 1939 and 1941.
brings the total of Jewish emigrants
to the Soviet Union to about
1,550,OOO. In Colliers magazine,
IJune 9th, 1945, Freiling Foster,
writing of the Jews in Russia, explained: “2,200,OOO have migrated
to the Soviet Union since 1939 to
escape from the Nazis.” But &e
lower estimate is probably more ac-

curate.
Jewish migration to the Soviet
Union, therefore, reduces the number of Jews within the sphere of
German occupation to around 3 l/2
million, about 3,450,OOO. From
these should be deducted those Jews
living in neutral European countries
who escaped the consequences of
the war. According to the 1942
WORLD ALMANAC p. 594), the
num.ber of Jews living in Gibraltar,
Britam, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Ireland and Turkey
was 413,128.
3 MILLION JEWS IN
EUROPE

l,lOO,OOO Polish Jews could have
been under German rule at the end
of 1939. (GUTACHEN DES TNSTITUTS
ZEITGESCHICHTE, Munich, 1956, p.
80).
To this number we may add the
360,000 Jews remaining in Germany,
Austria
and
former
Czechoslovakia (Bohemia-Moravia
and Slovakia) after the extensive
emigration from those countries
prior to the war described above.
Of the 320,000 French Jews, the
Public Prosecutor representing that
part of the indictment relating to
France at the Nuremberg Trials,
stated that 120,000 Jews were deported, though Reitlinger estimates
only about 50,000. Thus the total
number of Jews under Nazi rule
remains below two million.
Deportations from the Scandinavian
countries were few, and from Bulgaria none at all. When the Jewish
populations of Holland (140,000),
Belgium (40@0), Italy (50,000),
Yugoslavia
(55 ,oW,
Hungary
(380,000) and Rumania (720,000)
are included, the figure does not
much exceed 3 million. This excess
is due to the fact that the latter figures are pre-war estimates unaffected by emigration, which from
these countries accounted for about
120,000 (see above). This crosschecking, therefore, confirms the
estimate of approximately 3 million
European Jews under German OCCUpation.

A figure, consequently, of about 3
million Jews in German-occupied
Europe is as accurate as the
available emigration statistics will
allow. Approximately the same
number, however, can be deduced in another way if you examine statistics for the Jewish
population remaining in countries
occupied by the Reich. More than
half of those Jews who migrated to
the Soviet Union after 1939 came
from Poland.
It is frequently
claimed that the war with Poland
added some 3 million Jews to the
German sphere of influence and that
almost the whole of this Polish
Jewish
was
population
“exterminated”.
This is a major
The 1931 Jewish
fat tual error.
population census for Poland put
the number of Jews at 2,732,600
(Reitlinger, DIE ~Lo$IJNG,
p. RUSSIAN JEWS EVACUATED
36). Reitlinger states that at least 1,
170,000 of these were in the Rus- The precise figures concerning RusSian zone occupied in the autumn of Sian Jews are unknown, and have
1939, about a million of whom therefore been the subject Of exThe Jewish
were evacuated to the Urals and theme exaggeration.
statistician
Jacob
Leszczynski
states
south Siberia after the German invasion of June 1941 (ibid. p. 50). As that in 1939 there were 2,100,~
described above, an estimated Jews living in future German-occu5W,ooO Jews had emigrated from pied Russia, i.e., western Russia.
Poland prior to the war. Moreover, In addition, some 260,ooO lived in
the journalist Raymond Arthur the Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia
Davis, who spent the war in the So- and Lithuania. According to Louis
viet Union, observed that ap- ,’Levine, President of the American
proximately 250,ooO had already Jewish Council for Russian Relief,
fled from German-occupied Poland who made a post-war tour of the
to Russia between 1939 and 1941 Soviet Union and submitted a report
and were to be encountered in every on the status of Jews there, the maprovince
(ODYSSU jority of these numbers were evacuSoviet
THROUGH HELL, N.Y., 1946). ated east after the German armies
.
Subtracting these figures from the
Population of 2,732@% therefore,
and allowing for the normal popu- Please see MILLIONS?, next page
lation incm,
no more than
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In
launched their - invasion.
Chicago, on October 30, 1946, he Hatonn to clear, please. Good-day.
declared that: “At the outset of the
war, Jews were amongst the first
11/12/91
uidation of every Jew living in
TUESDAY
Europe. And yet it is known that
large numbers of Jews were alive
TODAY’S WATCH
Philip
in Europe after 1945.
ln
Friedmann
Dharma, since we are so pressed
BROTHER’S KEEPERS (N.Y., for time this day I ask that we move
1957, p. 13), states that “at least a right into the subject in point. The
million Jews survived in the very “watch” would be mundane at any
crucible of the Nazi hell”, while rate. I note the leading news is that
the official figure of the Jewish you have sent representatives to the
Joint Distribution Committee is Soviets to “set up a central bank for
1,559,600. Thus, even if one ac- thl Soviet people”. The poor Sovicepts the latter estimate, the ets have to use “cash” for everynumber of possible wartime Jew- thing and “... the Soviet Union canish deaths could not have ex- not move into a new world society
ceeded a limit of one and a half unless there can be freeing of funds
million. Precisely this conclusion through loans to fund business, etc.,
was reached by the reputable jour- etc., etc.” Good luck, world.
nal BASELER NACHRICHTEN of
neutral Switzerland. In an article Let’s get back to the lie of 6 million
entitled “Wie hoch ist die Zahl der Jews killed in a so-called Holojudischen Opfer?” (“How high is caust.
the number of Jewish victims?“,
June 13th, 1946), it explained that
NPOSSIBLE BIRTH RATE
purely on the basis of the
population and emigration figures Indisputable evidence is also prodescribed above, a maximum of vided by the post-war world Jewonly one and a half million Jews ish population statistics.
The
could be numbered as casualties. World Almanac of 1938 gives the
Later on, however, it will be number of Jews in the world as
demonstrated conclusively that the l&588,259.
But after the war,
number was actually far less, for the New Yank -es,
Feb. 22,
the Baseler Nachrichten accepted 1948 placed the number of Jews
the Joint Distribution Committee’s in the world at a minimum of
figure of 1,559,600 survivors after 15400,000 and a maximum of
Quite obviously,
18,700,OOO.
the ww w
number of c
s fo comDensatu.34these figures make it impossible
bv Jewish sunivors h more thaQ for the number of Jewish wardouble that fim e
This in- time casualties to be measured in
formation was not ravailable to the anything but nthousandsn. SixSwiss in 1946.
teen and a half million in 1938
minus the alleged six million
Let us break at this point so that the leaves ten million; the New York
segment doesn’t get too lengthy. I ZImes figures would mean, therealso suggest that you take a break. fore, that the world’s Jews proThank you for your service.
duced seven million births, almost
doubling their numbers, in the
I only ask that you readers hear us space of ten years.
Tills is
out before your draw conclusions. patently ridiculous.
This is a most important factor in
discerning who brings truth and It would appear, therefore, that the
who is controlling your very infor- great majority of the missing “six
mation resources. Please read with million” were in fact emigrants-reason, logic and an open mind for emigrants to European countries, to
you may be surprised to find that the Soviet Union and the United
history is frequently warped to meet States before, during and after the
the needs of “master planners”. war. And emigrants also, in vast
May insight be your gift in this numbers to Palestine during and
reading and may each be guided by especially at the end of the war.
that reason within. Survival of a After 1945, boat-loads of these

Jewish survivors entered Palestine
illegally from Europe, causing considerable embarrassment to the
British Government of the time; indeed so great were the numbers that
the H.M. Stationery Office publication No. 190 (Nov. 5, 1946) described them as “almost amounting
to a second Exodus”. It was these
emigrants to all parts of the world
who had swollen the world Jewish
population to between 15 and 18
million by 1948, and probably the
greatest part of them were emigrants to the United States who entered in violation of the quota laws.
On Aug. 16th, 1963 David Ben Gurion, President of Israel, stated that
although the official Jewish population of America was said to be
5,600,000, “the total number would
not be estimated too high at
9,000,000” (Deutsche Wechenzeltung, Nov. 23rd, 1963). Now,
chelas, I don‘t care WHO you are-you cannot have it both ways but,
obviously you-the-world have bitten
evacuated from the western regions
threatened by the Hitlerite invaders,
and shipped to safety east of the
Urals. Two million Jews were thus
This high number is conSWd.”
firmed by the Jewish journalist
David Bergelson, who wrote in the
Moscow Yiddish paper Ainikeit,
Dec. 5th, 1942, that “thanks to the
evacuation, the majority (80%) of
the Jews in the Ukraine, White Rus:
sia, Lithuania and Latvia before the
arrival of the Germans were rescue4l.” Reitlinger agrees with the
Jewish authority Joseph Schechtmann, who admits that huge numbers were evacuated, though he estimates a slightly higher number of
Russian and Baltic Jews left under
between
occupation,
German
650,000 and 850,000 (Reitlinger,
THE FINAL SOLUTION, p.
499). In respect of these Soviet
German
remaining
in
Jews
territory, it will be proved later that
in the war in Russia no more than
one hundred thousand persons were
killed by the German Action
Groups as partisans and Bolshevik
commissars, not all of whom were
Jews. By contrast, the partisans
have
themselves
claimed
to
murdered five times that number of
German troops.

‘SIX MILLION’ UNTRUE ACCORDING TO NEUTRAL
SWISS
It is clear, therefore, that the
Germans could not uossiblv have
gained control over or exterminated anvthinp like six million
BIfSYS. Excluding the Soviet
Union, the number of Jews in
Nazi-occupied Europe after emigration was scarcely more than 3
million, by no means all of whom
were interned. To approach the
extermination of even half of six
million would have meant the liqon all fronts and on all figures depending upon the convenient arithmetic. Now why would Ben Gurion use such nice high numbers if
it were not true? Well, let’s see-the reason for this high figure is
underlined by Albert Maisal in his
article “Our Newest Americans”
(Readers LXgest, Jan. 1957), for he
reveals that “Soon after World
War II, by Presidential decree, 90
per cent of all quota visas for central and eastern Europe were issued to the uprooted.”
Now how about other methods of
counting, etc. It seems that thousands upon thousands of names began to appear in the obituary
columns and most specifically in
the columns of Aqfbau, the Jewish
American weekly published in New
York.
Jewish emigrants to the
United States subsequently changed
their names. In the records, however, it had to show “formerly”
XXX, as example: Arthur Kingsley
[formerly Dr. Konigsberger of
Frankfurt]. Could it be that some
or all of these people whose names
are “deceased” were included in the
missing six million in Europe?
THE SIX MILLION;
DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE
From the foregoing it would seem
certain that the figure of six million
murdered Jews amounts to nothing
more than a vague compromise
between several quite baseless estimates; there is not a shred of documentary evidence for it that is
trustworthy. Occasionally, writers
narrow it down to give a disarming
appearance of authenticity.
Lord
Russell of Liverpool, for example,
Please see MILLIONS?, next page
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in his The Scourge of the Swastika
(London, 1954) claimed that “Not
less than five million Jews died in
concentration
camps,”
German
having satisfied himself that he was
somewhere between those who estimated 6 million and those who
preferred 4 million. But, he admitted, “l%e real number will never
be known.” If so, it is difficult to
know how he could have asserted
“not less than five million”. The
Joint Distribution Committee favors
5,012,ooO but the Jewish “expert”
Reitlinger suggests a novel figure of
4,192,200 “missing Jews” of whom
an estimated one third died of natural causes. Perhaps this “missing”
and “natural causes” could be
lumped in with the “Eisenhower’s
Death Camps” among
“other
losses”. I shall have to later refresh
your minds regarding your own
“death camps” where documentation is more fully available.
At any rate the above numbers
would indicate a reduction of the
number deliberately “exterminated”
io a “possible” 2,796,OOO. However, Dr. M. Perlzweig, the New
York delegate to a World Jewish
Congress press conference held at
Geneva in 1948 stated: “The price
of the downfall of National Socialism and Fascism is the fact that
seven million Jews lost their lives
thanks to cruel Anti-Semitism.”
Here again, you have this newly
originated gross error in semantics.
ese so-called Jews are NOT
Semites!
In the Press and elsewhere, the figure is often casually
lifted to eight million or sometimes
even nine million. Do any of you
have any concept of 9 million people? I agree that ONE is too many
to be slain and moreover, how dare
ones defile that ONE by lying about
6 million?? The facts are, and we
have proved it, none of these figures are in the remotest degree
plausible or possible, indeed, they
are totally ridiculous!
FANTASTIC EXAGGERATIONS
So far as is known, the first accusation against the Germans of the
mass murder of Jews in war-time
Europe was made by the Polish Jew
Rafael Lemkin in his book AXIS
PULE IN OCCUPIED EUROPE,
published in New York in 1943.

Somewhat coincidentallv. Lemkin
was later to draw up* ‘thi U.N.
Genocide Convention, which seeks
to outlaw “rsicialism”. His book
claimed that the Nazis had destroyed millions of Jews, perhaps as
This, by
many as six millions.
1943, would have been remarkable
indeed, since the action was allegedly started only in the summer
of 1942. At such a rate, the entire
world Jewish population would
have been exterminated by 1945.
After the war, propaganda estimates
spiralled to heights even more fantastic. Kurt Gerstein, an anti-Nazi
who claimed to have infiltrated the
S.S., told the. French interrogator
Raymond Cartier that he knew that
no less than forty million concentration camp internees had been
gassed. (How many of you can relate to 40 million?) In his first
signed memorandum of April 26th,
1945, he reduced the figure to 25
million, but even this was too
bizarre for’ ‘French Intelligence and
in his second memorandum, signed
at Rottweil on May 4th, 1945, he
brought the figure closer to the six
million preferred at the Nuremberg
Gerstein’s sister was
Trials.
congenitally insane and died by euthanasia, which may well suggest a
streak of mental instability in Gerstein himself but, of course, that is
only pure speculation--perhaps he
just couldn’t count.
He had, in
fact, been convicted in 1936 of
sending eccentric mail through the
post. After his two “confessions”
he hanged himself at Cherche Midi
Prison in Paris--or so the story
g=*
Gerstein alleged that during the war
he passed on information conceming the murder of Jews to the
Swedish Government through a
German baron, but for some inexplicable reason his report was “filed
away and forgotten”.
He also
claimed that in August 1942 he informed the Papal nuncio in Berlin
about the whole “extermination
Program”, but the reverend person
merely told him to “Get out”. The
Gerstein statements abound with
claims to have witnessed the most
gigantic mass executions (twelve
thousand in a single day at Belzec),
while the second memorandum describes a visit by Hitler to a concentration camp in Poland on June
6th, 1942 which is known never to

have taken place.
“October Surprise”!?

Shades

of

Gerstein’s fantastic exaggerations
have done little but discredit the
whole notion of mass extermination. Indeed, the Evaq@i=.l
Bishop Wilhelm Dibelius of Berlin
denounced his memoranda
as
“Untrustworthy”
(H.
Rothfels,
“Augenzeugenbericht
zu
den
Massenvergasungen” in Viertelbhrshefte
fur
Zei-hichte
April 1955). This is only importan;
because Gerstein was “one of
them”.
It is an incredible fact,
however, that in spite of this denunciation, the German Government in
1955 issued an edition of the second
Gerstein memorandum for distrischools
German
bution
in
(Dokem n
sung, mnn, 1955).
In it they
stated that Dibelius placed his special confidence in Gerstein and that
the memoranda were “valid beyond
any doubt”. This is a striking example of the way in which the
baseless charge of genocide by the
Nazis is perpetuated in Germany,
and directed especially to the youth.

worked directly un$er Heydrich
and Eichmann.
ABSENCE OF EVIDENCE

It should be emphasized straight
away that there is not a single
document in existence which
proves that the Germans intended
to, or carried out, the deliberate
murder of Jews. In Poliakov and
Wulf s Das Dritte Reich und die
Juden: Dokumente and Aufsatze
(Berlin, 1955), the most that they
can assemble are statements extracted after the war from people
like Hoettl, Ohlendorf and Wisliceny, the latter under torture in a
Soviet prison. In the absence of
any evidence, therefore, Poliakov
was forced to write: “The three or
four people chiefly involved in
drawing up the plan for total extermination are dead, and no
documents survive.” This seems
very convenient. Quite obviously,
both the plan and the “three or
four” people are nothing but nebulous assumptions on the part of
the writer, and are entirely unprovable. Doesn’t this sound a bit
like “read my lips?” and/or “Ollie
The story of six million Jews ex- North did it ALL!“?
terminated during the war was
given final authority at the Nurem- The documents which do survive,
berg Trials by the statement of Dr. of course, make no mention at all of
Wilhelm Hoettl. He had been an extermination, so that writers like
assistant of Eichmann’s, but was in Poliakov and Reitlinger again make
fact a rather strange person in the the convenient assumption that such
service of American Intelligence orders were generally “verbal”.
who had written several books un- Though lacking any documentary
der the pseudonym of Walter Ha- proof, they assume that a plan to
gen. Hoettl also worked for Soviet murder Jews must have originated
espionage, collaborating with two in 1941, coinciding with the attack
Jewish emigrants from Vienna, on Russia. Phase one of the plan is
Perger and Verber, who acted as alleged to have involved the masU.S. officers during the preliminary sacre of Soviet Jews, a claim we
inquiries of the Nurenberg Trials. shall later disprove. The rest of the
It is remarkable that the testimony program is supposed to have begun
of this highly dubious person Hoettl in March 1942, with the deportation
is said to constitute the only “proof” and concentration of European Jews
regarding the murder of six million in the eastern camps of the Polish
Jews. In his affidavit of November Government-General, such as the
complex
at
26th, 1945 he stated, not that he giant
industrial
knew but that Eichmann had “told Auschwitz near Cracow. The fanhim” in August 1944 in Budapest tastic and quite groundless assumpthat a total of 6 million Jews had tion throughout is that transportaNeedless to tion to the East supervised by
be-en exterminated.
say, Eichmann never corroborated Eichmann’s department, actually
this claim at his trial. Hoettl was meant immediate extermination in
working as an American spy during ovens on arrival.
the whole of the latter period of the
war, and it is therefore very odd indeed that he never gave the slightest Please see MILLIONS?, next page
hint to the Americans of a policy to
murder Jews, even though he
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According to Manvell and Fraakl
(HEINRICH HIMMLER
London, 1965), the policy of genocide
“seems to have been arrived at” after “secret discussions” between
Hitler and Himmler (p. 118),
though they fail to prove’-& Reitlinger and Poliakov guess along
similar “verbal” lines, adding that
no one else was allowed to be present at these discussions, and no
records were ever kept of them.
This is the purest invention, for
there is not a shred of evidence that
even suggests such outlandish
William
meetings -took place.
Shirer, in his generally wild and irresponsible book THE RISE AND
FALL OF THE THIRD REICH,
is similarly muted on the subject of
documentary proof.
He states
weakly that Hitler’s supposed order
for. the murder of Jews “apparently
was never committed to paper--at
least no copy of it has yet been unearthed. It was probably given verbally to Goering, Himmler and
Heydrich , who passed it on
down....” (p. 1148).
A typical example of the kind of
“proof” quoted in support of the
extermination legend is given by
Manvell and Frankl. They cite a
memorandum of 3 1st July 194 1 sent
by Gocring to Heydrich, who
headed the Reich Security Head Office and was Himmler’s deputy.
Significantly, the memorandum begins: “Supplementing the task that
was assigned to you on 24th Jan.
1939 to solve the Jewish problem
by means of emigration and evacuation in the best possible way according to present conditions.. . ”
The supplementary task assigned in
the memorandum is a “total solution
(Gesamtlosung) of the Jewish question within the area of German influence in Europe”, which the authors admit means concentration in
the East, and it requests preparations for the “organizational, financial, and material matters” involved. The memorandum then requests a future plan for the “desired
fmal solution” (Endlosung), which
clearly refers to the ideal and ultimate scheme of emigration and
evacuation mentioned at the beginning of the directive. No mention
whatever is made of murdering
people, but Manvell and Franki
assure you that this is what the

memorandum is really about.
Again, of course, the “true naturen of the final as distinct from
the total solution “was made
known to Heydrich by Goering
verbally” (Ibid. p. 118). The convenience of these “verbal” directives issuing back and forth is
obvious.
THE WANNSEE CONFERENCE
The final details of the plan to exterminate Jews were’ supposed to
have been made at a conference at
Gross Warmsee in Berlin on 20th
January 1942 presided over by
Heydrich (Poliakov , D~s Dritte
Reich und die Juden, p. 120 ff;
Reitlinger, ‘l’JJE FINAL SOLUTION, p. 95 ff). Officials of all
German Ministries were present,
and Muller and Eichmann represented Gestapo Head Office. Reitlinger and Manvell and Frankl
consider the minutes of this conference to be their trump card in
proving the existence of a genocide
plan, but the truth is that no such
plan was even remotely mentioned,
and what is more, they freely admit
this. Manvell and Frankl explain it
away rather lamely by saying that
“The minutes are shrouded in the
form of officialdom that cloaks the
real significance of the words and
terminology that are used” (THE
COMPARABLE CRIME, Lendon, 1967, p. 46), which really
means that they intend to interpret
them in their own way. What Heydrich actually said was that, as in
the memorandum quoted above, he
had been commissioned by Goering
to arrange a solution to the Jewish
problem. He reviewed the history
of Jewish emigration, stated that the
war had rendered the Madagascar
project impractical, and continued:
“The emigration program has been
replaced now by the evacuation of
Jews to the east as a further possible
solution, in accordance with the
of the
authorization
previous
Fuhrer. ” Here, he explained, their
labor was to bc utilized. All this is
supposed to be deeply sinister, and
pregnant with the hidden meaning
that the Jews were to be exterminated, though Prof. Paul Rassinier,
a Frenchman interned at Buchenwald who has done sterling work in
refuting the myth of the Six Million, explains that it means precisely what it says, i.e., the concen. .
tration of the Jews for labor in the

immense eastern ghetto of the Polish Government-General.
“There
they were to wait until the end of
the war, for the reopening of international discussions which would
decide their future. This decision
was finally reached at the interministerial
Berlin-Wannsee
conference...” (Rassinier, Le Meritable
Proces Eichmann, p. 20). Manvell
and Frank& however, remain undaunted by the complete lack of reference to extermination.
At the
Wannsee conference, they write,
“Direct references to killing were
avoided, Heydrich favoring the
term “Arbeitseinsatz im Ossten”
(Labor assignment in the East)”
(HEINRICH HIMMLER, P. 209).
Why you should not accept labor
assignment in the East to mean labor assignment in the ~.ast is not
explain&
According to Reitlinger and others, innumerable dir8Xives actually specifying extermination then
passed between Hiier,
Heyd&h, Eichmann and commandant Hoess in the subsequent
months of 1942, but of course,
“none have survived”.
GROUNDLESS ASSUMPTIOlQ
AND TWISTED WORDS
The complete lack of documentary
evidence to support the existence of
an extermination plan has led to the
habit of reinterpreting the documents that do survive. For example, it is held that a document conceming deportation is not about deportation at all, but a cunning way
of talking about extermination.
Manvell and Fra&l state that
“VariOUStermS Were used to camouflage genocide. These included
“Aussiedlung” (desettlement) and
“Abberforderung” (removal)” (ibid.
p. 265). Thus, as you will have already seen, words are no longer assumed to mean what they say if
they prove too inconvenient. This
is a very good knack that the Khazarian Zionists have to mislead, disinform and mock you-they simply
change the meanings of terms and
you end up too confused to realize
you have been “had”.
This kind of thing is taken to the
most incredible extremes, such as
their interpretation of Heydrich’s
directive
for _labor assignment
_ _ in the
Another
example
is a referEast.

ence to Himmler’s order for sending deportees to the East, “that is
having them killed” (ibid. p. 251).
Reitlinger, equally at a loss for evidence, does exactly the same,
from
the
that
declaring
“circumlocutionary” words of the
Wannsee conference it is obvious
that ‘the siow murder of an entire
race was intended” (ibid. p. 98).
A review of the documentary situation is important, because it reveals the edifice of guesswork and
baseless assumptions upon which
the extermination legend is built.
The Germans had an extra-ordlnary propensity for recording everything on paper in the most
careful detail, yet among the
thousands of captured documents
of the S.S. and Gestapo, the
records of the Reich Security
Head Office, the fdes of Hhnmler’s headquarters and Hitl@s
own war directives there is not a
single order for the extermination
of Jews or anyone else. It will be
seen later that this has, in fact,
been admitted by the World Centre of Contemporary Jewish
ntatioa at Tel-Aviv, Attempts to find “veiled allusions” to
genocide in speeches like that of
Himmler’s to his S.S. Obergruppenfuhrers at Posen in 1943 are
likewise quite hopeless. Nuremberg
statements extracted after the war,
invariably under duress, are examined in the following chapter.
Let us leave this for now as we
have a meeting to attend. Thank
you.
Hatonn to clear, please.
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Introduction to Commander Hatonn
stand into infinity and God does not
send us, the Hosts, to banter or
kibitz
with you abut the facts of
Hatonn is: Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonnthe
matter--ours
is to present the
I write through
a
Aton.
situation
as
it
is,
unto
you.
communications
“translator”;
through pulsed short-wave transmission. This is not “psychic chan- Your “enemy” as to “space aliens”
neling nor hocus-pocus”. This is are now all landlocked to your orpurely “physics” of frequency biting system. YOU HAVE NO
THE
AMONG
transmission, receiver termination ENEMIES
SPACE
of transmission and translation of BROTHERHOOD’ IN
YOU DO HAVE
the signal into the English language. (COSMOS).
ENEMIES IN YOUR “SPACES”
I am Commander of the “Phoenix BUT THEY ARE VERY EARTHProject”, serving the Command of ORIENTED AND ORIGINATED.
that ONE whom you refer to as All of this is explained in depth in
“The Messenger, Christos, God, the writings--this message is for
The “Command Fleet” is identification of myself and my coetc.”
from the sector Pleiades from which workers who bring information and
originated your ancestral lineage. assistance at this time of evolution.
My mission is in preparation for the
return of the “God” to reclaim His We bring the unfolding and uncovHe went forth and has ering of the actions upon your globe
ProFV.
prepared safe passage and “a place” so that you can awaken unto your
for each of you who would come plight--with “reason” and “proof”.
within His shelter. The choice is It is up to you as to what action you
individual for force is not of God take for our commission is to reand you have free-will for all spond to you who have asked input
and assistance. We’will DO nothchoices.
ing FOR you; we will serve and inOur direct commission is to set the form with “HOW TO” as we move
records into Truth of content of along through the maze of inhistorical facts for the pltiet is credible deceit. You have NOTHending one cycle and beginning a ING TO FEAR from us of the
new and wondrous cycle of experi- Lighted Brotherhood of the Cosmos
ence. This gives cause for you of for we work and act only within the
the human species to make changes Laws of God and those of The UniYour
concurrent with the greater physical versal Creation (Natural).
would-be-“Kings”
(rulers
of
the
changes of the planet. Yours will
globe)
have
heinous
plans
to
injure
be a “spiritual change” and may or
may not include physical transla- you and place blame upon the Costion. Fxh will be given choice of mic Brotherhood--what will be
claimed is a blatant LIE. You are
direction and translation.
“People of the Lie” and unless you
awaken
and reclaim your heritage
The purpose of thw writings and
as
nations
and people--you shall
speakings is to allow the Twth to be
fall--no
more
and no less.
put forth unto the masses who
would wish to receive them. The
JOURNALS also serve as historical Massive efforts are put forth to stop
We
documentation of this portion of our presentations--so be it.
have
naught
to
lose--YOU
HAVE
“history” relative to that which has
come before--known and unknown-- EVERYTHING TO LOSE, INfor whatever life forms and genera- CLUDING YOUR SOULS AS
tions to follow this manifested expe- WELL AS YOUR LIVES PHYSIMy commission is to
CAL.
rience.
“inform” you and I shall do SO to
You come against the wall, so to the best of my allowed abilities for I
speak, wherein you all but cross the (we) are not allowed by Cosmic
societal point of no return. You Law to interfere or intervene except
will act to reclaim your human in specific and delineated instances
rights or you will fall to the Adver- which have been covered in lengthy
sary who, by the way--is that one dialogue prior to this.
touted to be the “anti-Christ”. YOU
are in the time of, and the action of, I serve aboard the Command Ship,
Armageddon as recognized from Phoenix, and I head the Fleet
prophecy. It makes no differepce to Command. I am Commander of
me whether or not you are beheving the United Federation Fleet, InterI
Truth will galactic Federation Command.
of this information.
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link with other Commands, i.e., the
“Ashtar Command”,
referenced
only in time of imminent planetary
destruction at which point that
Command will be in charge of any
evacuation of general nature. Our
Command will bring all of God’s
people into security. I have no responsibility to the “adversary” nor
his followers and no evil shall be
brought into the places of Lighted
God. Evil is a manifestation of
“human” and we do NOT allow evil
within our orderly God-revering societies. This does not, however,
mean that ones who are in deciding
will not be taken into a placement
which can preserve “soul” survival.
I ai not here to ask your permission for anything; I care not what
any aspect thinks or believes.
I
have a mission of God and I shall
see to it. You may join with me or
deny me for it makes not one iota
of difference. I do not “sell” anything--not this paper nor any other
item. I have a commitment and
obligation and I will see to it. You
may do that which you will--agree
or disagree. I do, however, suggest
that all read with an open mind to
the “possibilities” herein for you are
told by all comers of your intelligence that you are in a traumatic
time of change--you might well be
advised to look into the possibility
of the Truth of this information. I
chair the Cosmic Council relative to
this Universal Sector and I believe
you will find that I am not overruled. He who denounces my person had best be carefully looked at
through the intent of wisdom for I
meet with any man and/or y;q;
who claims my falseness.
that no one ever, somehow, wishes
to participate in that invitation for
confrontation-do you not find that
strange?
You will find most of the “New
Age” groups and speakers fully in
alignment with the “New World
Order--Global Government”. This
will be denied for they do not realize the subterfuge and “sucking in”
of the innocent and ignorant.
I
suggest you pay close attention for
you are on the brink of losing your
world--not just your freedoms.
I shall continue to bring to your attention the cover-ups as they occurred and still occur. God has ho
mysticism nor hidden agenda--God
is open and the only “mystery” is
that which you simply do not yet

understand--that too, He gives unto
you openly and freely,’ There are
no secret rituals or hidden doctrines, royal titles or elite placements. If you find any of these
things in that which YOU follow--I
suggest wisdom in discernment of
your choices. If you give of your
Power unto another according to his
decrees--you have forfeited your
Power forever. God asks that you
accept and take your POWER in
HIS name that you can become one
within His Grace and reclaimer of
that which is your rightful heritage.
I feel that we must begin to publish
this identification and purpose for
we are swamped with new readers
and it is magnificently important
that you KNOW who we are and
that which we are about--for we are
about our Father’s business. Again,
you have nothing to lose by gaining
TRUTH and insight--but you do
have everything to lose in the
physical and soul realms by remaining ignorant at the hands of the
deceivers who would hide Truth
from your eyes and ears. So be it.
I salute you who assume responsibility. I pity you who do not and I
have great compassion as we pass
on into the more compressing times
ahead, as you Perceive the journey.
I offer my hand in love and brotherhood and I give you all that I
have and am. Accept or deny my
person--but I suggest you look into
the possibility that what we bring
“might” well be Truth and you will
come to understand. To deny the
robber, who has just bound and
gagged you, is to be a stupid fool.
The better part of wisdom is to
look, discern and then act. God
never limits your investigation into
all facets of the Truth-does your
“minister”? Does your controlling
fgsmwc${? I suggest you ponder
.
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Genocide of a nation before our eyes
The horrible war of attrition against
the small and now almost defenseless nation of Iraq continues without
letup or hindrance from the socalled “civil&d” world. America,
a supposedly Christian country, is
the architect and the finisher of this
nightmarish war against a people
who have not done any injury to it.
Does this sound like a scenario for a
far-fetched . novel or some theater
play? Well, it isn’t. Even as we
stand by and allow this satanic plot
to progress, *hundreds of thousands
of innocent victims of Bush Skull
and Bones savagery are dying.
Their cries for mercy and the cries
of their parents rise up to God in
daily and nightly protest. G.od is
not mocked, and HE will deal with
President George Herbert Walker
Bush and this nation.
We who have actively opposed this
ILLEGAL, cruel and unjust war,
shall not escape the wrath to come
along with those who have wittingly
and knowingly given their assent to
it, for the rain shall fall on the just
and the unjust alike. But the unjust,
among whom are the Lucius Trust
(formerly the Luciferian Trust) of
the United Nations, and those
Christian fundamentalist and evangelical churches led by Billy Franks
alias Billy Graham, who allied
themselves with this evil One World
Government institution SHALL face
an even greater wrath, for they willingly allowed themselves to be used
to denigrate the Gospel ‘in furtherance of Satan’s kingdom on Earth.
In July, U.S. Department of Agriculture specialist John Parker
stated: “They (the Iraqi people) will
probably make it through August
but they are definitely.headed for
big trouble later in the year.” Just
how much “big trouble” Iraq is
already in and what is in store for
the country is the subject of this
report.
When the President of the United
States laid down his impossible
conditions to avoid war, the principle one was that Iraq withdraw
from Kuwait. This was also the
principle demand of the United
Nations to which the United States

DOES NOT NOW BELONG NOR
CAN EVER BELONG UNLESS IT
SCRAPS ITS CONSTITUTION. It
is interesting to note, however, that
NGNE OF THE UNITED RESOLUTIONS AUTHORISED THE
USE OF FORCE FOR BUSH TO
OBTAIN HIS OBJECTIVE. President Bush and his fellow warriors
clothed themselves in the unrighteous mantle of the United Nations
in order to side step their obligations in terms of the U.S. Constitution which they had taken an oath to
uphold and defend, and thereby,
they thought could escape the title
of law breakers.
After the most savage, preplanned
aerial bombardment of downtown
Baghdad, which happened just as
General Dugan said it would, a city
of 4 million people and “targets”
such as electricity generating plants,
sewage disposal works, factories
making baby food, civilian bomb
shelters--the list is endless, Iraq
agreed to relinquish its just claims
against the heathen regime of the Al
Sabah family.

Not satisfied with the willful murder of so many, President Bush, as
Commander in Chief of United
States armed forces authorised what
will go down in history as one of
the most vile crimes ever committed
by one nation upon another,
namely, the burying alive of 12,000
Iraqi soldiers in trenches.
As
Commander in Chief of the U.S.
Armed Forces, albeit a civilian, the
President is not excused from obeying the laws and customs of warfare, including U.S. Army Field
Manual 27-10 and the Nuremberg
.
Principles.
That ours is a lawless government is
vouchsafed for by the fact that in so
doing, the Commander in Chief ignored the U.S. Army’s code of
conduct manual which forbids such
atrocities, having first broken the
Constitution by going to war without a Congressional declaration of
As Commander-in-Chief of
WZU.
our armed forces, he willfully ignored and violated the Hague Regulations of 1907 which are fully
binding upon ALL U.S.MILITARY
PERSONNEL AND THE PRESIDENT. It is therefore **** meet,
right and proper that we as a nation
should be reminded of the abovementioned criminal conduct for
which we SHALL all be punished
under the laws of God.

The preplanned destruction of the
city of Baghdad, as announced in
advance by Air Force General
Dugan, was another gross violation
of international law, to whit the
Nuremberg Principles which expressly forbid aerial attacks on
civilian cities.
In addition to the abovementioned
gross violations of DOMESTIC
In pulling out of Kuwait City and AND INTERNATIONAL LAW,
Basra, in flagrant violation of every President Bush as Commander in
rule of conduct for warfare and in Chief of U.S. Armed Forces vioflagrant violation of every intema- lated international law rules covertional law, including the Nuremberg ing inchoate crimes which forbid
Principles, the Hague Regulation of planning and preparation for a nu1907, the Kellog-Brand Pact of clear war. The United States was
1928, the Geneva Conventions of responsible for placing the inchoate
1949, the Hague Rules of Aerial clause in the international rules of
Bombardment of 1923, the Decla- warfare.
The United States deration of London--which deals ployed hundreds of nuclear weapons
specifically with conduct of naval in the Gulf in case the Russian milwarfare, U.S. war planes attacked itary should take a hand in the prothe withdrawing Iraqi military ceedings.
killing
an estimated
columns,
160,000 Iraqi soldiers. In so doing In addition, the President as Comthe Bush administration broke every mander in Chief of the U.S. Armed
single agreement it had with the Forces broke U.S. law by authoRussian military, in addition to the rising the use of U.S. troops in the
abovementioned pacts and agree- Gulf to be used as guinea pigs by
merits.
_
forcibly and against their wills, vac-

cinating them with untried vaccines
against anthrax and botulin, the latter being a deadly and virulent poison which kills if even a very tiny
quantity is ingested, without the
slightest evidence whatsoever that
these soldiers would be subjected to
CAB weapon attacks containing
these deadly biological compounds.
In fact, exhaustive fine-combing of
Iraqi weaponry and storage areas by
the CIA’s David Kay and his
United Nations team failed to
disclose the slightest evidence that
Iraq ever possessed such CAB
weapons containing anthrax and/or
botulin. If it is true,as we suspect it
is, that these U.S. soldiers were
used as guinea pigs without their
that would
informed consent,
constitute a crime under the Nuremberg Principles which expressly
forbids such acts.
If the President of the United States
in his role as Commander in Chief
of the U.S. Armed Forces did indeed perpetrate such a ghastly crime
against his own troops, mark you,
his own troops, what then could the
people of Iraq expect from such a
man?
What Iraq got was what one would
expect from a man who would risk
the lives of his own soldiers by
forced vaccinations with deadly poisons without just cause or reason,
not that it can ever be just to force
anyone to be vaccinated against
When, as Air Force
their will.
General Dugan predicted,
the
bombs rained down on Baghdad
city, close to 1,000,000 civilians
were killed or wounded, including
thousands of young children.
Our President, our Christian leaders
and our Congress refuse to alleviate
the sufferings of those children
when the human quality that mercy
shall not be strained should be the
order of the day. This in the face
of indisputable evidence gathered
by a Harvard Study Team, the
Catholic
Relief
Service,
the
International Red Cross, Physicians
Please see IRAQ, next page
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for Human Rights, all of whom
documented the facts that 170,000
Iraqi children under the age of five
are dying of malnutrition and
disease from the effects of the
bombing of Baghdad city.
These reports do not include the
close to 300,000 Iraqi children
ABOVE the age of five who will
die unless the INHUMAN AND
UNJUST BOYCOTT imposed by
the U.N at the command of President Bush is immediately lifted.
The abovementioned organisation’s
reports indicate that malnutrition
and disease are widespread as the
result of this insane, satanic economic boycott of Iraq which has resulted in terrible food shortages and
a 1,OOO%increase in the’ prices of
what little stocks of food that are
available.
In addition, gastro-enteritis, cholera
and typhoid have become raging
epidemics across the entire country,
because 18 out of 20 of Iraq’s electdcity generating plants “were
bombed back to the Stone Age” as
the hundreds of bumper stickers so
proudly testify, and can no longer
provide sufficient power to water
purification plants.
Iraq has no antibiotics or other
medicines to combat these diseases
which came about as a direct result
of the bombing of civilian targets
such as sewage treatment and water
filtration plants. Because of the inhuman satanic Bush-imposed economic boycott of Iraq, the abovementioned organisations have documented that 50% of Iraq’s hospitals have been forced to close down
due to lack of essential medical
supplies and equipment and staff.
Before the war, Iraq imported 96%
of its food, much of its rice imports
coming from California. Today the
caloric intake of the Iraqi population is less than 400, so that death
by starvation will soon overtake
deaths from U.S. bombs. In the
face of such DOCUMENTED
FACTS, Britain and the U.S. continue to falsely and lyingly assert
that Iraq has a big stock of hidden
food reserves. The World Wheat
Council based in London does not
support these palpable untruths.

Those who tend to believe the U.S.
and British governments-Category
III people who are brain-dead from
the effects of television, can of
course obtain the truth about Iraq’s
supplies of grain by getting the facts
from the U.N. Food and Agriculture organisation based in Rome.
These figures DIRECTLY GIVE
THE LIE TO STATEMENTS
MADE BY PRESIDENT BUSH
AND PRIME MINISTER JOHN
MAJOR
THAT
IRAQ
HAS
“SECRET STOCKS OF FOOD”.

Professor Boyle was also responsible for drawing up the articles of
impeachment against President Bush
and several military leaders and
cabinet officers which was submitted by Congressman Gonzalez.
Many of you have written to ask me
what has happened with these articles. They are bottled up in the
House Judiciary Committee, and
unless immense public pressure is
applied to this committee, that is
where they are likely to stay. Here
follows Professor Boyles opening
statement petitioning the U.N. on
The satanic position adopted by behalf of the children of Iraq which
Britain and the United States against due to lack of space can only be
lifting the economic boycott of Iraq summa&xl:
is causing a lot of upset at the
U.N., even in the Security Council, COALITION TO STOP U S INbut Secretary of State Baker is TERVENnoN
keeping the lid on it, using the same EAST
arm-twisting,
blackmail/bribery
methods he used to put the Cash
THE SECRETARY GENRegister Coalition together.
No TO:
wonder the late Ayatollah Khomeini ERAL OF THE UNITED NAcalled the U. S. “the great Satan”. TIONS, THE MEMBERS OF THE
ASSEMBLY, THE
It is about the only thing he ever GENERAL
AND
SOCIAL
said that I find myself in agreement ECONOMIC
COUNCIL,
THE
COMMISSION
with.
ON HUMAN RIGHTS, THE SUBThank God that there are men of COMMITTEE ON PREVENTION
DISCRIMINATION
AND
goodwill who are prepared to buck OF
the dictatorship of President Bush PROTECTION OF MINORITIES,
and Prime Minister John Majors. UNESCO, UNICEF, THE HEADS
One of them is French Foreign OF ALL NGO’S, ETC.
Minister Roland Dumas who has
INDICTMENT,
COMbeen urging his government to find RE:
PLAINT
AND
PETITION
BY
a way to get food supplies to Iraq
before thousands of people are will- THE 4.5 MILLION CHILDREN
fully starved to death by the dicta- OF IRAQ FOR RELIEF FROM
BY
PRESIDENT
tors in the White House and 10 GENOCIDE
GEORGE
BUSH
AND
THE
Downing Street.
UhmD STATES OF AMERICA
Another good and true man is Professor Francis A. Boyle, a renowned professor of International PETITION ON BEHALF OF THE
Law, who petitioned the United CHILDREN OF IRAQ SUBMITNations on September 24th, 1991 TED TO THE UNITED NATIONS
for relief against Bush crimes on CHARGING PRES. BUSH AND
behalf of the children of Iraq. So U.S. AUTHORITIES ACTIONS
important is this document that it is CONSTITUTE ACTS OF GENOreproduced here with Professor CIDE.
Boyle’s permission granted to Dr.
Coleman.
Before that, Professor Francis Boyle, Professor of InterBoyle circulated a “Memorandum national Law at the University of
At Law dated May 31st, 1991 to Illinois, College of Law has asked
All United States Military Personnel the Coalition to Stop U.S. InterIn Kuwait” in which he drew their vention in the Middle East to
attention to their international re- submit an Indictment, Complaint
sponsibilities as belligerent .occu- and Petition for Relief from
pants of Kuwait drastically warning Genocide by Pres. George Bush and
them about condoning war crimes the United States of America which
being committed by the evil, degen- he has prepared on behalf of the 4.5
million children of Iraq.
erate Al Sabah dictators.

The Petition is being submitted to
the Secretary General of the UN.,
members of the General Assembly,
the Economic and Social Council,
the Commission on Human Rights,
the Sub-Commission on Prevention
of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities, UNESCO, and UNICEF.
Prof. Boyle’s petition reviews the
factual situation confronting the
children of Iraq -- malnutrition,
starvation, disease, and death, and
details the violations of international
laws upon which this Claim is
based. The relief asked for includes
a lifting of the sanctions against
Iraq, massive provision of intemational humanitarian relief, and compensation to the victims of the policies described.
Prof. Boyle has stated, based on the
current devastating situation for
Iraq’s children, 500 a day of whom
are dying as a result of continued
economic sanctions, “Likeunto a pirate, the Respondent George Bush is
hostis humani aeneris--the enemy of
all humankind.” Boyle has asked
,for an urgent review of this Petition
and that the appropriate organs of
the United Nations, as well its
member states, institute criminal
proceedings against Pres. Bush for
committing the international crime
of genocide against the children of
Iraq.
It is worth including here the Memorandum-At-Law drawn up by Professor Francis A. Boyle which I
mentioned in Insider Report 1 and
2, because it proves that the military establishment--and I think parti~uhly of smug Marine General
Neal who acted as chief censor, are
guilty of gross misconduct in the
prosecution of the Gulf War.
l
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. Latest news from the USSR
Billy Franks alias Billy Graham,
who was the key to evangelical and
fundamentalist support for the Gulf
War and a self-confessed Zionist,
has signed an agreement with the
Soviet Ministry of Religious Affairs
which agreement says Franks a.k.a.
Graham will train some 4500 RusSian Orthodox Church (ROC)
priests in what is described as
“modern methods of propagandising
religious affairs”.
It will be recalled that Stalin turned
to the ROC during the German invasion of Russia, and with their
help was able to defeat and turn
back the German army, The &gshevik leaders have never forgotten
that valuable experience. and Gorbachev’ s rxog&on
of Christianity
and the ROC (not the ROC in exile
however, which is a truly good uninfiltrated body), is &sign& for
“Graham’s”
possible future use.
latest marriage with Communism
stamps him as being beyond the
pale of patriotic Americans and
Christianity.
Latest reports out of the USSR
speak of a winter of discontent.
The Soviet harvest which is in the
last stages of completion looks to be
the worst in the last ten Ya% es&
mated at 50 million tons less than in
1990.
By the end of July 68
million tons of grain was threshed,
six million tons less than in August
1990.
Especially in the Ukraine, grain
hoarding is taking place on a large
scale. According to Goskomstat, 5
million tons less of bread grain will
be sold to the state this year than in
“*Is)90. -S&s to the state are down in
all grain producing areas, indicating
that grain is, being hoarded for
barter purposes as winter sets in.
Leonid Kravchuck, chairman of the
Ukraine Supreme Soviet has warned
that severe measures will be taken
to protest the harvest. “If need be,
we will introduce a special regime
in the Ukraine, because we are
obliged to save the harvest we have
cultivated and provide the people
with everything they need. We will
go to any lengths to defend the interests of our people and our market. ”

Large scale hoarding is bound to
have a serious effect on bread supplies
for the major cities. Already
there have been articles in the Soviet press decrying this possibility:
“How Long Will We Lose The
Lion’s Share” was one such article
which bitterly attacked farmers who
are hoarding grain.‘ But in some
states it is not a matter of hoarding,
rather it is a case of just not having
the machinery and labour to bring
in the harvest.
Kazakstan has been hit in this manner which led to President Nursultan Nabayev
issuing an emergency decree Setting
up a 17-member council armed with emergency
Powers “to recruit every able-hodied man, woman and child to bring
in the harvest”. In other regions
special Soviet army motorised units
are out scouring the grainfields and
watching out for hoarders who face
criminal penalties if caught.
St. Petersburg and Moscow, already
facing serious shortages of potatoes
and green vegetables, will be hardhit if the grain harvest is not completed on time and if shortages are
not made up with imported grain,
for which Gorbachev is appealing to
the West for hard currency to pay
for such impor& Although c&ain
banks, notably in Paris and London,
are somewhat skeptical about the
ability of the Soviet Union to repay
further loans, the Committee of
300’s Inftitute for International Finance is favourably disposed toward
Gorbachev’s call for help.
“Despite
continuing deterioration in
the domestic economy ,and changes
in the p&id
environment,
the
Soviet Union should be able to meet
its debt service obligations this
year. So said fts confidential report
to the Committee of 300, dated
September 2@h, 1991.
My economic intelligence source
told me on October 28th that in or7
der to get further loans, THE SOWETS WILL HAVE TO SELL
$1 l-$15 BILLION WORTH OF
GOLD. IF THIS HAPPENS ALL
AT ONCE, THE PRICE OF
GOLD WILL BE SEVERELY DEPRESSED. THIS IS DUE TO AN
ANTICIPATED CUTBACK OF

EXPOSURE BY COMMERCIAL
BANKS OF $11 BILLION THIS
YEAR, ON TOP OF LAST
YEAR’S CUT BACK OF EXPOBILLION.
$10
SURE
GF
RATHER THAN CUT BACK ON
ITS IMPORTS, THE AMOUNT
OF GOLD MOSCOW MIGHT
SELL COULD GO AS HIGH AS
$20BILLIONe.

imports.

Even if all production problems are
solved, failure to deliver foodstuffs
to the market place threatens to
bring food rioting to the major
cities this winter. It will be recalled
that the October Revolution of 19 17
began in this manner when bread
supplies for Moscow and St. Petersburg were held up by delivery
The IMF is worried that a sudden problems.
disintegration of stability in-the Soviet Union this winter, brought on If this happens, then it is almost
by grave food shortage, will create certain that Pamyat and Soyuz will
a major economic disaster which step into the picture and this time
would carry over into Western na- no faked coup will stop Russian nation’s economies. Rather than have tionalist forces from gaining conthis happen, the IMF is backing
Please see USSR, next page
Gorbachev’s latest appeals for yet
more hard currency to pay for food
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trol. Only this week, zshall Orgakov and Soyuz har iner Yegor
Ligachov demanded that they be
given more control over the politirces in the Kremlin who have
for a decentralised form of
government inside the “loose federation” framework favoured by Gorbachev and the Raskolniks and the
ush ~minis~ti~n.
Funding for the Soviet defense budget is being increased in spite of the
so-called crippled Soviet economy.
There has been no standing down of
troop levels as would be expected if
communism were genuinely dead.
In a recent talk with officers in
training
at
the
prestigious
Voroshilov Academy, General of
the Army D.S. Sukhorukov, who
played a leading role in developing,
Spetsnaz (special forces) said that
there would be no decrease in the
Soviet military budget.
Similar remarks were made by
General Ivan Tretyak, a former
Commander-In-Chief of Soviet Defence Forces. The general manager
of Aeroflot, Colonel General of
Aviation Aleksandr Volkov also
made remarks in a similar vein to a
group of Soviet aviation specialists.
Volkov was Deputy Commander-inChief of the Air Force in charge of
all military transport aircraft before
being transfqrred to his “civilian”
post at Aeroflot.
The so-called civilian Aeroflot
company is making increasing demands on the U.S.. Department of
Transportation to be allowed to fly
from New York to Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
The proposed
routes
would
take
Aeroflot
“civilian” flights over San Jose otherwise @own a “silicon valley”.

Combining the newly developed
with
toxins
microencapsulation
techniques makes it possible for Soviet forces to unleash neurotoxins,
psychotoxins, Dengue Fever, Lasa
Fever, Anthrax and Typhoid within
a time frame of approximately two
hours to 8-9 days. U.S. military
intelligence has stated that the Soviets may be prepared in some instances to use “new generation CAB
weapons in preference to a nuclear
first strike”.
Marshall Orgakov in his “drgakov
Doctrine” stated that “it is con&vable that the U.S. will strike first in
a wartime situation and .do so quite
independently of Soviet actions.
Though we recognise that the enemy (the U.S.) is prudent enough to
recognise the value of striking first,
we have good reasons to believe
they will not be the first to start
such a war as they know that our
efforts are directed toward detecting
such a decision.
Our deceptive
practices which we have mastered
both politically and militarily are
enough to mislead the U.S. into believing that it can lower its guard
while we go to maximum readiness
in advance of a first strike.
“Such an operation would require
several days or even several months
to prepare, allowing us sufficient
time to implement carefully planned
sabotage operations against the
Western wbrld as a whole, and the
U.S. in particular. As an opening
salvo we might unleash our electromagnetic capabilities or our
CBTW weapons of mass destruction, which would conceal our real
objectives while their attention is
distracted. By this means the Soviet
Union can and will, if necessary,
effectively disable U.S. and NATO
forces and disrupt the civilian population, making il impossible for
the U.S. to go to war except as an
outright act of desperation. ”

According
to my intelligence
source, there is no let up in the production of what Soviet military lit- Just how effective these Soviet milerature describes as “third genera- Iraq strategies are was demonSoviet strated when on September 17th,
tion chemical weapons”.
laboratory experiments have been 1991, the U.S. tried to launch aconcentrating on toxins of a deadly satellite in breach of the 1972 ABM
nature. One of the reasons is that Treaty, a satellite which shot down
Soviet army troops could be immu- over Russia would have showered
nised in advance against all newly the country with a rain of radioacdeveloped toxins, SOme of ‘which tive nuclear .particles. The Soviets
can p&yse
the nervous system -fired two ELF warning shots at the
within
30-40 seconds making New York -airport system% and
.blacked out all communkation over
breathing impossible.

a wide area.

areas.

In Europe it is known that Sp&snaz
units operating at company and
brigade levels carrying CBTW
agents could q&My
neutm&
NATO forces and ause a state of
hysteria among the civilian population, thus rapidly clearing urban areas which formerly were choke
points for advancing troops. The
only nation likely to be spared is
Germany, which is why the KGB
wants a strong intelligence link with
the BND, Germany’s foreign intelRecently I was asked why the So- ligenm service,
viet Union would still want to
maintain missile bases in Cuba. My 0n August 7th, 1991, chief of the
reply was that here again it is KGB Vladimir Kryuchkov told the
merely a case of “ma&ovka”
BND that his department was ready
(deception) to please Castro and to enter into such an agreement.
rouse the American public to all Paul Munstermann, BND’s chief
sorts of wild speculations. Let me said he welcomed the move and was
say categorically, there is absolutely waiting for an official approach. I
no need for the Soviets to station have long stated that Germany will
ICBM’s in Latin America, Cuba or be Russia’s closest ally in the next
anywhere- else in our sphere of world war, and intelligence cooperinfluence as their TYPHOON class ation between the two services ausubmarine fleet can stand off as far gurs well for very close future ties
away as Murmansk and the Arctic between Moscow and Bonn.
ice cap and deliver their deadly nuclear missiles to targetsanywhere As if to underscore the ongoing cementing of relatio~~ips between
on the North American Continent.
the two countries, General Mawei
In my discussions with intelligence Buklakov, Supreme Commander of.
sources, it emerged that the USSR the’ Soviet Western Group of
has targeted 280 primary sites in Forces, headquartered at Wunstof in
Western Europe and over 300 sim- Eastern Germany has called for
ilar sites in the U.S. They can do joint military exercises between the
this with their latest CBW Soviet and German armies, a proweapons within a few minutes of posal which is favourably looked
war breaking out. Either total or upon by both countries. At present
Id be the Soviet Union has between
partial neutralization
of the 400,000 and 600,000 of its troops
achieved within 2 minu
Rockets tipped stationed in the eastern part of Ger:
alarm sounding.
with chemical, biological or toxic many, which the U.S. would like to
agents are not included in any of the see sent back home. This is howtreaties we have signed with ever, not going to happen. The SOMoscow thus far. All we have is viet army will stay where it is for
their promise that they will not be the foreseeable future.
the first to use them, which is a
very hollow promise.
In other areas Moscow is showing
its “flexibility” by retaining friendly
Htid targets for ICBMs to penetrate relations with President George
will fall victim to CBTW weapons Bush iti spite of, or because of the
with a minimum of damage to “near miss” which nearly brought
property. A couple of shots close the two nations to the brink of a nuto air-intake systems in the Pen- clear war on September 17th last.
tagon has the potential to kill all o_f A new joint space mission agreeour top commanders. The possibil- ment was signed by both leaders on
ity of mass contamination of reser- August 8th although very little of it
.voirs and water purification plants was in the news services of both
cannot be overlooked. The effect countries. The agreement calls for
upon .thc civilian population would
be devastating. Panic would reign
Please see IJSSH, next page
a.~cjtjxms tried to flee contaminated

They also leaked photos of the vietims of their “CAB experiments” in
which
Afghanistan,
apparently
caused our war planners to hurriedly revise their estimates of Soviet CBTW weapons capability and
thus avert certain war. There is no
doubt that the Soviet military is
years ahead of the West in CBTW
weapons and their ability to deliver
them with deadly effect anywhere in
the world.
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Update: 30 days to economic doomsday
DR. J. COLEMAN. 11/15/91
With President Bush refusing to
face reality, economic events are
coming down to the wire. My econom{? intelligence source has confirmed” that it is not only in the
United States that doomsday is at
hand, but also in Europe where
economies are hanging by a thread.
Scandinavia, Britain, France and
Latin America are all in a state of
extreme crisis. Latin America is
crucial to the U.S. economy because of overexposure by Wall
Street bank loans to Brazil, Peru,
Argentina and Mexico. If any one
country, such as Brazil for example,
should refuse to make its December
loan repayment, the entire house of
cards of U.S. banking will come
tumbling down.
In the U.S. we are in an ever-deepening DEPRESSION. One of the
hardest hit is the airline industry
which is on the skids. The Intemational Air Transport Association
(IATA) has issued a seridus warning that any hope of an early upward trend in air bookings is out of
the question. IATA said that its
earlier reported expectations of a

recovery “were gravely mistaken”.
U.S. airlines posted a loss of $3
billion in 1990 and Wall Street analysts report that industry losses
will climb to $5 billion by the end
of 1991.
Higher prices will not help, as it
leads to more cancellations.
Airlines are already charging the highest prices s&e 1969, tha& to
Reagan’s brilliant deregulation of
the industry. The &st casualty is
Midway, a carrier which me into
being shortly after Reagan deregulated the airline industry. Midway
went belly-up when its proposed
merger with North West did not
materialize.
There are ah&y in
excess of 50,000 jobless people
1formerly employed in the airline/travel business.
Owing to the general feeling of job
insecurity, and the excessively high
cost of tickets, millions of Am&
cans have put tr;?vel plans on hold.
In Europe package tour business to
popular Yugoslavian holiday resorts
have nosedivea due to the war of
genocide being waged against
Croatia. Spies Travel, the largest

pachge tour-group travel company
in Europe reports wholesale canand
to
Yugoslavia
cellations
Turkey, also a very popular vacaUnlike Americans, EuI tion spot.
lropeans know that Turkey is going
to be a hot spot within the next few
months because of iti support for
the Bush war of genocide against
Iraq, which is deeply resented by
Iran.
“Aviation Week” reports that never
1in its history has the travel business
/been so bad. Worse yet, the magaizine says a number of airlines in the
into
top ten may be ford
bankruptcy in the next six months.
,Even Boeing is in danger as it ex1pect.s cancellations of a significant
:part of its $40 billion previously
planned
airline expansion
purchases. Cap&in J. Randolph Babbit
of the Airline &$s
Association
(ALPA), points the finger of blame
“At the time
at the government.
that U.S. airlines were about to be
deregulated in 1978, we had the
world’s finest transportation system.
Now after a decade of ‘free market
dogma’ the current status of the in,dustry can best be described as dis-

astrous... MORE THAN 20,~
AIRLINE EMPLOYEES HAVE
LOST THEIR JOBS SINCE JANUARY 1991, and another 18,000 at
Eastern have been displaced. ”
The auto industry is in even worse
shape. Domestic sakS for cars in
the first 10 days of November fell a
whoPPing 13%. wal1 Street analysts predict that November car
sales will show a loss of up to 28 %.
This will contribute to a loss of
l9% in autos sales for the year
1991. Hardest hit are Chrysler and
The year-to-date analyses
Ford.
shows that thus far the top ten auto
producers have lost 12% in sales.
Some companies like Chrysler and
Ford are expected to show losses as
high as 25%-j5% in lggl Over
1990 sales. Industry-wise the manufacturers sold 200,000 less cars in
October than was anticipated*
In addition to falling sales and rising costs, the U.S. is now showing
signs of an increase in the inflation
rate- This has alreadY apFed
in
Please see ECONOMY, next page
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a meeting in space between the orbiting MIR space station and a U.S.
shuttle.
The U.S. is reportedly
anxious to conduct medical experiments aboard MIR.
In the Middle East. there is much
deception going on between the ISn&is and the USSR. The latest
episode was an interview granted by
Dmitri Vasilyev, leader of Pamyat
to Walter Ruby, Moscow correspondent for the Jerusalem Post
which is owned by the Hollinger
Corporation, famous for its implant
birth control device. Vasilyev told
Ruby that there was “great danger
from a Jewish dictatorship over
Ruby also interviewed
Russia”.
Aleksander Schumkler, President of
a philanthropic Russian Jewish organisation who told him that Jewish
immigration to Palestine must continue In spite of the apparent
decline in Pamyat attacks on Jews.
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Iiis detailed description of the nature of GOD _

.-

THE SACRED SPIRIT WITHIN
PLEIADES CONNECTION, VOL. VI
$lO.OO...Trade Paper...Germain
& Hatonn
“God will work with you, not for you.” Gennaio
gives the reason why it is very wise for all to imbed
this deeply in our consciousness. The mysteries 01
gravity are explained as well as some of that Higher
Knowledge man is seeking.

MURDER BY ATOMIC SUICIDE
PLEIADES CONNECTION, VOL. IV
$lO.OO...TradePaper... Germain & Hatom
Within these pages are the minute details of
what radiating atoms really are. Gem&n
explains in detail The Supreme Mystery Of
Life And Death.
PHONE HOME, E.T.
PLEIADES CONNECTION, VOL: V
S 1S.OO...TradePaper...Includes 2 audio tapes
Germain KCG.C. Hatonn
Germain gives excellent “how to” instruction
to
accomplish true meditation (communion)
withGod

HLJMAN THE SCIENCE OF MAN
PLEIADES CONNECTION, VOL. VII
SlO.OO...Trade Paper...Gexmain & Hatonn
GOD (ATON) writes the introduction to this very
important JOURNAL Some of the many topics are:
Reincarnation; Time: is it real or illusion?; Three
faces of Israel; The Humanist Manifestos Nos. I & II.

There 82etwo instructive audio tapes to assist
in clearing and relinquishing one’s egoconsciousness
to the subconscious
and
superconscio-ti.
..........................
:
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SCIENCE OF THE COSMOS
PLEIADES CONNECTION, VOL. VDI
SlO.OO...Trade Paper...Gerrnain
& Hatonn
Some of the subjects directed and given forth from
the higher brotherhood in this 8th book of the Pleiades series are: The foundation of present belief; The
expanding universe; New laws of thermodynamics;
OUR MISSING 13TH CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT, Solar energy; Paper money.
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Japanese’
begin to
.
scorn America
As the 50th anniversary of Pearl
Harbour approaches, it is alarming
to note U.S. pressures on Japan
mounting in an almost eerie rerun
of economic events that led up to
our entry into WWII. The reaction
to continued U.S. attacks on
Japanese economic success is having an ever-increasing effect on the
Japanese people.
A recent poll
conducted in Japan by a German
newspaper concluded that “everyday Japanese men and women are

beginning to regard America with
scorn which does not augur well for
the future of U.S. Japanese relations. ” Will history repeat itself?
Japan remains staunchly anti-communist as more and more of Asia
drifts to the left. Pearl Harbour
was supposed to change that, but it
did not. Perhaps a second attempt
to communise Japan is in the making?

ECONOMY, continued from
previous page

Civil war continues
to rage in Yugoslavia
ierbians backed by the Bush adninistration and Israel are deternined to destroy the breakaway
itate Of Croatia. Lord Carrington
:the betrayer of Rhodesia, the
Malvinas, and NATO’s military
wing) with his mediation efforts assures that Croatia is doomed. Carrington is the “kiss of death” when
it comes to undermining nationstates seeking to establish their own
sovereign rights. Under cover of
EEC “peace missions”, the war
against this small Christian nation
has escalated until today, at the end
of October, the Croations have
reached breakpoint.

Serbias are a pawn of a Middle
East power. If this happens a Eu
ropean-wide conflict could erupt
which is of course what Presiden
Bush is hoping for. In the mean
time the Croations have complainer
to the U.N.; the EEC and th’
Christia
that
states
United
churches in Croatia are being sys
tematically destroyed by combine
Serbian and Yugoslavian militar
forces. The Jerusalem Post, owne
by the Hollinger Corppration i
constantly advocating wholesale re
moval of Croatians in the manner c
the transfer of l,OOO,OOOGreek
from Turkey to Greece in 1921
even though the Greeks were bor
At this juncture the Soviet Armed in Turkey and had lived there fc
This is what th
Forces might be tempted to inter- generations.
vene, knowing as they do that the Jeruwlem Post deems a just sob
tion for the “Croation problem”.

wholesale prices which rose nearly
1.8% in September and is expected memory”. Opposition to the meato show a rise of 2.2% in October. sure came from Senator Jake Garr
These increases will naturally spill of Utah, who was one of the propoover into retail prices. The gov- nents of legislation that led to the
emment reports that consumer Savings and Loan debacle.
prices rose only 0.1% in October,
intelligenceThe jobless rate in the U.S. inbut my economic
“this
remarkable creased by 400,000 in the first week
source
said
As the economy
achievement beats the Moscow of November.
no signs Of a “Christmas Serious rioting has broken out in
Circus jugglers, me REAL rise in shows
The
soPick-Me-Up”,
my source said he several cities in England. In Birmthe October is 3.1%.
called good news is no more than ‘exPected December to add another hgham, Newcastle, North Shields,
finagling of government statistics. ” 1.5 million peOPle&??thO~ alreadY Cardiff and Oxford, some of the riout of work. The Labor Depart- ots lasted for more than 6 hours as
With the housing industry in the ment is doing everything it can to roving bands smashed shop winst&tics juggle statistics and make it look as dOWS, cut power and telephone lines
doldrums,
government
show an increase of 0.8% in hous- if many of the lost jobs are and barricaded streets .
Several
ing costs, but the real figure is “seasonal winter losses”, but it is no b~1‘ld’mgs set on fire collapsed, and
closer to 1.5 % for the months longer fooling anybody.
in one instance a fireman was seriSeptember-October.
Attempts .to
ously injured.
Youths hurled
jump-start new housing starts have The top ten banks held four crisis “Molotov Cocktails” at firemen and
not been successful, even though sessions with Federal Reserve police
The underlying economic
President Bush has appealed to Board chairman Alan Greenspan causes of the riots are homelessness
banks to make housing loans on a during the past four weeks. The
virtual willy-nilly basis. Already major topic of concern is WHEN
facing a wave of bankruptcies, the will the Federal Reserve Board
bar&g industry is in no mood to announce bail-out measures? With
revive its “boom time” romance Citicorp announcing huge losses,.
expected to be at least $5.6 billion One wonders when conditions in the
with domestic housing.
in the last quarter of this year, and U.S. will be as desperate as those in
However the Senate did do some- with a cash liquidity crunch the Britain. With 4 million homeless
thing to help the economy. The Al- worst in the bank’s history, there is and 30 million Americans without
fonse D’Amato bill to limit the indeed a sense of desperate urgency jobs, the screws are being tightamount of interest charged by credit in the bank’s
executive suites. The ened. The Center on Budget and
card companies on outstanding fear is that one of the Latin Ameri- Policy Priorities figures for July
count&
will announce iti show that 318,000 people have excredit card balances was passed. m
Credit card companies will in the refusal to meet its December ~OZUIhausted their unemployment beneCiticorp wants the fits this week. This is the highest
future not be allowed to charge obligations.
Senator
Federal
Reserve
Board to act next level reached in 40 JWUS. With our
more than 14% interest.
week
BEFORE
the big blow-out major industries in the midst of a
D’Amato said the credit card comserious depression, a spirit of hopeparries were exploiting the public by occurs.
lessness
is sweeping the country.
“charging interest rates at 18.9%
Dr.
J.
ColeWhat
is
encouraging is the large
when their own borrowing rates All Rights Reserved.
number of young people who are
have fallen to the lowest levels in man, November 1991.

British economy bad
and unemployment.
In the cities
mentioned above, unemployment
has reached 88 % while Britain’s
unemployment rate in general
stands at a shocking 57% with 4.9
million people unemployed “on the
Where welfare
dole” (welfare).
payments have expired, families say
they are living on “bread and
“Mrs. Thatcher’s disasbeans”.
trous economic policies are bearing
fruit,” is how one police chief at the
scene of the rioting put it.

“Justice” in America
beginning to demand answers.
They know that something is
wrong, but just don’t know what it
is. What is needed is a major effort
to reach the young people of this
land and let them know precisely
what it is that is so terribly wrong
here at home.
One of the things that is terribly
wrong is the system of justice in
this country.
One of the most
shocking decisions handed down by
Please see USA, next page
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the United States Supreme Court in
recent memory is the Court’s dismissal of a suit by Los Angeles
public defender Howard Waco
against Superior Court Judge Raymond Mireles. The judge was annoyed that Waco was not in his
court on November 6, 1989, and he
then ordered two police officers to
“bring me a piece” (of Waco).

“disciplined”. High on the list for
such action is Senator Simpson,
whose outspoken attacks on Miss
Hill aroused fury among liberals,
pro-abortionists and the so called
“feminists”. Others who ‘are going
to feel the lash of the establishment
liberals are Senators Orrin Hatch
and Arlen Specter. Specter could
hardly conceal his disdain and disgust for Senator Kennedy.

European viewers were astonished
over the performance of individual
Senators. Senator Heflin came in
for some choice comments. Heflin
tried to convey the impression that
he was “agonising” over what Miss
Hill’s motives for lying might be.
He is probably a better Senator than
he Is an actor. European viewers-and I am sure this applies to United
States viewers also--easily saw that
Miss Hill had been set up by the
so-called
pro-abortionists
and
“feminists” as a last-ditch effort to
derail the Thomas nomination,
knowing full well that Thomas is
the vote needed by the Supreme
Court to overturn Roe vs. Wade
and put an end to the hideous massmurder of children going on in this
under the guise of
country
“women’s rights”. I hope somcone
will tell Senator Heflin to stop
Congress should be petitioned to “agonising” .
have the law granting judges carte
blanche protection rewritten imme- Investigations into who leaked the
diately. As it now stands, judges FBI’s report on its investigation of
will be able to do anything they Miss Hill to the press are ongoing
please and remain above the law. but will amount to nothing. The
This utterly intolerable state of af- truth is unlikely to ever come out,
fairs is based on a 19th century law and serves to illustrate that the art
which says that judges must have of dirty tricks is not dead. My
judicial immunity from courtroom source in Washington is of the
decisions so that “He shall be free opinion that a member of Senator
to act upon his own convictions Paul Simon’s staff was the culprit
that
Simon
and
other
without apprehension of personal and
Democrats
on
the
committee
are
consequences to himself.” This law
has been extended to cover judicial presently engaged in a furious
decisions that could be improper cover-up damage-control exercise.
In dismissing
and erroneous.
Waco’s suit, the “conservative” There is unlikely to be any action
(sic) Supreme Court relied on a whatsoever against Representative
1978 case, Stump vs. Sparkman, Barney Franks who is clearly guilty
where the judge had ordered a of gross misconduct involving a
mildly retarded woman to be ster- homosexual liaison and suspicion of
ilised. Now can we see where this being aware of a homosexual ring
operating out of h& apartment. It
is going to lead to?
seems that Frank will escape with
The Thomas hearings are now his- only a slight tap on the wrist. This
tory, but the long knives have not is a slap in the face for the Ameribeen sheathed. Reports from my can majority who abhor homosexual
intelligence source in Washington conduct.
indicate that a number of Republican Senators are going to be

The officers seized Waco who w&
in another court and dragged him
down a hall, slammed him against a
doorway and carried him before
Mireles. The Court ruled 5-3 that a
judge may not be sued for any judicial action even if undertaken in bad
faith or in malice. Can we even
begin to imagine what this will do
to our already besmirched system of
justice? In plain language it means
that in the future a judge could conceivably order police officers to
beat up someone he does not like,
and get away with it. Is this farDon’t you believe it!
fetched?
With 1500 Soviet ,prosecutors right
here in Washington D. C. training
U.S. prosecutors in the Soviet prosecutorial system, ANYTHING is
not only possible, it is probable.

Kissinger still busy
Deputy Secretary of State Lawrence
Eagleburger, acting as a surrogate
for Henry Kissinger, has not abandoned plans for Hungary and the
Danube Basin. The idea was first
put forward by Kissinger Associates’ client R. Mark Palmer of
Central Europe Development Corporation (CEDC). Geopolitics is at
the heart of this development which
is part of the strategy to keep German “expansion” under control, as
Palmer calls it. Britain does not
want Germany to be in a position to
take trade away from her.
Palmer and CEDC are creating a financial chain in Eastern Europe that
will shut Germany out of the
Danube basin countries. Participators in this anti-German scheme are
France, Britain and Hungary. If the
plan succeeds it will give rise to the
same kind of serious aggravation
that led up to the Second World
War. Kissinger and Eagleburger
are playing a dangerous game,
without the authority of the people
of this country, and it must be
stopped for once and for all.
Especially appointed to his post for
the purpose of promoting CEDC
aims under diplomatic cover was
Ronald Lauder, assisted by Albert
Reichman, Canadian real estate billionaire. Palmer played a double
and some say illegal game by using
his post to promote CDCE aims
while he was sti1l.U.S. Ambassador
This is commonly
to Hungary.
known as “conflict of interest” and
apart from being highly improper,
may even have been illegal.

for the U.S. My intelligence pro
file of Kissinger would make this a
correct statement, since Kissinger,
from his early days, was under the
influence of the philosophies of
Round Tablers A.D. Lindsay and
T.H. Green who controlled the Oppenheimer networks in Germany.
The British intelligence network at
Balliol recruited Elliot, Green and
Lindsay who, on their return to the
U.S., became agents-in-place for
M16.
It was Elliot who, in 1938, printed
as a book an Ml6 British intelligence paper laying out steps to be
taken to induce the United States
into the upcoming war in Europe.
Elliot called “his” book “The
British Commonwealth at War”.
Elliot used his position as Staff
Director of the House Committee
on Foreign Aid from 1947-1949 to
ram Churchillian rhetoric down the
throats of members of the House
and Senate. In another British Ml6
paper “book”, which Elliot called
“The Pragmatic Revolt In Politics”,
he refers to Kissinger as “my
adopted son”. This set the seal
upon Kissinger as a British agent.
Eagleburger and his associates have
set Yugoslavia aflame in a genocidal war. They must not be allowed
to cause similar trouble in the
Danube Basin. The GRU is fully
aware that Kissinger and his fellows
are trying to cause problems for
Germany, and it is unlikely that Orgakov would stand by and allow
Russian-German reapprochement to
be compromised.

My economic intelligence source
described Palmer’s actions (on behalf of Eagleburger) as “highly reprehensible” . U.S. Office of Government Ethics has Palmer and Eagleburger under investigation but
my source feels that, given
Kissinger’s deep layers of protection within the Bush administration,
that reaches back directly to the
Royal Institute for International Affairs (RIIA), nothing will happen to
change the dangerous game beiig
played against Germany’s national
interests.

As it is, Kissinger and his messenger boy James Baker Ill are heartily
distrusted and detested by Soyuz
and the Soviet officer corps in general. Bush approves of the dangerous game being played by Kissinger
Associates, because, as I explained
in WER, his hopes of distracting
the attention of our people away
from the economic disaster about to
envelope our country lies in a war
in the near future.

In 1g85, fissinger to1d the RIIA
that he worked for them rather than

Please see KISSINGER, next page

In another
area of Europe,
Kissinger is also hard at work
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through Jeffrey Sachs, the whiz-kid
economist who wrote the blueprint
for Poland’s economic destruction,
a fact only now being recognised by
poor Lech Walesa. What the Sachs
plan envisaged was a destroyed
Polish economy that would never be
of any use to the Soviet Union.
The Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) is working round the clock to
prevent former satellite states of the
Soviet Union from regrouping behind Moscow (see next story).
However, both the Polish and RusSian peoples are canny and earthy,
so they have resorted to barter, the
oldest means of trade. Gn SePtcmber 3rd, 199 1, the Soviet Union and
Poland signed a Trade Agreement
which is the forerunner of similar
agreements that will follow with the
Baltic States and Ukraine- The new
agreements are a slap in the face for
Sachs and his hard currency advocates that would have kept Eastern
Europe at the mercy of the U.S.
which is what Sachs tried SO hard to
impose on Poland last year.
It Will dS0 SOhe CUlTCllCY problems
such as exist between Lithuania and
Russia, with the former having the
stronger currency.
Barter trades
will eliminate this problem and Vice
President Ratkevicius of the Lithuanian National Bank said as much on
September 3rd: “We would turn to

settling our trade in the old barter
system. ”
This would eliminate ruble conversion of which British economist and
Foreign Office consultant Peter Gppenheimer said, “There is no need
for ruble convertibility for years to
come. ” The U.S. plot to gain control of East European economies
looks like it is failing.

development because these regions
have the richest potential in Europe
in petroleum, gold, uranium, coal,
iron, and silver.

The close proximity to Europe of
these “nations” is another cause for
CIA concern, as it is expected that
cooperation with Western Europe
will eventually provide funding that
will turn these countries into a
“collective giant”. It was fear of
“Directorate 5” is a CIA desk deal- exactly this that caused Washington
ing almost entirely with economic to write Bukharin’s “New Economic
intelligence.
Like British intelli- Policy” (NEP) in 1934, so that
gence, the CIA knows that since all Washington could gain and retain
wars are economic in origin, it is control of the Soviet economy.
essential to keep. on top of economic
conditions around the globe. After But Stalin saw ‘through the ruse and
a two-year study, Directorate 5 has Bukharin and thousands of his
submitted its report to President “Washington cosmopolitan friends”
Bush.
lost their lives. It would appear as
if Directorate 5 is making a new
Ading
to my intelligence
attempt to bring this entire area unsource, the report concludes that der U.S. economic domination.
“Aid to former Soviet East bloc Certainly it all ties in with Kissinger
countries (by the U.S.) will only re- Associates’ activities in Yugoslavia
sult in the birth of a new economic and Hungary. The situation is filled
giant and a direct competitor in with peril.
A couple of faulty,
world markets against
the United risky moves by Kissinger and his
States”. This is nothing new, the British agents of influence could set
CIA report on Japanese economic the stage for a new war, unless
development in 1938 gave ix to these uncontrolled agents can be
pal
H&our,
curbed soon.
Directorate 5 views the emerging All Rights Reserved Dr. J. Coleman
former East bloc nations, Poland, October 1991
Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Bulgaria
and the Soviets Republics as individual nations that will expand with
L
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TODAY’S HEALTH ALTERNATIVE
By Raquel Martin
$16.95...Trade Paper
Release Date l/92
This is the first comprehensive, referenced,
easy-to-read book about chiropractic care as
viewed from the patient’s perspective. Over
‘55million Americans are receiving or seeking
chiropractic care. Ms. Martin has successfully
dispelled the myths which have in the past
prevented
individual
from
seeking
chiropractic care as a valid and successful
preventative health care and treatment alternative She presents the science of
Chiropractics, the early history, basic principles as well as the undeniable evidence of its
effectiveness.

.............

THEDARKCHARADE
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
$lO.OO...Trade Paper
Release Date 12/9 1
Hatonn brings us up to date on critical world
events such as: The details of the phoney Soviet
coup. What their new (old) plans are and who
their new (old) leaders are. The more things
change the more they remain the same, albeit
under different names or facade. How the
Soviets pretend weakness while they increase
their preparations for war, and “blackmail” us
for more billions of dollars of aid while we
disarm and can’t feed our own hungry people.
Remember, America, decades ago they said we
would give them the rope to hang us?
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